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ABSTRACT

Nunc Pauperis Agri: Rural Fantasy and Economic Reality in the Elegies of Tibullus
by
Victoria Elizabeth Jansson

Advisor: David Petrain

This dissertation argues that attention to economic anxieties in Tibullus’ elegies is
crucial to understanding his corpus. Concerns about agricultural production, globalized
trade, and institutional power recur throughout the elegies. An appreciation of
economic desire may not only produce a fruitful reading of Tibullus’ poetry, but also
help to answer some of the questions suggested by elegy’s socio-historical framework.
This project relies methodologically on both economic analysis and a Lacanian
psychoanalytic framework. Additionally, each chapter explores a different facet of
religious experience in the elegies: the myth of the Golden Age, prayers to the goddess
Ceres, and references to the Lares, Penates, and Pales. Close examination of these
religious passages lays bare the role of economic anxieties in motivating prayers and
sacrifices. The conclusion draws attention to larger patterns of exchange that underlie
economic activity, religious ritual, and human relationships.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

During the final, bloody years of the Roman Republic and early decades of the nascent
Empire, a new form of poetry appeared. Latin love elegy, as modern scholars have
named the genre, comprises book-length, multi-poem narratives of erotic entanglement.
This amatory subject matter seems at first out of step with the violence of its time.
Stranger still, it lasted fewer than fifty years and was largely the work of only a few
brilliant authors: Gallus,1 Propertius, Tibullus, and Ovid.2 Considering the genre as a
whole, the term ‘love elegy’ is something of a misnomer. While the elegists purport to
offer first-person accounts of their romantic relationships, their poetry often sidelines
these love interests in favor of the larger issues of their day. Why would this sort of
poetry be written as Rome was wracked by civil wars, transforming from a republic
into a vast empire ruled by one man, the emperor Augustus? How does elegy reckon
with the violent forces governing the world in which it was written?
I argue that we may find answers to such questions in the elegies of Tibullus by
examining the ways in which the poet grapples with the economic forces at work
during his day.3 Concerns about agricultural production, globalized trade, and
institutional power recur with such frequency and force throughout the elegies that
they surely constitute more than mere rhetorical exercises. This focus is particularly
unexpected in light of Tibullus’ apparently amatory, pastoral subject matter. Yet when

1

Cornelius Gallus predates the other elegists somewhat but is still counted reliably among their number
(Quint. Inst. 10.1.93; Ov. Am. 1.15.29–30; Prop. 2.34.91–92; Mart. 8.73.6). Unfortunately, his poetry has
been lost save for a single couplet quoted in Vibius Sequester’s De Fluminibus and nine lines preserved on
a papyrus discovered at Qasr Ibrim (Courtney 1993, 260–8).
2
Catullus cannot properly be called an elegist but is often considered a precursor to the genre.
3
By “the elegies of Tibullus” I mean the first two books of the Corpus Tibullianum. Although there is a
third book of the Corpus Tibullianum, only books I and II are widely considered to be the genuine work of
Tibullus (Maltby 2002, 21).

1

the poet writes of his desire for the disappearing rustic world, his fantasies are
characterized by economic matters more frequently than erotic ones, particularly in his
persistent prayers to various deities for agricultural abundance. Accordingly, I hope to
demonstrate that an understanding of economic desire and anxiety can enrich our
reading of the elegies. Close reading will show how the poet repeatedly longs to find
satisfaction within his means, as he desperately wishes in the first poem of Book 1:
“now, if only now I might be able to live content with little” (iam modo, iam possim
contentus uiuere paruo, 1.1.25).4 Yet again and again, he finds that, as another poet once
wrote, “most hearts say, I want, I want,/ I want, I want” (Atwood 1987, 5). The
recurring gap between desire and reality animates the corpus as a whole.
The poet’s desires, economic and otherwise, are socially constituted and must be
explained within their historical context. This project thus contributes to the growing
study of Roman elegy as informed by the events, attitudes, hopes, and fears of the Late
Republic and Early Empire. In particular, I organize my discussion around the religious
figures to whom Tibullus most frequently reveals his anxieties, either through prayer,
festival celebration, or other ritual action. I employ this structure for two main reasons.
The first is practical: that economic concerns appear with some regularity in passages
describing mythological figures and topoi. The second reason has to do with larger
questions about the nature of exchange—both religious and economic—in the Tibullan
corpus. On the one hand, Roman religion is explicitly transactional; a typical prayer to
the gods proposes a reciprocal deal. On the other hand, Tibullus frequently bemoans
the transactional nature of his present day in such prayers, diverging time and again
from the main narrative to imagine a world before exchange. This tension undermines

4

Text is taken from Maltby (2002). All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
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the implicit logic on which such prayers proceed. In order to better understand this
conflict within the poetic subject, my analysis relies upon a Lacanian psychoanalytic
framework.5 This methodology comprises several interlocking conceptualizations,
including the registers of the Real, Symbolic, and Imaginary. It also includes analysis of
several linguistic figures, such as repetition (which draws attention to the unbridgeable
gap between desire and reality), metonymy (which presents known content in an
unknown form), and moments of aporia (or irresolvable internal contradiction). The poet
expresses many incompatible desires: to be both a rusticus and urbane poet, a selfsufficient landholder and content with his “now impoverished estate” (nunc pauperis
agri, 1.1.19), cliens of Messalla and free from war, at once desiring and free from desire.
These inherent tensions within the poetic persona typify the anxieties of the poet’s day
and are crucial to understanding the elegies.

History of scholarship
Of the three major Roman elegists, Tibullus is the least studied today. This was not so in
antiquity, when he was considered the greatest of his contemporaries. In his discussion
of elegy, Quintilian argues that Roman poets rival their Greek predecessors and praises
Tibullus as the greatest of his colleagues: “to me, Tibullus seems the most concise and
elegant author” (mihi tersus atque elegans maxime videtur auctor Tibullus, Inst. 10.1.93).
Similarly, Velleius Paterculus ranks Tibullus “among those who are most eminent in
our age” (inter quae maxime nostri aevi eminent, Vell. Pat. 2.36.3), and in particular among
those who have achieved perfection in their genres (perfectissimi in forma operis sui, Vell.

5

I analyze several studies that have successfully applied a Lacanian framework in my history of
scholarship. I also explain the Lacanian theoretical model at length in the ‘Methodology’ section.

3

Pat. 2.36.3).6 Nevertheless, only a few commentaries and modern texts were published
of Tibullus’ poetry through the early modern age until the 1970s. In the past, scholars
may have overlooked the elegies in part due to the poet’s style, which has been
described as dream-like, “smooth... drifting” (Smith 1964, 68), nonlinear and associative
(Veyne 1988, 36), giving voice to “sheer discontinuum” (Johnson 1990, 108), or
“complex, multivoiced dream texts” (Miller 2004, 83).
The last few decades, however, have seen both increased interest in the poet and
some new approaches to his corpus. In 1984, for example, a conference devoted to the
study of Tibullus was held in Rome for the anniversary of the poet’s death. Two years
later the proceedings were published in Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi su Albio
Tibullo, Roma-Palestrina 10–13 maggio 1984. The papers presented encompassed a range
of topics, from traditional philological and comparative analyses7 to attempts to situate
the poet’s corpus within a broader socio-political landscape.8 The latter approach has
grown increasingly popular in Tibullan scholarship in recent years; many of the works
described in this literature review are linked by a common thread of wanting to account
for the elegies in light of the time in which they were written.
Some authors have tried to explore Tibullus’ political dimension by asking
whether his poetry implicitly supports the Augustan agenda. Attention to
contemporary political themes can be useful as a means of highlighting the striking
absence of the emperor from Tibullus’ poetry, since unlike Vergil, Propertius, and Ovid,

6

He also counts Sallust and Ovid among these “most perfect” authors.
F. Cairns, “Stile e contenuti di Tibullo e di Properzio,” pp. 47–59; G. Anna, “Qualche considerazione sui
rapport di TIbullo con Virgilio e Orazio,” pp. 29–45.
8
F. Della Corte, “Tibullo tra esterofilia e pattriotismo”, pp. 1–28; M.P. Pieri, “Il dio Priapo in Tibullo 1,4:
spunti bucolic di un elegiaco", pp. 69–88; L. Gasperni, “Mondo rustic e religiosità popolare nel corpus
Tibullianum”, pp. 215–232; F. Cancelli, “Spunti ideologico-politici in Tibullo”, pp. 233–250; D.O. Ross,
“Tibullus and the Country”, pp. 251–265; V.A. Srago, “Tibullo e l’agricoltura italiana nel primo decennio
di Augusto”, pp. 291–314.
7

4

Tibullus makes no explicit references to Augustus. In “Tibullus as an Augustan Poet,”
Solmsen (1962) argues for a reading of Tibullus as supportive of the princeps based
upon similarities between the elegies and Vergil’s Georgics and Aeneid. There are two
main problems with this thesis: first, we are by no means sure if Tibullus ever heard the
Aeneid,9 and second, Vergil himself has been interpreted as both pro- and antiAugustan. Fontecedro (2013) adopts a similar autobiographical approach, arguing that
both Tibullus and his patron, Messalla, are anti-Augustan at heart and long for a return
to the Republic. Her argument touches on Tibullus’ depiction of several rustic gods,
particularly the Lares and Pales (16ff.).10 She rightly notes that the poet draws on many
of the same referents as Augustus (family, farm, traditional deities, agricultural
abundance, peace),11 but is less successful in making an argument about the poet’s
personal political beliefs.
Other authors examine the Tibullan corpus within a larger framework of poetic
innovation in order to establish that the poet’s style is a deliberate effect, rather than
indicative of a lack of vision or discipline. Bright’s (1978) book, Haec Mihi Fingebam:

9

That Tibullus knew the Aeneid is by no means settled territory. Murgatroyd (1991) dates the publication
of Tibullus’ first book to shortly after September of 27 BCE (11) and the second book to sometime before
the poet’s death in 19/18 BCE (xi). Vergil seems to have begun composing the Aeneid in 29 BCE, so it is
possible that Tibullus heard recitations of the work in progress (Murgatroyd 1994, 163–6). Donatus
recounts that Vergil read portions to Augustus in 23 BCE (Donat. Vit Verg. 32), so it seems possible that
Tibullus, a member of the same literary circles, may have attended such an event. Other scholars take this
proposition farther; Buchheit (1965) argues that some passages in Elegy 2.5 are so similar that they can
only have been written after the publication of the entire Aeneid and thus claims that Tibullus must have
died after 19 BCE. Ball (1975), Bright (1978), and Levin (1983) also argue that the Aeneid had considerable
influence on the elegies. On the other hand, Cairns (1979), Della Corte (1984), and D’Anna (1986) argue
that these similarities do not necessitate direct Virgilian influence. Ultimately, Bright (1978) strikes a
balance between these positions, noting that while Tibullus and Vergil occupied the same world marked
by tensions between domestic security and foreign expansionism, the genres of epic and elegy necessarily
limit their means of expression.
10
See also Papakosta (2012). I examine these deities at length in Chapter 4.
11
Augustus’ legislative program and representations in art and coinage can be interpreted as evocative of
traditional religious belief and conservative morality (Hickson 1991; Scheid 1999; Sumi 2005; Galinsky
2007). The question of whether the emperor wielded influence over poets has long been the subject of
debate. For a few recent works on the topic, see Farrell and Nelis (2013); Miller (2009); Powell (1992);
White (1993).

5

Tibullus in His World, is notable for its willingness to treat Tibullus as a unique poetic
voice, rather than a footnote to Propertius or Ovid. He argues that the poet tends to
“[cast] a haze over his perceptions (and ours) of the external world in general” (Bright
1978, 4–5). This impression is enforced by the poet’s meandering “structure” (9–10):
This does not preclude careful structure, but it does mean that the
structure will be subordinate to the creation of an atmosphere. In other
words it is the manner of the poet’s presentation which lies at the center of
his art, not the matter.
Tibullus’ primary interest, Bright argues, is the creation of a fully realized and selfcontained poetic world. To this end, the poet makes specific stylistic choices, such as a
lack of references to poetic rivals and models, neglect of the larger “real world” around
him, and meandering structure. Shortly after the publication of Haec Mihi Fingebam,
Francis Cairns also elaborated on the properties of Tibullan style. His book, Tibullus: A
Hellenistic Poet at Rome (1979), defends the poet’s leisurely structure in light of
Hellenistic poetry and situates the poet’s corpus within a Roman viewpoint. While
modern scholars had previously considered Tibullus an outlier among his
contemporaries, Cairns (1979) argues that the poet’s skillful imitation of Hellenistic
precedent is inherently Augustan at a time when Rome sought to emulate the “great
achievements of Greece” in both literature and empire (7). Cairns has published a great
deal on Tibullus since this book, including two articles I reference extensively: “Ancient
‘Etymology’ and Tibullus: On the Classification of ‘Etymologies’ and on ‘Etymological
Markers’” (1996) and “Tibullus, Messalla, and the Spica” (1999). The earlier article
(1996) proposes a method of classifying ancient etymologies into ten types (24–26), then
examines these types of etymologies in the works of Tibullus (26–31). Cairns concludes
by suggesting three groups of “etymological markers”: words whose context or

6

semantics are suggestive of their ancient etymology (31–51).12 The latter work (1999)
explores instances of spica (an ear of grain or corn) and its cognate spiceus (consisting of
grain or corn) in Tibullus’ corpus. Cairns first examines the frequency of these words in
the elegies relative to the works of Ovid and Propertius (220–2) and asserts that
Tibullus’ disproportionate usage of the word can be explained by Messalla’s
participation in the renewed cult of the Arval Brothers (224–30). Overall, the work of
Bright and Cairns is notable for their treatment of Tibullus’ style as a deliberate effect,
rather than a mark of his deficiencies as a poet, and their assertion that his style is, in
fact, crucial to understanding the elegies.
Several recent studies have successfully examined Roman elegy using a
psychoanalytic framework: a methodology upon which the present study also relies.13
The work of Micaela Janan has been a particular influence on this project for her
demonstration of the ways in which the elegiac subject vacillates between various
historically constituted identities, resulting in its ultimate ‘incoherence.’ In her first
book, When the Lamp is Shattered: Desire and Narrative in Catullus (1994), Janan astutely
illustrates the ways in which the narrator of the Lesbia cycle is torn between various
poles of identity and experience (duty and love, freedom and servitude, the idealization
and debasement of his beloved). She posits that these dichotomies can best be drawn
out and understood within the Lacanian conceptualization of a subject divided by
desire. Similar tensions characterize Tibullus’ poetry, in which the reader shuttles from
12

In Chapter 5 I propose a new potential etymological marker: exiguus (poor, paltry), which frequently
occurs in passages describing the Lares.
13
In the next section of this chapter, I will explain both the foundations of Lacanian literary theory and
how I apply these interrelated concepts to the study of Tibullus. For now, I will demonstrate the ways in
which this approach has been successfully employed by recent scholarship. I limit myself here to works
that apply psychoanalytic theory to Roman elegy (and proto-elegy in the case of Catullus), though
scholars have also fruitfully employed it in the larger world of Classical literature as well. See Armstrong
(2006); Gunderson (2007); Lindheim (2010); Wohl (2002) and (1997).
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rural fields to the city center, idyllic peace to bloody wars, and one beloved to another.
Janan’s (2001) book, The Politics of Desire: Propertius IV, has also been an influence on the
present study, not only for its use of a Lacanian model, but also for its attention to the
broader historical context of the genre. As Janan (2001) writes, “Lacan’s focus on desire
always evokes the horizon of the political within the personal by showing how cultural
institutions engage the subject’s longing to be ‘whole’ as strongly as lovers do (and by
the same psychic means)” (4). Janan provides valuable insight into the shifting
ideologies of elegy’s day and their manifestations in the poetic subject. I have adopted
her attention to the elegiac subject in light of historical reality and use of Lacanian
framework but narrow my scope to engage more specifically with Tibullus’ conflicting
modes of economic self-presentation.
Ellen Oliensis’ (2009) book, Freud’s Rome: Psychoanalysis and Latin Poetry, has also
been an influence on the present work for her sustained attention to the moments in
Roman poetry most perplexing to a modern reader. Her methodology includes both
Lacanian and Freudian analysis, but leans toward Freudian analysis significantly, while
mine is a primarily Lacanian framework. Her discussion also focuses in large part on
sexuality in Catullus, Vergil, and Ovid, including depictions of violent mothers, sexual
difference, and the phallus. My project does not share this locus, arguing instead that
Tibullus uses his erotic relationships as an avenue for exploring more mercantile
concerns. Nevertheless, I share her interest in the “textual unconscious…. [which] is in
the very texture of the text, its slips, tics, strange emphases, and stray details” (6) and
which might be collectively termed ‘moments of aporia’ in a Lacanian framework. Her
adroit analysis goes a long way in demonstrating a major advantage of the
psychoanalytic model: that is, its ability to illuminate the most confusing or alien
moments in the text and inspire a coherent, compelling reading. Oliensis’ measured
8

stance and straightforward appraisal of the theoretical strengths and weaknesses of the
psychoanalytic model may also make it the work most likely to win over skeptics of
such an approach.
My interest in the application of a Lacanian model to Tibullus has been
influenced in large part by Paul Allen Miller’s prominent (2004) book, Subjecting Verses:
Latin Love Elegy and the Emergence of the Real. In particular, my study seeks to provide
some answers to Miller’s central questioning of the historical paradox of elegy (3):
Why elegy?... The Roman state lasted more than a thousand years, but one
of its most conspicuous contributions to European culture survived less
than fifty. What characterized this unique moment in time in which both
the Roman state underwent the most profound reorganization of its
recorded existence, the violent transformation from an oligarchic republic
into a multinational empire, and in which one of the most unique and
lasting contributions to European culture was created?
Miller’s work offers insight into the relationship between literature and culture, arguing
that the ideological crisis of the late Republic creates the circumstances necessary for the
unique elegiac persona. In his chapter on Tibullus, the author contends that the
irreconcilable conflicts described in the elegies are best understood from the perspective
of the Freudian and Lacanian dream text. The poetic persona is split between the
Imaginary pastoralism he desires and the Symbolic world which forbids it (Miller 2004,
128–9).14 This psychic conflict, Miller concludes, is unique to post-civil-war Rome.
Importantly for the present study, his discussion of Tibullus begins by focusing on the
theme of wealth (97–102). Miller argues that this theme (and others) should be
examined both in relation to other appearances of the theme and within each specific
context in which they appear. I adopt a similar method of reading for economic
concerns in the elegies, separating chapters roughly by theme and proceeding in a
14

These terms and their missing component, the Real, will be explained in the following section on
Methodology.

9

linear reading through the elegies within each chapter.15 Miller’s analysis of Tibullus
then expands in order to draw parallels between the poet’s corpus and postmodern
authors like Kafka and Eliot. These comparisons are quite welcome as a means of
rehabilitating Tibullus’ reputation today, but my study instead focuses more deeply on
the economic themes discussed briefly at the opening of Miller’s chapter.
Fineberg (1999) is a rare example of Lacanian analysis that focuses on Tibullus
alone,16 and brings to his poetry a theorization of repetition as an expression of loss and
longing from the perspective of Julia Kristeva’s feminist revision of Lacanian theory.17
While I have not used Kristeva’s model in my own discussion, I have built upon
Fineberg’s attention to repetition as a crucial signifier of desire rather than a mere figure
of speech.18 Like Fineberg, Janan, Miller, and Oliensis, I employ a Lacanian
psychoanalytic framework in the aim of producing a reading of the elegies that will
illuminate and enrich our understanding of the text. The scope of my analysis, however,
is more specific than previous studies. I argue that the politics and economics of food
production, as well as their interconnectivity with religious practice, are particularly
key to understanding the elegies of Tibullus.

15

A small exception to this linear reading comes in Chapter 5, which discusses 2.5.87–100 and 113–122
before its preceding section, 2.5.19–38.
16
Fineberg’s (1991) dissertation also applies a Lacanian framework to the Tibullan corpus, examining
gerundives, anaphora, and the imagery of feet and roads as poetic constructions of the poet’s desires.
17
Kristeva expands on Lacan’s formulation of the ‘Imaginary’ by aligning it with what she terms the
‘semiotic,’ the prelinguistic, precultural pulsions that come from a prenatal relationship with the mother’s
body. Thus she emphasizes a dichotomy between the masculine Symbolic and feminine Imaginary/
semiotic (Fineberg 1999, 420; Kristeva 1980).
18
I explain the Lacanian formulation of repetition in ‘Methodology’ and make use of this theory
throughout the present study, but particularly in Chapter 3.
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Methodology
My methodology combines three main frameworks: 1) economic history, 2) religious
analysis, and 3) Lacanian psychoanalytic theory. These approaches are often
intertwined; for example, a sacrifice to Ceres is not merely a devotional act, but also an
economic decision influenced by budgetary realities. Furthermore, such a sacrifice
betrays the desires of its agent (such as a wish to gain a romantic or economic
advantage in spite of social obstacles), which are best understood from a psychological
perspective. Careful consideration of the elegies from these three viewpoints may best
account for the totality of Tibullus’ poetic world.
An understanding of the Roman economy is crucial for any discussion of its role
in the Tibullan corpus, and thus comprises a significant portion of my methodology. As
a result, the next chapter (2) begins with a thorough survey of relevant models,
methods, and debates in the field of Roman economic history. For the moment, I will
mention only the methodologies and studies most crucial for my discussion as a whole.
I adopt a broadly New Institutional Economic (NIE) framework in my discussion of the
Roman economy. NIE models are valuable for their insight into how institutions (social
or legal norms and rules) shape economic choices. My reading of the elegies pays
particular attention to how religious institutions (such as private and public cults) and
elite ideologies (such as the self-sufficient ideals promoted in contemporary didactic
and poetic texts) inform Tibullus’ depiction of economic concerns. Notable NIE studies
include Roselaar (2019); Erdkamp, Verboven, and Zuiderhoek (2015); and Schiedel and
Saller (2007). In discussions of agricultural production, I also draw from several new
modernist models, which demonstrate through archaeological and material evidence
that the early Augustan age was characterized by a significant degree of prosperity and
market integration. Prominent examples of these include Jongman, Scheidel, Morris,
11

and Saller (2013); Temin (2013); and Rathbone (2009). Several studies on Roman grain
production and trade have been essential to my discussion of connections between the
cult of Ceres and economic concerns in Chapter 3. Most prominent among these are
Erdkamp (2005), which analyzes the economic aspects of the production and
distribution of grain, and Rickman (1980), which provides a detailed history of the grain
trade at Rome.19
More generally, however, I seek to examine the way prayers, sacrifice, and other
religious communication both inform and are informed by economic choice in the
elegies. Each chapter focuses on an aspect of the poet’s depiction of religious
experience: a) the myth of the Golden Age, b) prayers to Ceres,20 and c) interlocking
descriptions of the Lares, Penates, and Pales.21 While I discuss the cults of each of these
deities in some length, my focus is ultimately on Tibullus’ personal communication
with them. In this approach I have been broadly influenced by recent studies of
individual experience in ancient religious practices. One prominent example is the
Lived Ancient Religion (LAR) project, which spans several methodologies and
disciplines, and whose findings were published in 2020.22 The project and resulting
publication focus on how individuals interacted with a variety of religious traditions.
Engagement with individual practices, rather than broad public or civic institutions,

19

Banducci (2021) explores how food production, preparation, and consumption reflects cultural changes
in Roman Republican Italy. It relies on analysis of archaeological remains, particularly ceramic wares and
animal bones. Unfortunately, its release was too late for full consideration in this study.
20
My analysis of the cult of the goddess Ceres and its political connotations is particularly indebted to
Spaeth (1996), Chirassi-Columbo (1981), and Le Bonniec (1958).
21
My discussion of the Lares and Penates draws extensively upon Bodel (2018), Flower (2018), and
Papakosta (2012), while Beard et al. (2017) have influenced my understanding of Pales within the Roman
festival calendar.
22
Gasparini, Valentino, Maik Patzelt, Rubina Raja, Anna-Katharina Rieger, Jörg Rüpke, and Emiliano
Urciuoli, eds. 2020. Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World: Approaching Religious Transformations
from Archaeology, History and Classics. Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World. Berlin, Boston: De
Gruyter.
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emphasizes “[the] ceaseless construction [of religion] through individual action within
the loose parameters provided by traditions, ideals and institutions… That is, to view
religion as a precarious practice, whose referents (‘gods’) and communicative strategies
are constantly in need of investment-labour of different kinds in order to maintain their
plausibility” (Albrecht et al. 2018, 569). Similarly, prayers in the Tibullan corpus offer a
glimpse at one individual’s negotiation with various deities. Rather than referencing
myths in a static way, the poet continually revisits and remakes them. The most
prominent example of this can be found in his exploration of the myth of the Golden
Age, which I discuss at length in Chapter 2. The standard template of this myth
describes various ages of the world, from the idyllic Golden Age (which the poet calls
the Age of Saturn) to later, degraded ages plagued by war, toil, and hardship. The poet
recasts the founder of his current age throughout the corpus, trying first Jupiter, then
Osiris and Bacchus, Pax, and unnamed country gods. While the myth provides a basic
outline, its meaning is constantly renegotiated depending on circumstances and context.
For my wider argument about the linkages of religious and economic thought,
recent scholarship on the ways in which Greek and Roman religion functioned as an
economic force in antiquity has been invaluable. In The Corrupting Sea (2002), arguably
the most comprehensive series of studies to date on the influence of climate and ecology
on the economic history of the Mediterranean, Horden and Purcell dedicate the fourth
part of the book to examining the ‘geography of religion’ (401–60). While
acknowledging that “religious structures do not in any simple way reflect social and
economic formations” (406), they analyze the religious dimensions of cultural views
about the Mediterranean landscape, with particular attention paid to boundaries and
connectivity between town and country, region and empire. In connecting prayers with
economic fears, I have also built on concepts from Eidinow’s (2015) Oracles, Curses, and
13

Risk Among the Ancient Greeks. Although an analysis of substantially different texts than
the Tibullan corpus, my approach builds on the author’s premise that religious practice
(in Eidinow’s case, consulting oracles and writing curses) was a strategy “by which
ordinary ancient Greek men and women, individually and collectively, expressed and
managed aspects of the uncertainty and risk of everyday life” (Eidinow 2015, 4).
Eidinow draws on anthropological theories of risk as a social construct (particularly
those of Mary Douglas), meaning that different societies and different members of a
society experience risk differently (18–22). Eidinow explores a wide variety of risk:
interpersonal, fiscal, social, political, and otherwise. In this study, I focus specifically on
economic risk. Tibullus appeals to deities to cope with increasing threats to individual
property ownership in the face of proscriptions, uncertainty about overseas trade, and
the pressures of providing for the familia of his estate. Eidinow’s analysis of how
individuals experience and react to risk brings me to the final portion of my
methodology, which aims to explain how a psychoanalytic approach can help us better
understand the unique poetic subject of Tibullus’ elegies.
This project employs a combination of the theories of Sigmund Freud and
Jacques Lacan, as well as concepts from structural linguistics formulated by Ferdinand
de Saussure and Roman Jakobson. These theories often overlap in complicated ways
and my summary of them will necessarily be a simplification. Nevertheless, I attempt to
explicate the theories of the divided “subject”, structure of the unconscious, psychic
figures of metaphor and metonymy, repetition compulsion, and the death drive in
order to demonstrate how their use may enrich our study of Tibullus. The field of
psychoanalysis emerged from Sigmund Freud’s revolutionary conceptualization of the
“subject,” which comprises the sum of mental and bodily operations that sustain a
human being. Unlike earlier theories of the subject as autonomous, unified, and self14

aware, Freud posited that the real meaning of the subject’s words and actions is
imperceptible to the conscious mind. The repression of desires in childhood,
particularly sexual feelings for the parent of the opposite sex, results in a divide
between the “conscious” and “unconscious” minds. This split can never be fully
reconciled. After the subject has reached adulthood, however, the unconscious emerges
through dreams, moments of confusion, repetition, and slips of the tongue.
One important way in which the unconscious emerges in the psyche is through
dreams, and the mechanisms by which dreams are formed were of particular interest to
Freud. Through two interlinked processes, condensation23 and displacement,24 the
subject essentially experiences a dream as two separate texts:25 the manifest dream-text
(what we remember in waking life when we recall a dream from the night before) and
latent dream-thoughts (the feelings and thoughts experienced during the dream itself).
The conceptualization of dreams as different versions of the same “text” opened a way
forward for a linguistic understanding of the nature of the unconscious. Tibullus too
presents poetry as both manifest dream-text and latent dream-thoughts; in 1.5, for
example, he vividly describes a rural fantasy (“I shall live in the county, and my Delia
will be [there], guardian of the crops,” rura colam, frugumque aderit mea Delia custos,
1.5.21), before realizing its impossibility (“I was imagining these things,” haec mihi

23

The process by which extensive dream-thoughts become “laconic”, abbreviated dream-content (Thom
1981, 34).
24
The process by which elements that are crucial to the manifest dream-content become peripheral to the
latent dream-thoughts, and vice-versa (Thom 1981, 35).
25
“The dream-thoughts and the dream-content are presented to us like two versions of the same subjectmatter in two different languages. Or, more properly, the dream-content seems like a transcript of the
dream-thoughts into another mode of expression, whose characters and syntactic laws it is our business
to discover by comparing the original and the translation” (Traumgedanken und Trauminhalt liegen vor uns
wie zwei Darstellungen desselben Inhaltes in zwei verschiedenen Sprachen, oder besser gesagt, der Trauminhalt
erscheint uns als eine Übertragung der Traumgedanken in eine andere Ausdrucksweise, deren Zeichen und
Fügungsgesetze wir durch die Vergleichung von Original und Übersetzung kennen lernen solle, SE iv: 277).
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fingebam, 1.5.35). The imperfect tense of fingebam retrojects a sense of unreality onto the
optimism of colam and aderit, both in the future tense.
Roman Jakobson describes a phenomenon similar to those presented in Freud’s
Interpretation of Dreams in his assertion that metaphor and metonymy are the primary
“poles” of language. In his article, “Two Aspects of Language and Two Types of
Aphasic Disturbances,” Jakobson posits that patients with aphasia disorders, which
affect a person’s ability to communicate, tend to produce a kind of language reliant
upon one of two “modes of arrangement” of signs: combination26 and selection.27
Combination refers to the fact that each sign comprises constituent parts and is linked
to other signs within the signifying chain (Thom 1981, 36). Selection, on the other hand,
implies that one sign has been chosen instead of other possible substitutes. Jakobson
draws upon the work of Ferdinand de Saussure,28 who argued that both combination
and selection are necessary for the composition of any linguistic message. In short,
every language user employs both syntagm (combination) and paradigm (selection).29

26

Jakobson and Halle (2002) defines combination thus: “Any sign is made up of constituent signs and/or
occurs only in combination with other signs. This means that any linguistic unit at one and the same time
serves as a context for simpler units and/or finds its own context in a more complex linguistic unit.
Hence any actual grouping of linguistic units binds them into a superior unit: combination and
contexture are two faces of the same operation” (74). An individual with a contiguity disorder would
struggle to meaningfully employ combination, and thus unable organize words into higher units through
grammatical coordination and subordination.
27
Jakobson and Halle (2002) defines selection as “A selection between alternatives implies the possibility
of substituting one for the other, equivalent to the former in one respect and different from it in another.
Actually, selection and substitution are two faces of the same operation” (74). A patient with a similarity
disorder would struggle to meaningfully employ selection, and thus may drop key words or struggle to
find substitutes, as with one patient who never used the word knife alone, but rather “pencil-sharpener,
apple-parer, bread-knife, knife-and-fork” depending upon the context (ibid., 79).
28
De Saussure argued that any linguistic sign involves both combination and selection (Thom 1981, 36).
“The addressee perceives that the given utterance (message) is a COMBINATION of constituent parts
(sentences, words, phonemes, etc.) SELECTED from the repository of all possible constituent parts (the
code). The constituents of a context are in a state of CONTIGUITY, while in a substitution set signs are
linked by various degrees of SIMILARITY which fluctuate between the equivalence of synonyms and the
common core of antonyms” (Jakobson and Halle 2002, 75).
29
Selection also importantly suggests substitution, as one chooses a particular word from alternative
options. When Tibullus describes Ceres as flaua, for instance, he also necessarily does not describe her as
pallida, fulva, crocea, lutea, etc.
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Every message thus operates along these two axes of combination and selection
simultaneously. In this schema, selection/substitution is likened to metaphor, by which
one word is substituted for another due to similarities between the two. Combination,
then, is likened to metonymy, by which one word is changed for another on the basis of
a material, causal, or conceptual relation between them (Jakobson and Halle 2002, 90–
96).30 Crucially, Jakobson’s theory constituted a meeting point between linguistics and
psychoanalysis, by demonstrating that the real meaning of what one says is often
imperceptible to oneself. Lacan would later expand on this theory with his famous
statement that “the unconscious is structured in the most radical way like a language”
(Lacan 1977, 234).
By combining Freudian concepts of the unconscious and structural linguistics,
Jacques Lacan “conceived of reality as constituted by language rather than reflected by
it” (Fineberg 1991, 9). Before the split of conscious and unconscious in early childhood,
the self is a unified whole. During infancy, the subject first conceives of itself as an “I”
when it passes through the “mirror stage.” In this stage, identification with an external
image (either the infant’s own reflection in a mirror or the body of a mother or primary
caregiver) creates both an initial sense of selfhood and gives rise to an understanding of
one’s own weakness.31 Since this external image does not share the infant’s physical
vulnerability, it persists in the psyche as an “Ideal-I” or “Other” for which the subject
longs throughout their life. The ending of the mirror stage is marked by two
developments: the arrival of the father, who disrupts the mother-child bond, and the

30

Examples of metonymy might include the combination of an agent for an act; producer for product;
time or place for characteristics; object for possessors; or abstract features for concrete entities.
31
The image the infant sees in a mirror does not, in fact, correspond to their physical reality. This is an
early instance of méconaissance, a psychic phenomenon that continues throughout the subject’s life. The
ego essentially sustains its sense of autonomy through a continual misrecognition or misunderstanding of
the true circumstances of its existence. For further reading, see Lacan (2006, 27–29; 88–93; 134–35; 145–57).
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infant’s discovery of language. Lacan posits that the most basic function of language is
to communicate a “lack.” While systems of communication may grow more complex as
the subject enters adulthood, language remains inherently empty, consisting of a chain
of signifiers which repeat ad infinitum, never finding their signifieds.32 In this schema,
Lacan refers to the unattainable object of desire as objet petit a (Eyers 2012, 31–35). Lacan
also combines Jakobson’s metaphoric and metonymic poles with Freud’s dream
processes of condensation and displacement.33 Metaphor condenses a large number of
associations into a single linguistic formulation, much like how one only remembers a
few moments of one’s dream upon waking despite knowing that much more
“happened” during the dream. By contrast, metonymy displaces focus from one aspect
of a text onto another, such as using a part to refer to the whole, or a familiar word in a
new context. In this sense it is similar to Freudian displacement: the process by which
elements central to our memory of the dream are represented by seemingly
insignificant elements during the dream, and vice versa (Thom 1981, 36). In a Lacanian
framework, “metonymy” is not just a linguistic trope of substitution, but also a psychic
function through which certain ‘objects’ of the mind are rendered unrecognizable to
consciousness (Rahimi 2009). Prior to the mirror stage, the subject inhabits a
“metaphoric” world of wholeness. As adults, however, we essentially inhabit a
“metonymic” world, in which our desires are never fully met, and language always
fails to completely describe the object of our longing. My analysis of several passages in
the elegies relies on such a Lacanian understanding of metonymy, through which the
poet attempts to negotiate reunion with the lost world of prelinguistic unity. For

32

Lacan (2006, 20–21; 28–29; 31–32; 418–419).
Ultimately, we might sum up these complex interrelations as metaphor : substitution : condensation
(Freud SE IV, 169–76) and metonymy : combination : displacement (Freud, SE IV, 305). See also Rahimi
(2009).
33
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example, in Chapter 5 I explore the poet’s depiction of the Lares, Penates, and Pales.
These deities are connected metonymically—that is, through a series of associations that
unfold over the course of the elegies. The Lares are suggestive of the Penates, with
whom they were closely linked in religious thought, and both are tied intertextually to
the festival of the Parilia and Rome’s mythical founding. Furthermore, the Lares serve
as metonymy for larger concepts within the poetic program: home, financial security,
the responsibilities and identity of a Roman paterfamilias. Since the Lares can never fully
represent the poet’s desires, these metonymic representations continue; the Lares are
replaced with the Penates, who remind him of Pales, and so on and so forth. As Miller
(2004) notes, metonymy expresses desire through “an endless series of displacements
and inadequate substitutions; its verbal embodiment is the list” (156). Just as metaphor
and metonymy present known content in unknowable form, so too is the subject’s
experience of reality mediated through the framework of the Real, Imaginary, and
Symbolic.
The end of the mirror stage ushers in a threefold split in the subject’s experience
of reality. Lacanian theory conceives of human existence as experienced in three
interlocking “registers”: the Real, Imaginary, and Symbolic (Janan 2012, 377).34 The
Imaginary consists of the image of ourselves we project to the world (e.g. Tibullus’
presentation of himself as rusticus in 1.1.8). The Symbolic is “the shared communal grid
that defines a community” (Miller 2004, 12). It includes all language, semiotic systems,
rules, codes, how others identify us; for example, the Latin language itself as well as
Suetonius’ identification of Tibullus as principem inter elegiographos (first among elegists,

34

See also Lacan (2006, 11; 25; 31; 52–3; 68–70; 149; 276; 349–50; 383–99; 437; 463–4; 532–41; 546; 550; 554;
647–49; 670).
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De vir. ill., Vit. Tib.). Lacan argues that no part of our lives is free from the Symbolic; it
mediates all human experience. Thus, the human subject is essentially a speaking subject
(Lacan 2006, 687). The third concept is that of the Real, which is one of the most elusive
concepts in Lacanian theory, but nonetheless crucial to understanding his psychic
schema.35 Lacan himself does not provide a single, overarching definition of the Real,
instead conceiving of it in multiple ways over the course of his work. Crucially, the Real
should not be mistaken for “reality” (Miller 2004, 5–11; Eyers 2012, 4–6), which is
conceived and represented in the Imaginary and Symbolic realms.36 The Real, on the
other hand, consists of whatever falls outside the Imaginary and Symbolic. As a result,
it cannot be expressed either in language or the identifications of the ego.37 While
language allows us participation in human society and the construction of necessary
fictions about ourselves, there is nonetheless “a point at which [language] come[s] up
short before the world” (Miller 2004, 10).38 One might think of the role of language in
the study and management of pain, which has long been the subject of study in the
medical and psychiatric fields (Lascaratou 2007). Yet anyone who has taken a trip to the
hospital for serious illness or injury would recognize the inadequacy of certain stock

35

Eyers (2012) argues that Lacan’s contribution to psychoanalysis rests, essentially, upon his
conceptualization of the Real. He writes: “without [the Real] his metapsychology would succumb to one
of two fates: either the temptations of linguistic idealism, whereby psychoanalysis would risk being
reduced to oa form of hermeneutics; or a theoretical and clinical overinvestment in the narcissistic
projections of the ego, rendered as the properly curative object of analysis” (1).
36
Miller (2004) makes clear that “reality” is not the Real because the former is dependent upon both the
Imaginary and Symbolic: “Reality is a coherent system of meanings that allows us to function. It is a
picture or an understanding of the world and, as such, is finite and historicizeable. Different societies and
different groups within societies produce different symbolic systems, different realities” (9).
37
As Janan (2012) writes, its exclusion from both the Imaginary and Symbolic (which are essentially
modes of representation) means that the Real is a dimension of pure being without relation or
determination, comprising what is forbidden entry into representation” (377).
38
Citing Žižek (1989, 208–9).
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terminology (tender, throbbing, sharp) or discretizing categories (no pain, mild pain,
discomfort, distressing, excruciating) to describe the full force of sensation. Perhaps
more pertinent to a discussion of Roman elegy is Miller’s example of the difficulty in
translating Latin words having to do with sexuality or color. While the Romans
understood certain things by cinaedus or canus, the literal meanings of these terms—as
well as our modern English translations of them—fail to convey their intricacies (9).39
Lacanian theory suggests that such difficulties are not the result of merely poor
translation or imprecise language, but rather point to a deeper quandary at the heart of
human experience: that language, while necessary to construct a coherent reality, can
never fully represent the Real, “the world in its prelinguistic purity” (Miller 2004, 10).
Nonetheless, the Real can sometimes be appreciated in language: a phenomenon that I
refer to as “an emergence of the Real,” borrowing Miller’s use of the phrase. In poetry,
we can observe the Real in moments of aporia, when “a supposedly ironclad logic
confronts an element incompatible with itself but that the principles of its own rationale
cannot refute” (Janan 2012, 377).40
Throughout the Tibullan corpus, the poetic persona comes up against the
impossibility of his desires within Roman society- an emergence of the Real- often
experiencing the gap between his desires and reality through dreams and prayers. For
example, in 1.5 the poet vividly describes a rustic home with Delia, their farm blessed
with plenty, only to bookend this dream by contradicting its reality: “I, insane, was
39

He also offers the examples of Chinese medicine, which “produces visible, predictable effects within
the world” despite relying on a system of energies not recognized in Western thought, and the
terminology of modern physics, which categorizes a photon as both a wave and a particle without
undermining either theoretical model upon which such definitions rest (Miller 2004, 9).
40
Citing Žižek (1992, 72). The Real can also manifest itself in symptoms, dreams, and parapraxes (Janan
1994, 17; 44). See also Žižek (1991, 30; 36; 104–5.)
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imagining [these things], but a god refused… I was imagining these things” (fingebam
demens, sed renuente deo… haec mihi fingebam, 1.5.20–35). These moments of contradiction
recur throughout the corpus, which may account in part for the seemingly scattershot
narrative of the elegies. The poet proclaims his love for Delia; realizes its impossibility;
returns to praising her; finds a new beloved, Marathus; loses him to another; falls for
the cruelest lover yet, Nemesis; and on it goes. His desires are never realized. A
Lacanian framework accounts for this continuing conflict as a symptom of the Real.
Although the Real is not itself signifiable, it nonetheless “insists”41 or intrudes in a text.
Why does the Real continually attempt to make entry into the Symbolic realm if
it cannot enter? Lacan returns to Freudian theory in order to explain the phenomenon.
According to Freud, the unconscious can emerge in several ways. One way is through
dreams, as previously discussed. Another such mechanism is repetition compulsion
(Wiederholungszwang), the compulsion to repeat distressing past experiences without
recognizing one’s participation in the recreation (Laplanche 2018, 78–80; Freud 1922).
This theory grew from Freud’s observation that many of his patients engaged in selfdestructive behavior.42 To explain this phenomenon, Freud theorizes that traumatic
memories, if not processed, are repressed in the unconscious. The psyche may later
attempt to reckon with these past traumas by recreating them in the present: returning
to the very kind of situations that are traumatic. Later, Freud reasons that because
seeking out and reliving these past experiences was painful for patients, repetition

41

“Insistence”—the way in which that which has been repressed returns—is a function of the repetition
compulsion first posited by Freud and expanded upon by Lacan. I use it primarily to refer to the effect of
repetition within a text.
42
These observations were made about a wide range of patients, including adults who engaged in
troubled relationships again and again, children who repeatedly threw away toys to reenact upsetting
experiences, and war veterans who were plagued by nightmares and memories of horrors they had
witnessed (Freud 1922, 19ff.). See also Akhtar (2018, 742–3) and Shull (2007).
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compulsion contradicts the pleasure principle (the instinct to avoid pain and seek out
pleasure). As a result, he posits that a drive must exist running counter to the pleasure
principle, which did not seek either pleasure or the mere absence of pain, but instead
seeks a total quiescence akin to death (Akhtar 2018, 219–20).43 This constitutes an early
conceptualization of the death drive in Freud’s work.44
Lacan expands on the Freudian concept of repetition compulsion and the death
drive at length.45 Unlike Freud, who seems to suggest at times that the death drive may
be a biological drive, Lacan argues that the death drive is not related to biology at all,46
and is certainly not a longing to die contrary to biological impulses. Rather, “a
desperate affirmation of life… is the purest form we can find of the death instinct”
(Lacan 2006, 263). To put it more simply, humans are not merely biological organisms.
We are capable of acting against our instincts and pursuing goals that may take us
beyond what is reasonable or rational (Hook 2016). It is the death drive that makes us
essentially human and differentiates a state of nature from a state of culture.47 Lacan
connects the death drive to humankind’s inextricability from language. Since language

43

In Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1922), Freud’s first major consideration of the death drive, he writes “In
what way is the instinctive connected with the compulsion to repetition? At this point the idea is forced
upon us that we have stumbled on the trace of a general and hitherto not clearly recognized—or at least
not expressly emphasized—characteristic of instinct, perhaps of all organic life. According to this, an
instinct would be a tendency innate in living organic matter impelling it towards the reinstatement of an
earlier condition, one which it had to abandon under the influence of external disturbing forces—a kind
of organic elasticity, or, to put it another way, the manifestation of inertia in organic life” (44–45).
44
The death drive has been among the most contested of Freudian theories, with the exception of its
reception in the works of Melanie Klein, Jacques Lacan, and their followers (Laplanche 2018, 97–103).
45
Lacan uses a variety of terms to refer to Freud’s repetition compulsion: repetition automatism, the
“insistence of the letter” (l’instance de la lettre), or simply “insistence” (l’instance). He is, however,
consistent in asserting that repetition compulsion and the death drive are crucial concepts for
psychoanalysis. Lacan’s famous seminar on “The Purloined Letter” begins with a vindication of the death
drive to those who have discarded the notion: “Repetition automatism… cannot be conceived of as an
add-on to the doctrinal edifice, even if it is viewed as a crowning addition” (Lacan 2006, 33–34; see also
Hook 2016, 4). He also includes it as one of the four fundamental concepts of psychoanalysis in 1964
(published as Les quatre concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyse in 1973).
46
Although Lacan also implies that Freud never conceived of it as a biological drive.
47
Žižek (1989) phrases this in a slightly more explicit way: the death drive is a “radical antagonism
through which man cuts his umbilical cord with nature, with animal homeostasis” (4–5).
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shapes all human experience on a fundamental level, it is the reason humans are able to
(and do) participate in activities beyond those demanded by instinct.48 Lacan writes,
“since this repetition is symbolic repetition, it turns out that the symbol’s order can no
longer be conceived of there as constituted by man but must rather be conceived of as
constituting him” (Lacan 2006, 34).49 Repetition is thus the direct result of the human
subject’s inability to ever truly describe the object of his desire in words (Hook 2016, 4–
6).50 Each successive Signifier misses the mark in a new way. I have borrowed a
Lacanian understanding of repetition and its ties to the death drive in my discussion of
repetition (both of individual words and larger scenes) in the elegies. For example, in
Chapter 2 I explore the repetitive mechanisms of the Golden Age myth that recurs
throughout the corpus. Several cultural and linguistic signifiers are found in each
retelling, though the narrative changes slightly each time. The passages themselves are
marked by repetition, often of an anaphoric kind, and each repetition expresses the
poet’s dissatisfaction with his current age. Repetition functions here as more than a
figure of speech; rather it makes clear the impossibility of the poet’s desires and
constitutes a kind of Symbolic mortification.
A Lacanian framework is particularly useful in illuminating the ways in which
the poet expresses anxiety over contemporary issues without importing contentious

48

Just as animals are incapable of acting against instinct, they do not participate in the Symbolic realm.
Žižek (2010) illustrates the difference thus: “How… do we pass from animal sexuality (instinctual
coupling) to properly human sexuality? By submitting animal sexuality (its “life instinct”) to the death
drive. The death drive is the transcendental form which makes [human] sexuality proper out of animal
instincts (305). In other words, human sexuality involves not only biological factors, but is also affected
by cultural, political, social, legal, philosophical, moral, and ethical factors. Each of these potential factors
is expressed and structured through language (the Symbolic). See also Hook (2016, 6).
49
“Cette répétition étant répétition symbolique, il s’y avère que l’ordre du symbole ne peut plus être
conçu comme constitué par l’homme, mais comme le constituant” (Lacan 1966a, 46).
50
Or, as Lacan (2006) writes, “the repetition automatism (Wiederholungszwang) has its basis in what I have
called the insistence of the signifying chain” (6; Notre recherche nous a mené à ce point de reconnaître que
l’automatisme de répétition (Wiederholungszwang) prend son principe dans ce que nous avons appelé l’insistance
de la chaîne signifiante, Lacan 1996, 11).
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notions of authorial intent. Just as psychoanalysis examines human consciousness “as a
text with secrets hidden from itself” (Janan 2012, 375), this methodology negotiates
between the fragmented speaking voices dramatized by Roman elegy. Tibullus
discusses economic and religious concerns far more frequently than he expresses
longing for Delia, Nemesis, or Marathus. Such passages do not fit into a conception of
the elegist as ‘lover’ or ‘poet.’ On the other hand, the elegies do not cohere to traditional
economic models, which rely on a conception of individuals as rational actors who seek
to maximize profit above all else. Rather, the poet’s dreams vacillate between rural
poverty and elite sophistication, self-sufficient independence and looming military
conquest. Lacanian psychoanalytic theory offers a rigorous, inclusive methodology for
understanding the entirety of Tibullus’ corpus, not merely brief erotic passages.

Plan of chapters
This study comprises four chapters in addition to the introduction and concluding
remarks. Each chapter addresses one aspect of religious experience in the elegies,
drawing out the economic anxieties latent in appeals to a particular myth or deity.
Ancient Romans believed themselves to inhabit a world full of gods with whom
communication was managed through ritual. Roman religion was deeply socialized and
provided structure to the whole of Roman society, including economic activity.51 This
structure precludes comprehensive study of economic concerns in the elegies, but is
rather meant to illustrate the ways in which the poet mitigates fiscal risk through
religious negotiation.

51

The calendar consisted of fasti and nefasti, days on which one was allowed to or disallowed from
conducting business, while providing structure for festivals and public cult practice. Religious acts were
performed before conducting any activity, public or private, in order to ensure the pax deorum (peace/
goodwill of the gods, Val. Max. 2.1.1).
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Chapter 2, “Tibullus as an Economist,” examines Tibullus’ self-presentation as a
figure intensely concerned with the representation of agrarian production and cost. The
first major portion of the chapter summarizes and evaluates the major models and
theories in the study of the Roman economy. I make clear on which models my analysis
is based, as well as how these models may influence our understanding of Tibullus. I
then provide background on the immediate economic context of Tibullus’ elegies,
including the poet’s own landholdings and status in Roman society. This section also
paints a picture of the risks associated with food production, trade, and specialization in
the early Augustan age.
Chapter 3, “Civilization and its Discontents,” examines the poet’s retelling of the
Golden Age myth. Though many Classical authors reference the ages of man, Tibullus’
version is unique. He does not confine the myth to the binary poles of a lost world of
abundance and modern world of toil. Instead, he carefully describes the agricultural
advancements that led humankind into a state of culture. For this reason, and others
explained more fully in the chapter, I term this recurring theme a ‘civilization
narrative.’ To summarize my findings, Tibullus uses the mythological framework to
expound upon contemporary economic concerns, including agricultural production,
military imperialism, and the role of the paterfamilias in the Augustan age.52
In Chapter 4, “Ceres and the Domestic Farm,” I argue that Tibullus represents
the goddess Ceres as metonymy for his fantasy world of the self-sufficient domestic
farm, which is no longer attainable in the poet’s time. I here use ‘metonymy’ in the
expanded sense formulated by Lacan.53 For example, Tibullus alludes to Ceres through
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An understanding of contradiction as an emergence of the Real and repetition as tied to the death drive
form the methodological basis of this chapter.
53
See also “The Subversion of the Subject and the Dialectic of Desire in the Freudian Unconscious”
(Lacan 2006, 693–702).
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explicit epithets, such as “flaxen-haired” (flaua) and, more obliquely, through
descriptions of Delia with Ceres’ attributes. These descriptions represent the subject’s
attempt to regain the locus of desire (objet petit a) Ceres represents.54 Yet these
descriptions fall short of describing her and contribute to a contradictory image of the
goddess, since many of these same attributes were commonly appropriated by political
advertising of the time (particularly the coins of Caesar, Antony, and Octavian). She
both evokes a world before exchange and contemporary economic turmoil. Thus, Ceres
constitutes a linguistic formulation of unfulfillable desire in the Tibullan corpus. While
metonymy promises reunification with a lost world, prayers to Ceres serve to make
clear that the old modes of exchange, production, and language are fast becoming
obsolete in Tibullus’ time.
Chapter 5, “Country Gods” explores the role of the Lares, Penates, and Pales in
the Tibullan corpus. The poet repeatedly petitions these Italic deities for a return to
Rome’s mythic past and associates them with the founding of the city by Aeneas and
Romulus. Yet within these passages, he also elides their attributes, alludes to the
economic dimensions of private ritual, and references Augustus’ burgeoning control
over all spheres of public life. In doing so, he undermines the fulfillment promised by
worshiping these gods in the first place. The Lares are particularly noteworthy for any
discussion of economic concerns in the Tibullan corpus.55 The poet’s only widely
accepted reference to Augustus consists of a prayer to these spirits, which supplies the
title of this project, when the poet hopes that the Lares will look kindly upon “a once
prosperous, now impoverished estate” (felicis quondam, nunc pauperis agri, 1.1.19–20).
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See Lacan (2006, 33–34; 462–3; 484–5; 501–2; 504–5; 511; 512–3; 525–6; 533–4; 549–50; 571–2; 641–2; 652–3;
692–3; 699–700).
55
Referenced explicitly at 1.1.19–24; 1.10.15–26; 2.1.59–60; 2.4.54.
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This may be a reference to Augustus’ proscriptions, in which the emperor confiscated
the land of many wealthy Romans in order to solidify his power and provide for the
Annona civica, the provision of free grain for Rome’s poorest citizens. The poet thus
associates the Lares with his desire to run a self-sufficient farm during an era in which
doing so is politically and economically impossible. Representations of the Penates and
Pales function in a similar way. While the poet frequently prays to them for goodwill,
careful philological and Lacanian analysis of the poet’s grammar and diction reveals
that these desires never reach fulfillment.
Finally, I close by summarizing the themes and findings of the study. The
conclusion also offers some possible avenues for future study, both within the Tibullan
corpus and in the larger body of Latin literature.
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Chapter 2: Tibullus as an Economist

My first chapter will examine Tibullus’ self-presentation as an economist. Like other
elegists, Tibullus decries riches as a threat to his love life; the diues amator destabilizes
his relationships with Delia, Marathus, and Nemesis. Uniquely, however, the poetic
persona is deeply ambivalent about economic development, including agricultural
production, globalization, and institutional hard and soft power. Not only do military
expansionism and mercantilism threaten his family farm, but the poet questions the
“cost” of the constant labor and state coercion that power Rome’s increasingly
globalized and centralized economy. On the one hand, Tibullus praises agrarian labor,
technology, and goods (chiefly milk, honey, wine, grain, and wool) in consuming
fantasies of self-sufficiency. Conversely, he returns to anxieties about profit-driven
imperialism throughout the corpus.
In order to draw out the economic themes in Tibullus’ poetry, I will first describe
several modern methodologies for studying the Roman economy and their implications
for our understanding of Tibullus’ time. It is necessary to first establish a way of
discussing the ancient economy, and that of the late Republic and early Empire in
particular, before examining its role in the Tibullan corpus. Having discussed the
advantages and disadvantages offered by the main economic models and explained the
methodologies adopted in this chapter, I will then briefly discuss the poet’s economic
status and how such specifics might be reflected in the elegies.
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The limits and possibilities of economic history
During the last century, the Roman economy has been the subject of intense debate.
One central question is whether the Roman economy can be considered a ‘market
economy,’ that is, one in which “many resources are allocated by prices that are free to
move in response to changes in underlying conditions” (Temin 2013, 16). Were
individual actors responsible for their own self-sufficient farms? Or were the Roman
state and other institutions the main agent responsible for the allocation of natural
resources? Might the market, and possibly a large integrated market, have been the
main agent in mediating economic exchanges? In answering these questions, and others
like them, economic historians have traditionally belonged to one of two schools of
thought: ‘modernists’ and ‘primitivists’ (Temin 2006, 133), though these terms
oversimplify both sides of the debate.
Most ancient economists and historians before the 1970s (that is, before the work
of Moses Finley) can be termed ‘modernists’ because they assumed the existence of a
market economy in Rome like those of modern societies. Their model was subject to the
laws of supply and demand and assumed that rational actors were motivated chiefly by
profit (Zuiderhoek 2015, 5). This position was influenced by the work of Tenney Frank
and Michael Rostovtzeff, who described market exchanges in the ancient world in
modern terms. While the early market model is simple, it also ignores or explains away
the role of integral institutions, organizations, and ideologies unique to the ancient
world. It also largely does not answer why certain types of transactions (particularly
those having to do with land and natural resources) fail to conform to a typical market
model (Zuiderhoek 2015, 6). For example, why was land bought and sold so
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infrequently? Why did the Roman state allocate mining interests and the ager publicus,
rather than leaving it up for sale to private owners? Why did many elite landowners
seem reluctant to maximize profits on their estates, opting instead for a fashionable
veneer of pastoralism?
The ‘primitivist’ model, sometimes also termed ‘substantivist’, arose out of a
frustration with the inability of previous market models to answer such questions
(Zuiderhoek 2015, 6). It posits that the modernist model is anachronistic and that
premodern economies were fundamentally different from their early modern
successors. Its earliest champion was M.I. Finley, who argued in The Ancient Economy
that “ancient society did not have an economic system which was an enormous
conglomeration of interdependent markets” (Finley 1973, 22–23). Finley contends that
while markets did indeed exist in antiquity, the growth and integration of those
markets were limited by societal norms. One such limiting norm in Tibullus’ time was
the elite idealization of agricultural autarky: the idea that agriculture was a
fundamentally Roman pursuit and that a patrician in possession of a self-sustaining and
autonomous estate was the ideal representative of Romanitas. The opening of the De agri
cultura provides an example of this ideological principle. Cato warns his audience
against money lending and trade (profitable activities that typically expand economic
markets) in favor of farming, which is “especially respected, most secure, and least
susceptible to hostility from others, and those who are engaged in this occupation are
least likely to be malcontents” (maximeque pius quaestus stabilissimusque consequitur
minime inuidiosus, minime male cogitantes sunt qui in eo studio occupati sunt; Cato, Agr. 1).1
This paradigm appears in the opening line of Tibullus’ first poem (“let another man

1

Translation taken from Reay (2012, 62).
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gather tawny gold”, diuitias alius fuluo sibi congerat auro, 1.1.1), and the poet continues to
disavow wealth in favor of rural autonomy throughout the corpus.2 The primitivist
thesis implicitly draws on the work of Max Weber and Karl Polanyi, who both argued
that pre-modern societies relied on radically different modes of exchange than our own
(Zuiderhoek 2015, 6).3 In Finley’s model of the ‘ancient economy,’ which he applies to
both Greece and Rome, elites sought to maximize status, and used capital (particularly
in land) in the pursuit of power rather than profit. While markets existed at the regional
and local levels, reciprocity and redistribution were as important as market exchange in
allocating resources (Polanyi 1977). Due to ancient ideologies that equated labor with
enslavement,4 money lending with low social status, and land ownership with
citizenship, markets had very little chance to develop. Finley characterizes the ancient
world, including the late Roman Republic and early Empire, as “the ultimate world of
the longue durée where nothing ever changed” (Jongman 2014, 75).5 Most people lived in
poverty so dire as to be close to subsistence. Wealthy elites were the exception to this
rule, but dominant cultural values prohibited them from maximizing profit. While some
aspects of the primitivist model remain useful, particularly the emphasis on social
status and institutions in regulating economic activity, there are several problems with
2

Roman (2014) makes the case that Tibullus is uniquely concerned with autarkic ideals among Augustan
authors (91–93; 137–51). While his book, Poetic Autonomy in Ancient Rome, is focused on aesthetic (rather
than economic) autonomy, his discussion of Tibullus includes an excellent examination of the ways in
which Tibullus “creates beguiling visions of self-sufficiency only to dismantle them” (Roman 2014, 137).
3
Veyne (1976) nicely summarizes the primitivist position in his characterization of the Hellenistic World
as “une société d’amis et de citoyens, non de travailleurs qui salariés, entrepreneurs ou fonctionaires, sont
soumis à une réglementation universaliste et à la loi de fer du marché des bien et du travail” (18).
4
“Paying a wage was viewed as buying the person, not his or her labour power. Consequently wage
labourers and craftsmen were likened to slaves, and their situation was unbecoming of the freeborn
citizen… citizens were generally unavailable as labourers, and slaves and other unfree groups (e.g. the
helots of Sparta) or semi-free groups such as freedmen often took their place” (Zuiderhoek 2015, 7).
5
It can be difficult to parse Finley’s views on the Roman economy in particular, since his discussion of the
ancient world is organized thematically, rather than geographically or chronologically. This results in
wide-ranging discussion, such as his using Trimalchio’s description of wine produced on one of his
estates (Petron. Sat. 48.1–3) and Socratic attitudes on poverty to inform his characterization of Cicero’s
lending habits in the late Republic.
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Finley’s model of the ‘ancient economy’. First, it overestimates “the psychological and
institutional uniformity of the ancient world across both time and space, effectively
using his model of the economy of the Classical Greek polis as a template for the Roman
economy, which it does not fit” (Zuiderhoek 2015, 9). Furthermore, this model assumes
that ideological concerns are a hindrance to economic development, rather than
imagining that they might serve as an efficient institutional structure for markets.
In recent years, the modernist view has been reinvigorated by some scholars,
including Dominic Rathbone, Peter Temin, and Willem Jongman. Their studies have
benefitted from increased and more reliable quantitative data,6 particularly that which
we can glean from recent archaeological advances.7 These technological and
methodological innovations have helped, in part, to make up for the absence of written
economic data.8 Quantitative studies increasingly paint a picture of the late Republic
and early Empire (until the end of the second century CE) as a time of economic growth
and prosperity, contradicting the primitivist position (Greene 2000; Jongman 2014,
78ff.). Instead, the archaeological record suggests that the late Republic and early
Empire saw dramatic population growth not only in the city of Rome itself, but also in
the Italian peninsula and provinces, as well as “dramatic aggregate and per capita
increases in production and consumption” (Jongman 2014, 81). Indicators include

6

These include Duncan-Jones (1982 and 1990), and Bowman and Wilson (2009).
The three main archaeological advances are: “first… the increased resolution of modern detailed
excavation, including archaeological science… the second is that of settlement archaeology, and field
surveys in particular, where surface data from larger areas are collected to reconstruct patterns of
habitation and land use… [and] the third is that of the aggregate analysis of classes of finds such as fine
table wares, amphoras, or shipwrecks” (Jongman 2014, 78).
8
While we do have some written records from antiquity attesting to economic activity, they are rarely of
the quality and precision expected by modern economists. Ancient records generally consist of
transactions inscribed on wax tablets (and consequently lost to history), economic remarks in preserved
literature (often made in passing and historically late), proclamations or edicts significant enough to have
been inscribed in stone, or extant Egyptian papyri (Temin 2006, 134).
7
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increasing manumission prices (ibid., 81); patterns of population growth and density
across the empire, but particularly within Roman Italy (ibid., 79); finds of animal bones
and fishing installations (ibid., 82); production and manufacturing levels measured in
Greenland ice core data (ibid., 83);9 and an explosion of public and private building
activity (ibid., 83). Case studies such as Rathbone’s examination of the Appianus estate
of Roman Egypt in the 3rd century CE have revealed that landowners were substantially
more profit-driven than primitivists assert (Rathbone 1991). From these archeological
data, Peter Temin and others argue that the Roman Empire was in fact “a single
integrated market economy” (Zuiderhoek 2015, 5). From the most recent studies, it
seems clear that the economy of Tibullus’ time was more market-based and prosperous
than previously believed. The standard of living achieved in this time would not exist
again until the early modern period in Europe (Jongman 2014, 85; Temin 2006, 134;
Mokyr 1990, 20).
Finally, the New Institutional Economic (NIE) model attempts to more fully
account for the role of outside forces (institutions) on market models and thus accounts
for some of the failings of both primitivists and modernists. The NIE model defines
‘institutions’ as “the rules of the game in a society or, more formally… the humanly
devised constraints that shape human interaction” (North 1990, 3) and can include both
‘formal’ (such as laws) and ‘informal’ constraints (such as norms and conventions).10
Where the neoclassical model assumes that the market is the most efficient way to
allocate resources, NIE can explain how institutions influence economic growth; that is,

9

The Greenland ice core data indicate “significant peaks from the first century BC to the second century
in metal pollution as a product of Roman mining activity” (Jongman 2014, 83). The trend mirrors
increasing usage of coal in Roman Britain beginning in the early Roman period, with a noticeable decline
in the third century, recovery in the following century, and a precipitous drop at the end of Roman rule.
See also de Callataÿ (2005); Hong et al. (1994); Malanima (2013).
10
Zuiderhoek (2015, 12); North (1994, 360).
CE
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why some markets fail and others grow when all other variables remain the same
(Zuiderhoek 2015, 11). By demonstrating that institutions may in fact lower transaction
costs and produce a more efficient economy, NIE also corrects Finley’s assumption that
institutions necessarily stand in the way of a ‘primitive’ economy developing into a
‘modern’ one. Several recent books have fruitfully used an NIE framework to study the
exploitation of natural resources in the ancient Mediterranean.11 Like new market
models, these studies draw on improved quantitative data, while examining the role of
institutions outside of the market.
I adopt a broadly NIE framework in its discussion of the Roman economy for its
perspective on how institutions and ideologies can shape economic choices. It is
particularly useful in understanding the autarkic ideal described by Tibullus and other
Roman writers. In discussions of agricultural production, I also draw from new
modernist models, which often have precise and recent archaeological data. Economic
modeling, however, is not the only methodology adopted in this dissertation because
all models fail to account for the individual variations of experience. For example, one
criticism of NIE is that a market- and institution-driven model still cannot comprise the
totality of economic history (Zuiderhoek 2015, 12–13). Increasingly, NIE economists
have recognized the limitations of a broad framework in studying individual human
actors, who are not completely rational and operate with incomplete knowledge.
Though humans are driven to create institutions in order to structure their environment
and thus control their surroundings, the effect of these institutions is not uniformly
beneficial, including among members of the same society. Institutions can restrict access
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Horden and Purcell (2000); Schiedel and Saller (2007); Erdkamp, Verboven, and Zuiderhoek (2015); and
Roselaar (2019) all adopt a broadly NIE perspective.
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to resources for certain groups, such as the exploitation of the agricultural wealth of
society by the Roman emperor and political elites (Bang 2009, 205). As a result, “an
essential question we must ask is, who makes the rules and for whom and what are
their objectives” (North 2005, 15).
While market and institutional models provide important insights into economic
choices, they cannot never fully describe the lived experience of someone making those
choices. The market and NIE models depend respectively on the conception of
individuals as homo economicus (who strives to attain his own economic well-being) or
sociologicus (who strives to fulfill social roles). Yet individuals can also make surprising,
even inexplicable decisions out of inner conflict, pain, and desire. We might imagine
instead the poetic subject of the elegies as homo cupidus: the desiring man. The elegies
are a record of the poet’s longing for exclusive love, his fear of dying in war, persistent
financial anxieties, and, perhaps all else, his yearning for a world before exchange.
Literature affords us a glimpse at the interior life missing from even the best economic
models. Through a psychoanalytic framework, we can come closer to understanding
decisions that seem irrational or lie hidden within the text.

The Economic Background of Tibullus’ Elegies

Food Production
I now proceed to a description of the changing markets and institutions of the late
Republic and early Empire that form the economic background of Tibullus’ elegies. I
will concentrate on establishing the efficiency of food production, degree of market
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integration, and extent of centralized grain production and distribution by the Roman
state to evaluate Tibullus’ poetry in context.
Agriculture, and in particular the cultivation of grain, was by far the
“predominant sector within the [Roman] economy” (Erdkamp 2005, 8). It also occupies
significant space in the elegies; the poet devotes a significant number of verses to the
description of threshing, harvest, and the goddess of grain, Ceres. It is perhaps
impossible to estimate the price in any single modern currency, though some
economists have tried to understand Roman imperial incomes in wheat-equivalents
(Scheidel and Friesel 2009). Most modern economic studies estimate prices based on
subsistence levels at the death of Augustus. Goldsmith (1984) is the foundation of most
Roman income estimates and posits that the average annual per capita income was
around 380 sesterces.12 Although grain was a staple, there remain unanswered
questions about its price since ancient authors generally did not remark on the price
unless it was unusually high or low (Rickman 1980, 145–6). Perhaps our best evidence
of grain prices in the Republic comes from Cicero’s prosecution of Verres. Among the
charges against Verres is that he did not conduct business at true market prices. In this
passage, Cicero describes the price fluctuations of wheat in Sicily between 76 and 75 BC
(Ver. 2.3.214–5):
Sacerdos in provinciam venit, frumentum in cellam imperavit. cum esset
ante novum tritici modius denariis v petiverunt ab eo civitates ut
aestimaret. remissior aliquanto eius fuit aestimatio quam annona; nam
aestimavit denariis iii…. eodem tempore praetor Antonius iii denariis
aestimavit post messem, summa in vilitate, cum aratores frumentum dare
gratis mallent, et aiebat se tantidem aestimasse quanti Sacerdotem, neque
mentiebatur; sed eadem ista aestimatione alter sublevarat aratores, alter
everterat.
12

Goldsmith (1984) theorizes that this figure remained roughly the same until the mid-second century
Temin (2003) argues that Goldsmith’s calculation of the mean income is too high. Schiavone (2000)
expands on Goldsmith’s figures but adds that regional income differences may have been significant.
BCE.
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Sacerdos, when he came into the province, commanded corn to be
provided for the granary. As before the new harvest came in a modius of
wheat was five denarii, the cities begged of him to have a valuation. The
valuation was somewhat lower than the actual market price, for he valued
it at three denarii…. The same year Antonius valued corn at three denarii,
after the harvest, in a season of exceeding cheapness, when the cultivators
would rather give the corn for nothing, and he said that he had valued it
at the same price as Sacerdos; and he spoke truly, but yet by the same
valuation the one had relieved the cultivators, the other had ruined
them.13
This passage makes clear how many variables might affect the price of grain: quality of
the harvest, which official conducted valuation, need for grain among the common
people, and desired compensation of farmers and transporters. Nevertheless, Cicero
makes clear that the average price of grain in Sicily was between 2 and 3 sesterces per
modius (cum in Sicilia HS binis tritici modius esset, when in Sicily a modius of wheat was
two sesterces, Cic. Verr. 3.189). Without the influence of corrupt politicians such as
Verres, grain seems to have maintained a somewhat steady price in Sicily during the
Late Republic. This grain would then have to be transported to Rome, which increased
its cost. Transport of grain was expensive, particularly across land; Diocletian’s price
edict estimates that a wagon-load of wheat would double its price in a journey of 300400 miles (Temin 2013, 39). Travel by water was less costly but would still increase the
price of grain by roughly 16% (Rickman 1980, 14). While we lack precise figures for the
price of grain at Rome through the Republic and into the Empire, we can nevertheless
observe some fluctuations in price depending on a variety of factors.
One of the enduring questions in the study of the Roman economy was how a
society so dependent on the production of cereals could avoid hitting a Malthusian
ceiling when population growth outstripped food supply (Zuiderhoek 2015, 10–11;
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Trans. Yonge (1903).
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Jongman 2014, 77).14 Archaeological analysis has supplied some answers as to the extent
and integration of these markets. There is evidence of both regional and individual
specialization of crops, which suggest significant market integration (Erdkamp 2015,
20). Cereals were the staple of Roman agricultural production, but many small and
large landholders produced surplus vegetable and dairy products.15 The difference in
production factors on farms of small landholders and commercial estates, however,
limited the degree to which individuals could specialize. Olive oil, for example,
exhibited stable demand in Rome and the provinces, which “lowered the threshold for
capital investment and thus stimulated landowners to build multi-press installations on
their estates” (Erdkamp 2015, 25). While the proliferation of highly specialized villas of
the sort Cato described- large, slave-run estates with opulent residential houses- seems
to have been exaggerated in literary sources,16 wealthy landowners were nevertheless
able to specialize to a greater extent than smallholders. Greater capital investments,
such as in water technology and better cattle feeding practices, allowed greater surplus
production (Erdkamp 2015, 25). During the late Republic, large farms also began to
produce wine and olives in significantly greater proportion than before (Terrenato
2001). This trend contributed to continuing demographic growth since wine and oil
14

This concept is derived from the works of Thomas Malthus, an English economist, who argued that
when technology improves access to food and increases standard of living, the population grows as a
result. The point at which population growth outpaces food supply is known as a Malthusian ceiling,
trap, catastrophe, or crisis (among others). While many scholars believe this risk has been greatly
mitigated in the modern world by the advances of the Industrial Revolution and population planning,
study of the Roman pre-industrial economy often includes discussion of the Malthusian model. For a
neo-Malthusian model applied to the economies of Greece and Rome, see Frier (2001) and Scheidel (2004).
15
We find literary evidence of small-scale surplus specialization in the Moretum, a poem spuriously
attributed to Vergil, which describes a poor Roman farmer on his way to sell extra vegetables at market
(though the degree to which this scene may have been a pastoral invention by a wealthy author is
debatable). See Fitzgerald (1996) for discussion of the poem’s representation of rural labor in the larger
thematic context of labor and poverty in Roman literature. For a history of the Moretum’s attribution, see
Heinze (1960, 408ff.).
16
See Terrenato (2012) for Cato’s embellishment on the number and size of latifundia. Harper (in
Erdkamp, Verboven, and Zuiderhoek 2015) discusses the influence of Pliny the Elder’s influence on this
trope (44–45), as well as recent archaeological evidence.
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contain “about five times more calories per hectare than with cereals” (Jongman 2007b).
These factors all played a part in increased productivity, allowing the Roman economy
“to stick quite closely to the Malthusian ceiling for a relatively long time” (Zuiderhoek
2015, 11). Nevertheless, grain remained an important and highly visible part of the
Roman agricultural economy. Reliance on grain as a staple food was particularly
prevalent among the lower classes considering the expense of grain and oil.
Here we may better understand the widespread availability of grain for Rome’s
lower classes in an institutional context. While the grain supply was subject to the
economic realities of production and trade, it was largely considered a social and
political issue (Erdkamp 2005, 6–7). Beginning in the Roman Republic, the state
provided tremendous grain subsidies for its citizens; “the wheat distributed to all male
citizens in Rome from 123 to 58 BCE was sold at [a subsidized cost] even lower than the
local price in Sicily… and from 57 BCE it was distributed free” (Rathbone 2009, 306).
These distributions occurred largely outside of the market in response to trade’s
limitations. Political coercion of neighboring lands was another intervention undertaken
on behalf of urban citizens. In the late Republic, for example, Rome took control of
nearly 20 percent of the entire harvest of Sicily in addition to significant amounts of
grain from Sardinia and Africa (Erdkamp 2005, 217–8; Varro, Rust. 2.3; Cic. Leg. Man.
34). The trend of state intervention in the grain supply only increased under the
emperor Augustus, who centralized a great deal of the Roman agricultural economy.
He brought provincial tax collection under imperial control and established a system of
bureaucratic administration with separate departments including a treasury (Jongman
2014, 89; Weaver 1972). The effects of the imperial annona during the early Augustan
regime would have been particularly noticeable for Roman citizens; “each day some
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seven thousand Roman men could be seen carrying home their monthly 33 kg of
wheat” (Jongman 2014, 89; emphasis mine).17 These distributions were facilitated by a
system of imperial record-keeping and administration which organized tokens and
counters for eligible recipients (Jongman 1997). State intervention lowered transaction
costs for large portions of the Roman populace. Meanwhile, increasing military control
over wider portions of the globe allowed for the expansion of trade; the emperor later
described this time as a “peace born of victories” (parta uictoriis pax, Res Gestae 13.2). In
this regard, Augustus expanded upon the economic growth begun in the third century
BCE

and definitively moved toward a global, centralized economy.

Land Holdings
The data suggest that Tibullus possessed significant means, although his family’s
property may have been diminished during his lifetime. In the Vita Tibulli, he is
explicitly described as a Roman knight (eques Romanus, Suet. Poet. Vita Tib.).18 This status
required a substantial estate since “the minimum property requirements for knights in
his [contemporary, Vergil’s] day was four hundred thousand HS” (Thibodeau 2011,
246). Standards of wealth in antiquity generally consisted of agricultural holdings
(Finley 1985, 29), so it is likely that the majority of Tibullus’ ancestral wealth would

17

Augustus eventually capped the number of recipients in 2 BCE at 200,000, a number still over half the
adult male population (Res Gestae 15.4; Dio 55.10.1) in the interest of farmers and merchants (Suet. Aug.
42). See also Rathbone (2009, 306ff.).
18
The Vita Tibulli is included in most MSS of the poet’s corpus and represents for some an important
piece of information for reconstructing the poet’s life. Based on its form and style, it “is probably derived
from Suetonius’ lost De poetis” (Maltby 2002, 39). If indeed written by Suetonius, it would date to around
a century after Tibullus’ death. Scholars disagree on the credibility of the uita. Postgate (1915) doubts its
authenticity, arguing that it only summarizes information readily found in Tibullus’ poetry, the epigram
of Marsus (also found in most MSS), or Horatian allusions to the poet (Serm. 1.4.105–11; Carm. 1.33.1–4;
Epist. 1.4). The debate is further complicated by disagreement whether Horace is alluding to the same
Tibullus in the aforementioned places. Nonetheless, Murgatroyd concludes that “there is no reason for
doubting the statements in the uita” (1994, 6).
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have consisted of land. Following the data and process used by Thibodeau (2011) to
calculate the size of Vergil’s estate, Tibullus would have owned around 400 iugera
(around 250 acres) of land if all his wealth were concentrated in property.19 The
biographical tradition also suggests that he received military gifts from Messalla during
their campaign in Aquitania (ante alios Corvinum Messalam oratorem dilexit, cuius etiam
contubernalis Aquitanico bello militaribus donis donatus est, Suet. Poet. Vita Tib.), though
there is no further information on what these prizes may have been. With such an
esteemed patron, however, it is likely that Tibullus was the recipient of some financial
support after the civil wars.20 The biographical evidence, though scarce, lends credence
to a picture of the poet as a wealthy man. Several lines in the elegies too suggest that
Tibullus was financially comfortable. Thibodeau (2011) explains that despite the poet’s
self-effacing description of his farm, many lines in fact suggest he had significant
means, including the resources necessary to feed the laborers on his farm and
surrounding neighbors (212).
On the other hand, Tibullus’s family wealth was likely curtailed during his
lifetime. First, the tax rates ordered by the Second Triumvirate were tremendously high,
demanding up to “50 percent of the yearly income derived from property” (Galinsky
2012, 43). Furthermore, Tibullus’ estate may well have been affected by the land
confiscations carried out in 42 BCE after Philippi or in 36 and 31 (Fineberg 1999, 422).
The elegies contain two oblique references to the loss of family land: 1.1.19–2021 and

19

See Thibodeau (2011, 246): “In the early Empire one iugerum of farmland—about two-thirds of an
acre—was worth, on average, about one thousand HS.” If all of Tibullus’ 400,000 HS were invested in
land, he would be the owner of 400 iugera.
20
Verboven (2002) provides extensive analysis of patronage during the late Republic from an economic
vantage point.
21
“you too, guardians of this estate—once prosperous, now impoverished—receive your gifts, Lares” (uos
quoque, felicis quondam, nunc pauperis agri/ custodes, fertis munera uestra, Lares, 1.1.19–20).
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1.1.41–44.22 These lines both cohere to a Tibullan pattern of lamenting the ‘good old
days,’ while providing some idea about his financial circumstances. Ironically, the
emperor also promulgated his own brand of “restoration” politics, which idealized a
rustic Romanitas and promoted him as the savior of the Republic (Dombrovskyi 2018,
45). As elite men like Tibullus retreated to their diminished country estates, the princeps
employed the same imagery of pastoral abundance and peace as a connotation of the
new social order (Galinsky 1996, 93). This dissonance is reflected in the Golden Age
myth popular with Augustan poets including Tibullus, who longingly describes a
mythic time both indolent and abundant. In the next chapter, I turn to Tibullus’ unique
rephrasing of this myth as an economic history of Roman civilization.

22

“I do not seek the riches of my fathers or the profits which harvests, stored away, brought to my distant
forefather: a small field is enough, it is enough if it is permitted to rest in bed and to relieve my limbs on a
familiar bed” (non ego diuitias patrum fructusque requiro/ quos tulit antiquo condita messis auo:/ parva seges
satis est, satis est requiescere lecto/ si licet et solito membra leuare toro (1.1.41–44).
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Chapter 3: “Civilization and its discontents”

As I have described earlier, the elegies were written during a time of violent
economic and political transformation. In this chapter, I explore the poet’s sustained
attention to agricultural production, expanding global markets, and profit-driven wars
in depth. Specifically, I focus on the poet’s construction of a kind of economic history
over the course of several passages (1.3.35–52; 1.7.23–48; 1.10.7–10, 45–51; and 2.1.37–
66). These verses describe the growth of Roman society from hunter-gatherers
subsisting on acorns, to smallholders tilling the land, and finally to merchants trading
within a global market. Tibullus borrows the basic framework of this history from the
well-known myth of the Golden Age, which describes the decline of humanity through
several ages. The first, an idyllic age of abundance when food grew unbidden and man
lived in harmony with the natural world, was ruled by Saturn and termed ‘Golden.’ In
later ages humans were forced to toil to feed themselves and increasingly turned to
violence and greed. While some scholars read this theme in Tibullus as a
straightforward retelling of the myth, I argue that the poet’s depiction differs in several
crucial ways, and that as a result of these differences, a preferable term for these
passages might be ‘civilization narrative.’1
The first major difference between Tibullus’ depiction of the myth is the fact that
he does not describe the first age as ‘Golden.’ This is a significant deviation from

1

Miller (2004, 118–28); Bright (1978, 22–30 and 80–83); Lee-Stecum (1998, 445–5 and 113–6) all use term
‘Golden Age myth’ to refer to these passages in Tibullus. Lindheim (2021), following Wimmel (1976, 127–
8) terms it a “Golden age vision” because Tibullus identifies “the period with Saturn’s rule, and [uses]
images that recur in Latin poetry for this moment” (86), though she does not explain her choice of
“vision” rather than “myth.” Boyd (1984), however, argues that the fact that Tibullus calls it the “age of
Saturn,” combined with the “realism” of the poet’s landscape precludes the possibility that the poet
depicts the Golden Age myth (275).
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tradition, since Hesiod,2 Plato,3 Aratus,4 Horace,5 and Vergil,6 all describe it as such.
Tibullus refers to the first age only as the “reign of Saturn” (Saturno… rege, 1.3.35).
Tibullus nevertheless uses forms of aureus (golden) fourteen times throughout the
elegies, including in the very first line of elegy 1.1.7 Later in this chapter I suggest that
Tibullus reserves the word aureus for items with monetary connotations, but for now I
argue that it is more accurate to describe the theme holding as closely to the poet’s own
words as possible.
Secondly, the term ‘civilization narrative’ better accounts for the totality of the
poet’s theme. Tibullus expands significantly upon the basic myth of a lost age of
abundance. Rather than outlining several discrete ages (Silver, Bronze, Heroic, Iron)
after the overthrow of Saturn, the poet instead describes the gradual development of
human agriculture, art, societies, and economies. Such changes are incremental and
thus more closely resemble an anthropological history than the typical Golden Age
myth. Furthermore, the poet’s final depiction of the theme in 2.1 is largely devoid of
mythological elements, focusing instead on human agency in the development of
agriculture and economic activity. Tibullus’ use of this theme is unique in its
concentration on the evolution of human civilization and its attendant costs.

2

Hesiod terms it the “Golden Race” (χρύσεον γένος, Hes. Op. 109–20).
Plat. Stat. 272a. See Naas (2017, 15–32) for discussion of the theme.
4
Arat. Phaen. 96–136. Aratus employs the same diction as Hesiod (γένος χρύσειον, Arat. Phaen. 114).
5
Horace writes of a “Golden Time” (aureum tempus, Hor. Epod. 16.63). See Clausen (1994, 147–50) for the
theme in Horace and Vergil.
6
Vergil writes of a "Golden Race” (gens aurea, Verg. Ecl. 4.9) or “Golden Age” (aurea… saecula, Verg. Aen.
6.792–3). Interestingly, Vergil also refers to this time as being ruled by Saturn (Verg. Ecl. 4.6, 6.41; Georg.
2.538f.; Aen. 6.792–4), as Tibullus does.
7
Auro is the last word in the first line of elegy 1.1. Forms of aureus occur at 1.1.1, 51; 1.2.71; 1.4.62; 1.6.58;
1.8.31; 1.9.17, 18, 31, 69, 82; 1.10.7, 2.1.45; and 2.3.54. This list does not account for the many other words
that connote a gleaming, golden shine in the elegies.
3
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The lack of mythological elements in the civilization narrative of 2.1 brings me to
the third and final difference between the theme as depicted in Tibullus compared with
that of other authors. While authors differ on which deity initiated later, degraded ages,
each typically only attributes this fall to one god or goddess.8 Tibullus, on the other
hand, contradicts himself several times within the corpus. Each reprisal of the theme
introduces a new deity or deities responsible for the end of the Golden Age: Jupiter
(1.3.36–56); Osiris and Bacchus (1.7.29–36); Pax (1.10.45–49); and unnamed “country
gods” (2.1.37–46). These contradictions point to an inherent, unrepresentable conflict in
the poetic psyche and constitute an emergence of the Real.
My analysis incorporates a Lacanian methodology in order to examine the two
literary devices mentioned briefly above. The first is repetition, which “insists” in the
unconscious in a bid to gain entry into the Symbolic and Imaginary orders. 9 The second
comprises contradictions within the text, such as the poet’s description of modern
economic life as simultaneously indolent and toilsome, excessive and unfulfilling.
Frequent repetition and contradictions in passages describing the Golden Age signals
the fragmentation of the poetic voice and a frustrated inability to signify its desires.
Ultimately, this recurring civilization narrative betrays a deep ambivalence about the
‘cost’ of economic progress.

8

Hesiod, for example, writes that the Golden Age ends when “those who live on Olympus” (Ὀλύμπια
δώματ᾽ ἔχοντες, Hes. Op. 128) created a lesser version of humanity. Vergil, on the other hand, attributes
its end to Jupiter (G. 1.125–28).
9
In particular, I examine anaphora, a form of repetition occurring at the beginning of successive clauses.
For an explanation of repetition within a Lacanian framework, see pp. 20–22.
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“How well they lived” (1.3.35–56)
The first appearance of this ‘civilization narrative’ occurs in 1.3, as the poet worries that
he will die abroad on campaign and never reunite with Delia. These anxieties transform
to a more general lament that he does not live during the age of Saturn, a lost golden
age (1.3.35–50):
quam bene Saturno uiuebant rege, priusquam
tellus in longas est patefacta uias!
nondum caeruleas pinus contempserat undas,
effusum uentis praebueratque sinum;
nec uagus ignotis repetens compendia terris
presserat externa nauita merce ratem.
illo non ualidus subiit iuga tempore taurus,
non domito frenos ore momordit equus,
non domus ulla fores habuit, non fixus in agris,
qui regeret certis finibus arua lapis;
ipsae mella dabant quercus, ultroque ferebant
obuia securis ubera lactis oues;
non acies non ira fuit non bella nec ensem
inmiti saeuus duxerat arte faber.
nunc Ioue sub domino caedes et uulnera semper,
nunc mare, nunc leti mille repente uiae.
parce, pater. timidum non me periuria terrent,
non dicta in sanctos inpia uerba deos.

35

40
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How well they lived in the reign of Saturn, before
the world was thrown open for long journeys!
The pine tree had not yet disdained the blue waves,
or offered a billowing fold to the winds,
nor had a wandering sailor in unknown lands seeking profit
loaded his ship with foreign merchandise.
At that time the strong bull did not go under the yoke,
the horse did not champ the bit with tamed mouth,
no house had doors, no stone was set up to rule the fields
with fixed boundaries;
the oak trees themselves gave honey, and ewes themselves
of their own accord offered udders of milk to carefree men;
There was no battle line, no wrath, no war, the savage maker
had not formed the sword with harsh art.
Now under lord Jove there is always slaughter and wounds,
now there is the sea, now a thousand sudden roads to death.
Spare (me) father. False oaths do not terrify me, faint of heart,
nor words irreverent to the sacred gods.
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The age of Saturn was a time of effortless and idyllic bounty (quam bene Saturno uiuebant
rege, 1.3.35). Tibullus’ identification of Saturn specifically (rather than terming the age
“golden”) is perhaps connected to the name’s etymology. Varro relates that the god is
called Saturn from the sowing of crops (ab satu est dictus Saturnus, Ling. 5.64).10
Ironically, while the age of Saturn is fertile, it is devoid of agriculture. Rather than a
time of primitive subsistence in which humankind must survive on foraging or cereal
crop production, specialized products such as dairy and honey come unbidden.
Tibullus contrasts the happy age of Saturn with the degraded age of Jupiter in which he
lives (nunc Ioue sub domino, 49). Jupiter is addressed as pater (51), which chimes with the
opening description of the present day when “the world was thrown open (patefacta)
into long roads” (35–36). The play on pater/ patefacta is again perhaps an allusion to
another ancient etymology: “Jupiter [is called] father (pater) because he makes evident
(patefacit) the seed; for then it is evident (patet) that conception has taken place, when
that which is born comes out from it” (Iuppiter pater, quod patefecit semen: nam tum esse
conceptum <pat>et, inde cum exit quod oritur, Varro Ling. 5.65).11 Jupiter is the originator of
all things in this new age, which mostly consists of unceasing toil in the poet’s view.
Where abundance once flourished unbidden, humankind must now conscript the
natural world into forced labor: “at that time the strong bull did not go under the yoke,
the horse did not champ the bit with a tamed mouth (illo non ualidus subiit iuga tempore
taurus,/ non domito frenos ore momordit equus, 41–42). The bull is submissive to human
dominion (subiit iuga), while the domesticated (domito… ore) horse bites at the intrusion
of a bit (frenos… momordit). These lines are indicative of a larger pattern in Tibullus’

10

Maltby (1991) relates a number of other etymologies which link Saturn with agriculture, including
seeds, sowing, fruitfulness, and satiety (546–7).
11
See Maltby (2002, 195); Cairns (1996, 25–6).
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civilization narrative. It is not enough that humans should labor ceaselessly in the age of
Jupiter. Animals and the natural world are also subjected to toil.
Though ostensibly describing a perfect age of bounty, the passage is composed
almost entirely of negatives: “not yet” (nondum, 37), “nor” (nec, 39 and 47), and ten
instances of “not” (non, 41; 42; twice in 43; thrice in 47; 51; 52). This repetition is also
occasionally anaphoric (occurring at the beginning of clauses). It becomes more
frequent and forceful as the passage goes on. Strikingly, only one couplet depicts the
age of Saturn in a positive way.12 The alliteration of “now… now… now” (nunc…
nunc… nunc, 49–50) continues the phonological pattern and draws attention to the
poet’s current degraded age of Jupiter, because the age of Saturn is defined by what it is
not.
Lacanian theory offers a framework for understanding the role of repetition in
the poem by linking it with unfulfilled desire.13 Lacan posits that unfulfilled (and
inherently unfulfillable) desire can emerge in the Symbolic order through a compulsion
to repeat phrases, words, or experiences, even when they are deeply unpleasant to the
subject (a discomfort made clear through Tibullus’ repetition of negatives). At the
beginning of 1.3, the poet is ill and alone in Phaeacia, lamenting the possibility of his
death. These specific anxieties expand into a lament for the degraded state of the world,
which has boundaries (such as countries and territories) and delimiting norms (such as
military service). The subject is unable to ever possess the object of its desire: perfect
unity with the natural world, free from restrictions or limitations. On a conscious level,

12

“The oak trees themselves gave honey, and ewes themselves of their own accord offered udders of milk
to carefree men” (ipsae mella dabant quercus, ultroque ferebant/ obuia securis ubera lactis oues, 1.3.45–46). The
function of this couplet in the poem will be discussed shortly. My analysis of 2.1 later in the chapter will
also explore the potential political connotations of these lines.
13
‘Desire’ is what is left when ‘need’ is subtracted from ‘demand’ (Lacan 2006, 575–84).
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the poet is aware he cannot turn back time and live in this mythic age. Yet the desire to
do so nonetheless manifests in repetition throughout the passage, which functions here
not only as a literary figure but also an expression of longing.14 We should also make
clear a distinction between what evokes the poet’s desire and the form it takes in this
passage. While the poet professes a belief that the age of Saturn is superior to the age of
Jupiter, and thus desirable, it is not the true cause of his desire, which can only exist in
the Real.15 The age of Saturn functions here as objet-petit-a, which promises fulfillment
and reunification with a primordial wholeness. The failure of the Symbolic order to
accurately represent this fantasy of complete fulfillment also results in the failure of the
poet to describe his own desires. Thus, this passage functions less as a description of
escapist fantasy than a condemnation of his present age; back then, the poet writes,
there was not X, not Y, not Z (all hated realities of his present day).16 Importantly, only
one couplet does not describe the age of Saturn in terms of what it lacks: “the oak trees
themselves gave honey, and ewes themselves of their own accord offered udders of
milk to carefree men” (ipsae mella dabant quercus, ultroque ferebant/ obuia securis ubera

14

Lacan (2006) writes that desire “insists from [a repressed (verdrängt) state] so as to be represented in the
signified by means of its repetition automatism (Wiederholungszwang)” (465). This is a difficult concept to
parse. At the heart of the subject there is a sense of “lack”—the feeling that something is missing. The
subject cannot fully recognize what is missing due to the repression of the unconscious. Nevertheless, this
longing will attempt to emerge in the conscious mind (i.e. be signified) in repetitive formulations. Lacan
uses many terms to describe the mechanism of repetition, including automatisme de répétition, l’instance,
and l’instance de la lettre. Repetition is a necessary consequence of the way signifying chains in the
unconscious circle around, but never fully attain, a complete concept of this “lack”, which is of the Real
and thus ineffable. In this case, the poet’s repetitive descriptions of what the age of Jupiter lacks—back
then, there was not greed, not war, not roads—are a symptom of desire. See also Lacan (1966) and Hurst
(2014).
15
Hurst (2014) gives an excellent description of the ineffability of the true cause of desire: “something that
is left over, a piece of the Real that escaped the Symbolic order when the signifer first embraced the Real.
It might be something of the real body that was not overwritten with language but remains, and is
‘unsymbolizable’—a look, a smell, a sound, some particular feature of an object, which has no symbolic
function, but which causes desire” (46).
16
The strangeness of this passage might be well illustrated by comparison to another contemporary
vision of the Golden Age, Vergil’s second Georgic, in which the poet transposes the Golden Age onto the
landscape of Augustan Italy.
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lactis oues, 45–46). Ipsae, ultro, and securis are typical markers of Golden Age
automaticity present in other renditions of the myth. The fantastical past is a time when
men want for nothing. What the poet desires is the end of desire itself.
The impossibility of desire’s fulfillment leads to the end of this idyllic fantasy.
Humans not content with abundance seek excess. Tibullus writes that men now travel
tremendous distances over land (ignotis… terris, 1.3.39) and sea (caeruleas pinus
contempserat undas,/ effusum uentis praebueratque sinum, 37–38) to pursue wealth
(compendia, 39). Compendium is a particularly striking choice of word; it can refer to
“profit” but also frequently means “savings.”17 It can also refer to a “shortcut,”18 which
contrasts with the lengths to which some may go in pursuit of profit. The contradiction
inherent in describing a long journey as a “shortcut” constitutes another emergence of
the Real; these lines are an incoherent attempt to represent in the Symbolic order that
which is essentially unrepresentable.
We can also understand these lines in light of the economic risks of trade in the
poet’s day. The couplet depicts overseas trade as dangerous: “nor had a wandering
sailor in unknown lands seeking profit loaded his ship with foreign merchandise” (nec
uagus ignotis repetens compendia terris/ presserat externa nauita merce ratem, 39–40). The
poet emphasizes the uncertain location of this sailor with uagus and ignotis. This long
voyage has been undertaken for purely commercial reasons since merx is an explicitly
economic word meaning “merchandise, commodity, wares.” Tibullus is correct that
long-distance trade was economically risky for a smallholder; one of the major obstacles
to market integration in the Roman empire was the cost involved in transportation
(Erdkamp 2005, 143–5). Trade was largely necessitated by unequal distribution of
17
18

OLD s.v. compendium. Cf. Plaut. Pers. 4.3.2; cf. id. Truc. 2.4.26; Cic. Verr. 2.2.3, 2.3.46, § 109.
Quint. 4.2.46; Tac. A. 2.55, 12.28; Ov. M. 3.234; Plin. Pan. 95.5.
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resources; harvest failures occurred regularly but were difficult to predict, and thus
stimulated trade of surplus staples to deficient markets (Erdkamp 2005, 145; Garnsey
and Saller 2014, 50). As a result, trade of basic foodstuffs (grain, wine, olive oil, salt)
could be profitable, though the cost of entry was generally too high for small farmers.
Renters or owners of small estates tended to sell part of their crop shortly after harvest
to pay rent, taxes, or loans, which resulted in a small surplus and little capital to spend
on transportation.19 On the other hand, wealthy landowners could sell not only their
own harvest, but also the rent paid in crop from their tenants (Erdkamp 2005, 151–3).
The anxiety in the poet’s description of trade may reflect an economic reality. Though
once the owner of a large estate, his land holdings have been diminished. With fewer
resources at his disposal to invest in trade, he has less opportunity to maximize profit.
This sailor wandering through unknown lands (ignotis… terris, 1.3.39) is a parallel to
Tibullus’ own situation at the beginning of 1.3: “Phaeacia holds me, sick, in unknown
lands” (me tenet ignotis aegrum Phaecia terris, 1.3.3). These similarities suggest that
pursuit of profit might also be the motive underlying Messalla’s campaign. The
willingness to dispatch Roman citizens to all corners of the globe has perhaps less to do
with Rome’s glory than its interest in compendia (39) and externa merce (40).20
Tibullus also explores the connection between agricultural labor and overseas
trade at the beginning of 1.9. Though this passage has posed interpretive difficulties for

19

Institutions could help mitigate these risks and lower transaction costs on the consumer side. For
example, during the Republic, magistrates had the authority to requisition cereals on behalf of
communities who could not afford to pay market price or transportation costs. The seriousness of this
institutional power is made clear by the charges brought by Cicero against Verres (Cic. 2 Verr. 3.214–5).
During the principate, the Roman state performed a similar function.
20
Tibullus returns to the connection between war and profit throughout the corpus, including at 1.1.1–6;
1.2.67–72; 1.10.7–10; 2.3.41–46. Boucher (1965) examines the rejection of wealth and war in Roman elegy
(19–21). Cairns (1975) examines the ways in which Tibullus’ condemnation of wealth (ψόγος πλούτου)
both adheres to and diverges from generic models of the theme.
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scholars (Miller 2004, 112), the similarity of its diction to that of 1.3 can perhaps aid us
in understanding both (1.9.7–10):
lucra petens habili tauros adiungit aratro
et durum terrae rusticus urget opus.
lucra petituras freta per parentia uentis
ducunt instabiles sidera certa rates.

10

Seeking profit, the rustic yokes bulls to the handy plow
and drives the hard work of the earth.
Fixed stars lead unsteady ships seeking profit
through straits obedient to the winds.
This passage reprises many of the images typical of Tibullus’ civilization narrative in
1.3: agricultural technology (habili… aratro, 7), a hard-working rustic (durum… rusticus
urgent opus, 8), and the dangers of overseas trade (instabiles… rates, 10; contrasted with
sidera certa, 10). The repetition of profit (lucra, 7 and 9) at the beginning of each couplet
with a form of peto (petens, 7; petituras, 9) emphasizes the economic motivation, alluded
to in 1.3 but not yet made explicit, that drives all aspects of “civilized” activity. The
driving force behind both agriculture and trade is profit (lucra). These lines are
noteworthy for their explicit condemnation of farming as profit-driven rather than
noble and traditional.21 Read in conjunction with the poet’s attribution of farming and
trade to a degraded age of Jupiter in 1.3, this passage makes clear the economic
connotations of the civilization narrative.
Boundaries are a significant marker of this theme; merchants must cross
boundaries both natural (land and sea) and man-made (borders and roads). Unlike the

21

Commentaries are reluctant to discuss the meaning of these lines as economic per se. Both Maltby (2002,
325) and Murgatroyd (2001, 260) explain the connection between farming and profit as a one-off
rhetorical strategy used to pardon Marathus a few lines later. Since all men are driven by profit, it is no
great sin that Marathus is as well. This interpretation implies that the poet uses economic ideas to
comment on his relationship with Marathus. I would argue that the opposite is true. Tibullus uses his
relationship with Marathus (as well as Delia and Nemesis) rather to explore economic dreams and
anxieties. We might also consider the fact that Tibullus has three elegiac love interests; notions of
exchange are the one constant in his description of all three. For the economic connotations of Nemesis’
name, see p. 121.
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age of Saturn, which was boundless and unrestricted, the poet describes divisions and
boundaries as characteristic of his current day. “Doors” (fores, 43) are a barrier between
the home (domus, 43) and the outside world. Property is now private, rather than shared
by all. These divisions extend to the natural world: “a stone was set up to rule the fields
with fixed boundaries” (fixus in agris,/ qui regeret certis finibus arua lapis, 43–44).
Lindheim (2021) notes the legal diction in this couplet: “the use of fines with the verb
regere… brings formal, legal language for marking territorial boundaries into the poetic
narrative” (90).22 Just as doors create the conditions necessary for personal property,
boundary stones mark agricultural production, once shared by all, as private. The
designation of some property as private is a feature of economic institutions. We can
perhaps understand the poet’s frustration in light of recent NIE models, which argue
that institutions rarely favor all members of a society equally. North notes that property
rights “make the overall environment more predictable but will increase uncertainty for
those who traditionally have used the land in question without having formal title”
(2005, 15). Accordingly in 1.3, the division of arable land into private tracts privileges
some (wealthy landowners) and disadvantage others (Tibullus’ rusticus).
This passage also marks the return of the central Tibullan image of roads, which
ushers in further economic and political implications for our reading of the passage.23
Roads mark space both geographically (in connecting places) and metaphorically (as a
symbol of empire). The poet begins the civilization narrative with a lament that roads
(uias, 36) now lie open. Here he is more explicit as to the reasons for this lament. Roads
(uiae, 50) are a source of danger (nunc leti mille repente uiae), since they connect the poet’s

22

See also Maltby (2002, 197–8).
For the image of roads in Tibullus, see Fineberg (1991); Lindheim (2012, 85–122); and Lee-Stecum (1998,
222).
23
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pastoral idyll to the larger world.24 On the economic side, they are the main connection
between farms and a larger food infrastructure. One cannot make money from crops
without first transporting them to market. Varro writes that when choosing a farm one
must consider “whether it is not profitable to export our products from there” (si quo
neque fructus nostros exportare expediat, Agr. 1.16.1). Estates with adequate access to
“roads or rivers” (uiae aut fluuii, ibid.) are “for that reason profitable” (propter ea
fructuosa, Agr. 1.16.2). The image of roads expanding outwards also has contemporary
political associations. Augustus significantly changed the administrative structure of
bodies responsible for public works, including road maintenance, construction
(Lindheim 2021, 94–95). In addition, he created the cursus publicus, which allowed for
communication through the empire. These initiatives were “linked to economic and
military commercialization” (Raepsaet 2016, 848). In 20 BCE, the ideological significance
of roads to the emperor’s program was made plain by placing the Golden Milestone
(milliarium aureum) in the Forum. Furthermore, the princeps encouraged senators to use
their own resources to repair existing roads (Lindheim 2021, 95). The conscription of
individual wealth into the creation of an Augustan empire is in keeping with the
princeps’ overhaul of the Roman economy. Accordingly, roads pose a threat to the
Tibullan subject. The dream of an autonomous, self-sufficient, pastoral farm is so
impossible as to be relegated to a mythic past (the age of Saturn).
These images of geographical boundaries transition into social division. The
following couplet describes the absence of war in the age of Saturn: “there was no battle
line, no wrath, no war, the savage maker had not formed the sword with harsh art” (non
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Lindheim (2021) notes that during the Roman Empire, the term via could only apply by law to a road
wide enough to accommodate a wheeled vehicle; smaller ways could be termed an actus, semita, or iter
(89; see also Dig. 8.1.13; Laurence 1999, 58).
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acies non ira fuit non bella nec ensem/ inmiti saeuus duxerat arte faber, 1.3.47–48). It is
interesting that the poet describes peace as a feature of the semi-mythic past at the same
time as Augustus proclaimed pax uictoriis pacta after the Civil Wars.25 Contrary to
Augustan ideology, the poet continues with a forceful condemnation of the present as a
time of deadly violence: “Now under lord Jove there is always slaughter and wounds,
now there is the sea, now a thousand sudden roads to death” (nunc Ioue sub domino
caedes et uulnera semper,/ nunc mare, nunc leti mille repente uiae, 1.3.49–50). As the founder
of the current age, Augustus is aligned with Jupiter, not Saturn, despite his claims of a
new Pax Romana. Having alluded briefly to the possibility of an age of peace (what the
princeps promised), the poet returns forcefully to the present moment, which is
anything but (nunc… nunc… nunc…, 49–50). The promised peace has not come. Indeed,
there seems no end to war (caedes et uulnera semper, 49). The optimistic premise
underlying human progress is that through technological advancement and mastery of
the natural world, humankind may one day live in a world without war. Augustus
promised Rome a similar dream; by yielding some political power, citizens hoped to
escape the bloody conflict of the late Republic. The images of geographic division
(represented by roads and boundaries) as well as social conflict (represented by war
and the plunder of the natural world for profit) presents the poet’s desire and reveals its
impossibility. The vision of the Age of Saturn in the Symbolic thus collapses into
incomprehensibility. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the elegy descends into the
Underworld in the following lines:
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One might compare these lines with Vergil’s identification of Augustus with Saturn’s Golden Age in
the Aeneid: “Augustus Caesar, offspring of a god, who will once more found/ bring to an end the golden
age for Latium through the fields where Saturn once reigned” (Augustus Caesar, diui genus, aurea condet/
saecula qui rursus Latio regnata per arua/ Saturno quondam, Aen. 6.792–4). See Thomas (2001) for discussion
of the semantic difficulties of condet (“he will found/ he will bring to an end”) and resulting interpretive
ambiguity (1–24).
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quod si fatales iam nunc expleuimus annos,
fac lapis inscriptis stet super ossa notis:
HIC IACET IMMITI CONSVMPTVS MORTE TIBVLLUS
MESSALLAM TERRA DVM SEQVITVRQVE MARI.
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But if I have already now completed the years ordained by fate,
let a stone with inscribed words stand above my bones:
HERE LIES TIBULLUS CONSUMED BY INEXORABLE DEATH
WHILE HE FOLLOWS MESSALLA BY LAND AND SEA.
Faced with the impossibility of desire and the inability to even accurately represent
that desire in the Symbolic realm, the poem turns into a funeral elegy for its own
author. The repetition of the previous passage expresses the desire for reunification
with a lost realm; the engine powering that desire is “drive,” which is inextricably
linked in the Lacanian formulation with what Freud termed the death drive (Braunstein
2003, 104).26 After the Symbolic fails to accommodate the dream of a different age,
Tibullus returns to more familiar territory. The epigram borrows stock phrases from
Roman funerary practices: lapis (stone, often referring to a tombstone) and super ossa
(used commonly on real epitaphs; Maltby 2002, 201).

Messalla conquers the Nile (1.7.23–48)
Elegy 1.7 represents a unique contribution to both the Tibullan corpus and genre of
Roman elegy for its divergence from the generic expectations of elegy. In this poem, the
poet celebrates Messalla’s birthday and commemorates his victories in Aquitania, for
which he was awarded a triumph on September 25 of 27 BCE. The poem is almost
entirely set in Egypt, which departs from Tibullus’ preoccupation with Italic pastoral
scenes and other elegists’ urban staging. As Maltby notes, this “is the first example in
extant Latin literature of occasional poetry in elegiacs from which the love theme is
26

See pp. 20–22 for a description of the death drive in Freud and Lacan.
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almost entirely absent” (2002, 281). As a result, scholarship on this poem has focused
more extensively on its political valences than that of any other poem in the corpus,
particularly the comparison of Messalla to Osiris (1.3.27–48).27
I propose, however, that the hymn to Osiris constitutes an expansion of Tibullus’
civilization narrative and concomitant economic fears. It shares many themes in
common with 1.3, including concerns about increasingly globalized trade, unceasing
toil for both mankind and the natural world, and persistent questions about whether
the agricultural economy is a gift or curse. As with 1.3, these themes are intertwined
with complex allusions to the emperor Augustus and, while sometimes opaque, can be
discerned in moments of negative repetition. The poet’s description of Egyptian religion
and agricultural contributions to the Roman empire is deeply conflicted and reflects the
contested role of Egypt in the poet’s day.
The elegy begins with the Fates foretelling Messalla’s victory, then describes his
triumph and geography of his conquered lands in Gaul and the East (Cilicia, Syria,
Phoenicia, and Egypt). The landmark of the Nile river provides an opening into a
history of the agricultural abundance springing up from its waters (1.7.23–48):
Nile pater, quanam possim te dicere causa
aut quibus in terris occuluisse caput?
te propter nullos tellus tua postulat imbres
arida nec pluuio supplicat herba Ioui.
te canit atque suum pubes miratur Osirim
barbara, Memphitem plangere docta bouem.
primus aratra manu sollerti fecit Osiris
et teneram ferro sollicitauit humum.
primus inexpertae commisit semina terrae
pomaque non notis legit ab arboribus.
hic docuit teneram palis adiungere uitem,
hic uiridem dura caedere falce comam.
illi iucundos primum matura sapores
expressa incultis uua dedit pedibus.
ille liquor docuit uoces inflectere cantu,
27

See Bowditch (2011), Johnson (1990), Knox (2005), and Moore (1989).
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mouit et ad certos nescia membra modos.
Bacchus et agricolae magno confecta labore
pectora tristitiae dissoluenda dedit.
Bacchus et afflictis requiem mortalibus affert,
crura licet dura compede pulsa sonent.
non tibi sunt tristes curae nec luctus, Osiri,
sed chorus et cantus et leuis aptus amor,
sed uarii flores et frons redimita corymbis,
fusa sed ad teneros lutea palla pedes
et Tyriae uestes et dulcis tibia cantu
et leuis occultis conscia cista sacris.
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Father Nile, for what cause indeed or in what lands am I able to say
that you have hidden your head?
Because of you, your land requires no showers,
nor does dry grass supplicate Jupiter the rain-giver.
The barbarian youth sing of you and moreover marvel (at you) as their
own Osiris, taught to bewail the Memphis bull.
Osiris first made the plow with skillful hand
and stirred the soft earth with iron.
He first joined seeds with the unpracticed earth
and collected fruits from unknown trees.
he taught to attach a tender vine to a stake,
he taught to cut the green stalk with a stern hook,
to him ripe grapes crushed by uncultured feet
first gave their pleasing juices.
That wine taught voices to modulate in song,
and moved unknowing limbs to certain rhythms,
Bacchus too caused the farmer’s heart, crushed by heavy labor,
to be released from sadness.
Bacchus too brings rest to mortals who have been cast down
although their legs ring, having been struck with harsh shackles.
Sad cares and grief are not for you, Osiris,
but rather dances and song and fickle love are fitting for you,
rather variegated flowers and brow crowned with ivy-berries,
rather a saffron robe flowing to tender feet
and Tyrian clothes and a flute sweet with song
and the light casket witnessing your secret holy rites.
This passage transitions from geographical description into explication of the
development of agriculture in Egypt. Just like the passage previously discussed (1.3.35–
52), Tibullus again attributes the invention of farming to divine intervention. The
slippage of signifiers here becomes even more apparent, however, as this deity is
addressed first as the personified Father Nile, then Osiris, and finally Bacchus. The poet
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identifies the Nile as the source of agricultural bounty by describing it inversely, in
terms of what Egypt does not lack: “your land requires no showers” (nullos tellus tua
postulat imbres, 1.3.25) and “dry grass does not supplicate Jupiter the rain-giver” (arida
nec pluuio supplicat herba Ioui, 26). The rare epithet pluuius here emphasizes the foreign
nature of the Nile in comparison.28 Egypt is abundant without the intervention of
Roman gods on her behalf. Yet the Romans have already conquered Egypt and brought
their gods with them; the opening of this elegy (particularly lines 5–8) describes the
triumph of Messalla, in which he would have been dressed in the insignia from the
statue of Capitoline Jove (Maltby 2002, 283; Versnel 1970, 56–93). In other words,
Tibullus describes the arrival of a conquering Jupiter in Egypt before proclaiming that
Egypt has no need of the god. A Roman reader might too be reminded of Augustus’
hostility to Egyptian religion, evidenced in part by his banishment of Egyptian rites at
Rome extra pomoerium in 28 BCE (Maltby 2002, 281). These lines signal tension in the
uneasy Roman occupation of Egypt. These political valences may serve as a latent
answer to the question posed to the Nile in 23–24: “for what cause indeed or in what
lands am I able to say that you have hidden your head?” (Nile pater, quanam possim te
dicere causa/ aut quibus in terris occuluisse caput?) Ostensibly a reference to the thenhidden source of the Nile, it may also serve as a nudging reminder of the role of Egypt
in the Roman political economy. In other words, for whom is all this agricultural
abundance produced? Egypt or Rome?
The next couplet further describes supplanting Egyptian deities in favor of
Roman ones: “the barbarian youth sing of you and moreover marvel (at you) as their
own Osiris, taught to bewail the Memphis bull” (te canit atque suum pubes miratur
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Maltby compares this epithet to the Greek Ζεὺς ὑέτιος (2002, 289).
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Osirim,/ barbara, Memphitem plangere docta bouem, 27–28). Father Nile is now identified
instead as Osiris, brother and husband of Isis.29 The direct address reminds the reader
once more of the beneficiary of this poem, Messalla. Although ostensibly equating the
Nile and Osiris, te canit (27) suggests that the poet may be likening Osiris to his patron
as well. The reference to “the Memphis bull” (Memphitem… bouem, 28) continues the
political connotations of the previous lines. In Egyptian religious tradition, the bull,
Apis, was a reincarnation of Osiris and worshipped in a temple at Memphis. During his
tour of Egypt in 30 BCE, Augustus declined to visit this temple (Maltby 2002, 290).
Accordingly, Tibullus writes that Egyptian youths will soon go against what they have
been taught (Memphitem plangere docta bouem, 28) and instead worship a new Osiris. In
this context, the emperor himself is also equated to Osiris. This echoes the tradition of
representing the Ptolemaic pharaohs as incarnations of the god (Selden 1998, 337–9).30
These interwoven religious and political valences prepare the reader for the
following lines describing the invention of agriculture. Just as Jupiter and Pax are the
inventors of agriculture in 1.3 and 1.10 respectively, Osiris here performs the same role.
All three passages include the use of animals for agricultural labor (primus aratra manu
sollerti fecit Osiris, 1.7.29; cf. Pax candida primum/ duxit araturos sub iuga curua boues,
1.10.45–46; and illo non ualidus subiit iuga tempore taurus, 1.3.41); two reference the
production of wine (ille iucundos primum matura sapores/ expressa incultis uua dedit
pedibus, 1.7.35–36; cf. Pax aluit uites et sucos condidit uuae, 1.10.49). I have previously
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Isis also appears in Delia’s prayer earlier in the corpus (1.3.21).
See also Wray (2003). Objecting to Miller’s characterization of the relationship between Tibullus and
Messalla in this poem as an essentially Freudian dichotomy between “father” and “son,” Wray argues
that the complex political relationship between the two men is essential to understanding this passage.
He writes “a reader so inclined could take Tibullus’ [comparison of Messalla to Osiris] as a political
provocation, launched in direct competition with Virgil’s divinization of Augustus at G. 1.24–42, but
stated under a poetic veil that preserved the poet’s full ‘deniability’” (220–1). The explicitly political
context of praising Messalla for his victories in the East makes such an interpretation more likely.
30
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explored how attributing the invention of agriculture to multiple gods throughout the
corpus calls into question the central tenet of the civilization narrative. The same is true
in this instance, but with an added conflict between two conceptions of agriculture. The
first is the conception of farming displayed up until this point in the corpus, as an
inherently Roman practice in that it was given to Italic peoples by their gods, and
thereafter codified as morally right by aristocratic authors (Cato, Varro, Vergil, etc.).
The second, which we see for the first time here, is of farming as a potentially foreign
activity given to Egypt by Pater Nile and Osiris. This may be ironic considering
Augustus’ recent Roman annexation of Egypt, which is depicted in Roman sources as
the emperor’s successful ‘civilizing’ of exotic and dangerous peoples (Dio 51.16.3–17.4;
Dundas 2002).
As with 1.3, close reading of this poet’s style and diction in this passage reveals a
discontent with civilizing progress. This passage is similarly marked by anaphora
reaching across successive couplets (te… te, 25–27, primus… primus, 29–31; hic… hic, 33–
34; illi… ille, 35–37; Bacchus… Bacchus, 39–41; sed… sed… sed, 44–46). Furthermore, while
the passage on its face might seem a more positive description of agricultural expansion
than 1.3, it shares a tendency to write of progress in negative terms. In 1.3 the poet
describes the age of Saturn primarily as a time lacking the ills of modern life (there was
no war, no trade, etc.). Here Tibullus emphasizes the force of agriculture as a series of
violent impositions. Osiris stirs the “soft earth” (teneram… humum, 30) plants seeds in
“unaccustomed earth” (inexpertae… terrae, 31); gathers produce from “unknown trees”
(non notis… arboris, 32); attaches a “tender vine” to a stake (teneram…. uitem, 33), teaches
grape-treading to “uncultured feet” (incultis… pedibus, 36), and moves “unknowing
limbs” (nescia membra, 38) to music. These descriptions characterize both the natural
world and early humans as soft, delicate, and unaccustomed to labor. On the other
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hand, this passage depicts the adoption of agricultural techniques as disturbing and
violent. The verb used for plowing is sollicitauit (30), which can mean “stirred, worried,
troubled.” The first plow is a troubling intervention into the softness (teneram, 30) of the
natural world. The adoption of viticulture is a particularly brutal act, in which vines are
attached to palis (33), a word used to indicate the prop used to support vines, but also
“the stake to which condemned prisoners were tied for execution (cf. Liv. 8.7.19)”
(Maltby 2002, 291). The cutting (caedere, 34) of stalks with a “stern hook” (dura… falce,
34) continues the violent connotations of the previous line. The grass too is likened to a
human person; the poet calls it comam (hair, 34). The personification of vines and foliage
as executed humans is disturbing. If agriculture is a divine gift to mankind, why is it
depicted in such violent terms? The ‘civilization narrative’ here portrays natural
innocence in the moment of its destruction.
We may also understand this image as an allusion to the conquest of Egypt by
Augustus. The following lines see the transformation of the Egyptian god Osiris
(suggestive of Ptolemaic rulers) into Roman Bacchus, who seems at first to lighten the
loads of “farmers crushed by heavy labor” (agricolae magno confecta labore, 39). An
optimistic depiction of Roman conquest and agricultural intervention might end here,
suggesting that while farming is labor-intensive, the gift of wine, song, and dance from
Rome has brightened the lives of those who toil in the fields. Tibullus goes on, however,
painting a darker image: “Bacchus too brings rest to mortals who have been cast down
although their legs ring, having been struck with harsh shackles” (Bacchus et afflictis
requiem mortalibus affert/ crura licet dura compede pulsa sonent, 41–42). Song and dance
seem entirely insufficient to lessen the suffering of chained slaves forced to work the
fields. The “harsh shackles” (dura compede, 42) echo the “captive arms” (bracchia capta, 6)
of the conquered chiefs (euinctos… duces, 6) led before Roman youths (pubes Romana, 5)
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in Messalla’s triumph at the opening of the poem.31 Egyptian suffering and toil
ultimately matter little to this new Osiris: “sad cares and grief are not for you” (non tibi
sunt tristes curae nec luctus, 43). Having violently secured Egypt as an agricultural
production center, Roman consumption can continue unabated. The new Osiris rejoices
in dance and song, wearing “Tyrian clothes” (Tyriae uestes, 47). These clothes are a
commodity; the adjective “Tyrian” likely refers to the deep-purple textiles popularized
in Tyre.32 Clothes dyed this color were incredibly expensive; Pliny reports that in the
first century BCE double-dyed Tyrian purple textiles cost more than 1,000 denarii per
pound (Plin. HN. 9.63.137).33 As Maltby (2002, 295) and Murgatroyd (1991, 225) note,
these “Tyrian clothes'' are appropriate for a festival, but the political connotations go
deeper. The color was worn by the early kings of Rome (most notably by Romulus and
Tullus Hostilius, Plin. HN. 9.63.136). These garments evolved over time into the toga
praetexta worn by Roman citizens and magistrates. Osiris appears here not only as a
Roman general, but also as a politician. Furthermore, the color had violent
connotations; the finest examples were mean to resemble “congealed blood, blackish at
first glance but gleaming when held up to the light” (sanguinis concreti, nigricans aspectu
idemque suspectu refulgens, Plin. HN. 9.63.135). This image synthesizes many of the
themes underlying this passage: a Roman general in the guise of Osiris rejoices in the
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Cf. et crura dura compede (Hor. Epod. 4.4).
Phoenician Tyre was one of the most famed producers of purple dye in antiquity, which was obtained
by crushing the shell of the murex snail. The yellowish liquid produced then turned shades of blue and
red when oxidized (Van Alfen 2002, 128). This was a labor-intensive and costly process. As a result, the
color was a symbol of status and wealth throughout antiquity. Roman generals celebrating a triumph
wore the all-purple toga picta made with this dye. Pliny explains the process of dying fleece in this dye at
length (HN. 9. LXII (127)). See also Bresson (2016, 358ff.); Frangié-Joly (2016, 51ff.); Susmann (2005, 89);
McGovern and Michel (1985).
33
There were cheaper varieties of purple dye of inferior quality, including a reddish hue from Taranto
(Plin. HN. 9.63.137). The cost was due in part to the fact that one needed to crush huge quantities of the
snails to dye even a small amount of fabric. As Frangié-Joly (2016) writes, “twelve thousand Murex
brandaris only produce 1.4 g of dye, which is only enough to color the trim of an average-sized garment”
(51).
32
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agricultural wealth produced by Egypt and enjoys the fruits of a globalized economy.
Meanwhile, this bounty (the promise of the “Golden age” myth) is created at the
expense of laborers, who are violently pressed into service for the Roman state.

Peace cultivates the fields (1.10.7–10, 45–51)
Elegy 1.10 returns to the diction and themes of 1.1 and thus forms a fitting end to Book
1 (Maltby 2002, 340). The poet condemns war and greed while praising agricultural
peace. The most significant difference between 1.1 and 1.10 is in his proximity to violent
conflict. While the subject is at a safe distance from war in 1.1 and seemingly able to
choose not to go, here he has no choice: “now I am dragged to wars” (nunc ad bella
trahor, 1.10.13). It is surprising, then, that the poet reprises the civilization narrative with
Peace (Pax) founding the Age of Jupiter. The association between peace and farming has
already been established, but by attributing the invention of agriculture to Pax, the poet
creates a parallel construction between the goddess and Jupiter or Osiris (1.10.45–50):
interea Pax arua colat. Pax candida primum
duxit araturos sub iuga curua boues.
Pax aluit uites et sucos condidit uuae,
funderet ut nato testa paterna merum.

45
50

Meanwhile let Peace cultivate the fields. Shining Peace first
led oxen beneath the curved yoke to plow.
Peace cherished the vines and stored up the juice of the grape,
so that the father’s jar pours out wine for the son.
The plow is a powerful image of humanity’s ability to enlist the natural world into labor
through technological innovation. This passage further describes viticulture as a
divinely-inspired (Pax aluit uites, 49) human intervention (ut nato testa paterna merum, 50)
into the natural world. It also significantly contradicts 1.3 by attributing the advent of
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agricultural labor to Pax, rather than Jupiter.34 It is true that Pax seems to take a more
active role in the process than Jupiter does, but this nevertheless represents an
important deviation from the civilization narrative first established in 1.3 and will be
contradicted twice more (in 1.7 and 2.1). These lines echo earlier renditions in their
description of the subjugation of animals to human agricultural production. “[She] led
the oxen beneath the curved yoke to plow” (duxit araturos sub iuga curua boues, 46) is the
mirror of the poet’s claim that in the age of Saturn “the strong bull did not go under the
yoke” (non ualidus subiit iuga… taurus, 1.3.41).
This poem also makes explicit the economic message alluded to in previous
passages: the loss of idyllic peace is because of greed. The narrator begins by asking
who invented the sword and asserting that such a man would bear the blame for many
deaths. A few lines down he shifts the blame to gold (1.10.7–10):
diuitis hoc uitium est auri, nec bella fuerunt
faginus astabat cum scyphus ante dapes.
non arces non uallus erat, somnumque petebat
securus uarias dux gregis inter oues.

10

This is the fault of rich gold, there were not wars
when the beech cup stood before feasts.
There were no fortresses, no boundary stake, and the leader of the flock,
free from care, sought sleep amongst sheep with wool of varied colors.
The economic concerns to which the poet alludes in 1.3 are made plain here: “this is the
fault of rich gold” (diuitis hoc uitium est auri, 1.10.7). This framing also positions “rich
gold” (diuitis… auri, 7) as the originator of the present age, just as Jupiter was in 1.3.35 It
is noteworthy too that these lines mark the first appearance of the word auro in a
passage often described as an allusion to the Golden Age. Unlike Vergil who uses aurea
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Pax also shares several characteristics in this passage with Ceres, which will be discussed at length in
Chapter 4.
35
Another echo of the opening of 1.1 occurs at 1.10.29: “let another man be brave in arms” (alius sit fortis
in armis). See Miller (2004, 100), Wimmel (1976, 3).
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several times to describe both the mythic age and Augustus’ reincarnation of it, Tibullus
reserves “gold” for monetary concerns. The poet also characterizes the freedom from
gold that humans once enjoyed by describing a shepherd long ago who “free from care,
sought sleep amongst sheep with wool of varied colors” (somnumque petebat/ securus
uarias dux gregis inter oues, 9–10).36 The shepherd’s freedom is unbounded: “there were
no castles, there was no boundary stake” (non arces non uallus erat, 9). This mythic
prehistory is again described in terms of what it lacked: money and the choices its
existence necessitates. Lands without borders and fortresses suggest that the shepherd
does not worry about theft and even perhaps that “private property” is not so defined
as to require protection. This may allude to Varro’s assertion that “property in cattle
(peculium) were the first private property” (id enim peculium primum, Varro, Ling. V.
95).37 The description of “sheep with wool of varied colors” (uarias… oues, 10) is also a
mark of the shepherd’s lack of concern for monetary acquisition. Pure white wool
commanded the highest price at market (Varro, Rust. 2.2.4). Tibullus’ farmer “felt
satisfied breeding his spotted animals, rather than preferring those whose pure white
wool fetches the highest price” (Lindheim 2021, 86).38
At this juncture, it may be helpful to summarize some of the characteristics of
Tibullus’ civilization narrative. Although scenes of rustic labor are an oft-noted feature
of his poetry, the poet longs for a time before agricultural production existed. He
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Murgatroyd asserts that the leader of the flock (dux gregis) “must be the shepherd here… [since] dux is
clearly chosen for its military connotations” (1991, 344). This does seem the most logical reading,
although the description of a he-goat as the “leader of the herd” (dux pecoris hircus, 2.1.58) perhaps
complicates this interpretation. Textual issues with 2.1.58 (which are discussed later in this chapter) make
me hesitant to change the reading of dux gregis as a shepherd here.
37
I will discuss Varro’s etymological link between pecus and pecunia more at length in the coming
subsection on Elegy 2.1.37–66.
38
Lindheim follows both Putnam and Maltby here, who suggest that pure white fleece was more
profitable than spotted ones, but also notes that this line might be an echo of Vergil’s varias colores (Ecl.
4.42).
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describes this mythic past in terms of what it lacks (war, private property, trade, etc.). In
each passage previously discussed, his current age is represented by one or more gods
who have given agriculture to mortals. Tibullus reprises each of these themes in 2.1.37–
66, which represents his most comprehensive account of the civilization narrative, while
diverging from it in important ways.

Agricola as first founder (2.1.37–66)
In 2.1, Tibullus stages a rustic lustration festival often thought to be the
Ambarvalia.39 Some commentators have read this passage as a positive description of
the potential for traditional Roman religion and agricultural endeavors to bind
members of a society together. For example, Maltby writes that the poet here presents
“rustic life and worship not as a personal means of escape but as an ultimate source of
peace and security for the whole community” (Maltby 2002, 360). I would argue,
however, that this poem represents the fullest picture of the poet’s understanding of
macroscopic human progress. The mythological elements (Jupiter, Saturn, Pax, Osiris,
Bacchus) present in Tibullus’ earlier accounts are absent. The poet instead describes
what humans do once they have been given the gift of agriculture at the end of the
Golden Age. This passage also provides more detail on the agricultural advancements
(viticulture, crop cultivation, pastoralism) alluded to in previous passages. In brief, it
describes the progression of human society from hunter-gatherers to early settled
groups, and finally to Roman agricolae (2.1.37–50):
rura cano rurisque deos: his uita magistris
desueuit querna pellere glande famem;
39

Some scholars disagree, particularly Pascal (1988), who argues that there is not enough evidence that
the festival is the Ambarvalia instead of any other unnamed rustic lustration. The identification of this
festival will be discussed further in Chapter 3. I argue that the accumulation of characteristics suggestive
of the Ambarvalia is significant enough that we can identify the setting as this particular festival.
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illi compositis primum docuere tigillis
exiguam uiridi fronde operire domum;
illi etiam tauros primi docuisse feruntur
seruitium et plaustro suposuisse rotam.
tunc uictus abiere feri, tunc consita pomus,
tunc bibit irriguas fertilis hortus aquas,
aurea tunc pressos pedibus dedit uua liquores
mixtaque securo est sobria lympha mero.
rura ferunt messes, calidi cum sideris aestu
deponit flauas annua terra comas;
rure leuis uerno flores apis ingerit alueo,
compleat ut dulci sedula melle fauos.

40

45

50

I sing of rural things and rural gods. With these teachers, life became
unaccustomed to drive away hunger with acorns from the oak tree,
they first taught to cover, having put together little beams,
a paltry house with green leafy branches,
they even, it is said, were the first to have taught bulls servitude,
and to have set the wheel under the wagon.
Then savage provisions went away, then the fruit tree was sown,
then the fertile garden drank irrigated water,
then golden grapes gave liquid having been pressed out to feet,
and sobering water was mixed with wine which takes away care.
The country bears the harvest, when in the glow of a hot star
each year the earth lays aside her golden hair;
through the spring countryside the swift bee heaps flowers in the hive,
so that she, busy, might fill up the honey-combs with sweet honey.
The shift from the unnamed age of Saturn to a time of human labor is the work of “rural
things and rural gods” (rura… rurisque deos, 37), who are described as “these teachers”
(his… magistris, 37). In the next clause, “life” (uita, 37) is “an unusual and arresting…
subject” (Maltby 2002, 369). Rather than homines or Romani, Tibullus writes that “life
became unaccustomed to drive away hunger with acorns from the oak tree” (his uita
magistris/ desueuit querna pellere glande famem, 37–38).40 The effect of the poet’s diction to
create distance between human action and its results. Rather than acknowledge this as a
conscious choice, Tibullus describes it as something that simply happened. This passage
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Acorns, which do not require cultivation, are often described as the food of hunter-gatherers in Latin
literature (cf. Hes. Op. 232–33; Lucr. 5.965; Verg. G. 1.8, 148, 159; Varro Rust. 2.1.4.; Juv. 13.57, 14.182–4).
See Cairns (1996, 47).
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also lacks many of the mythological elements that characterize other tellings of the
Golden Age myth, as well as Tibullus’ own previous descriptions of the theme.
Although the opening of the passage attributes the invention of civilization to vague
“rural gods” (rurisque deos, 37; illi, 39 and 41), later innovations in lines 43–50 seem to
happen without divine intervention. Instead, they are expressed as facts of the natural
world: “then savage provisions went away, then the fruit tree was sown, then the fertile
garden drank irrigated water” (tunc uictus abiere feri, tunc consita pomus,/ tunc bibit
irriguas fertilis hortus aquas, 44–45). Each action is marked by anaphoric repetition of
“then” (tunc) and lacks an agent. Someone, or more realistically, a group of people,
must sow seeds and construct aqueducts in order for these events to occur. The lack of
divine agency is noteworthy after so many renditions of this myth in which agriculture
is entrusted to the Roman agricola by various gods. The use of uita as subject and lack of
divine benefactor lend this passage a feeling of unreality.
The choice of uita as subject may also be a political allusion to the rise of
Augustus. Cairns (1996) notes a remarkable similarity between these lines and Servius’
aetiological explanation of the corona ciuica: querceam… coronam accipiebant qui in bello
civem liberassent, ideo quia ante causa uitae in hac arbore hominibus fuit qui glandibus
uescebantur? (47, emphasis mine).41 Tibullus uses much the same diction (uita, querna/
quercea, glande): uita… desueuit querna pellere glande famem (life became unaccustomed
to drive away hunger with an acorn from the oak tree, 37–38). Furthermore, quercus (a
fairly rare word) appears in the first manifestation of the civilization narrative in 1.3:
“the oak-trees themselves gave honey” (ipsae mella dabant quercus, 1.3.45). The corona
ciuica (a crown of oak leaves) was a traditional award given to a Roman who had saved
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Maltby (1991), s.v. quercea corona.
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another citizen’s life. In 27 BCE, it was awarded to Augustus and thereafter used in
much of his iconography (Galinsky 2012, 67). This and other honors were bestowed on
Augustus as a representation of gratitude for his positive contributions to Rome, such
as ridding the city of bands of robbers (App. B Civ. 5.132). The use of uita, glans, and
querna in 2.1 seems likely to be a reference to the corona ciuica, particularly given the
otherwise inexplicable strangeness of uita as the subject of the phrase. The likelihood of
the allusion is then strengthened by the explicit reference to quercea in 1.3, particularly
given that both passages relate a ‘civilization narrative’ of humanity’s economic
progression. What, then, can we make of references to the corona ciuica and its possible
allusions to Augustus? It may seem at first a positive endorsement of the princeps like
Vergil’s description of a renewed Italic Golden Age in Georgic 2. Further reading of the
passage, however, lays bare the ambiguous terms in which civilization is depicted.
Like other passages describing human progress, Tibullus attributes toil to all
aspects of the natural world, not just humans. Both animals and plant life are active
participants in agricultural labor: bulls are taught servitude (illi etiam tauros primi
docuisse feruntur, 41) and “golden grapes gave liquid” (aurea…. dedit uua liquores, 45). In
the following couplet, the labor-intensive process of harvesting crops miraculously
occurs without human participation: “the country bears the harvest” (rura ferunt messes,
46) “each year the earth lays aside her golden hair” (deponit flauuas annua terra comas,
48). Much like the civilization narrative in 1.7, the poet personifies the earth, including
use of the same diction to describe crops (comam, 1.7.34; comas, 2.1.48). Bees too are
personified: “the swift bee heaps flowers in the hive, so that she, busy, might fill up the
honey-combs with sweet honey” (rure leuis uerno flores apis ingerit alueo,/ compleat ut dulci
sedula melle fauos, 49–50). These lines mark the first instance of sedula (busy, industrious,
assiduous) to describe a non-human creature (Maltby 2002, 373). Bees toil in the same
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way as humans do. The accumulation of flowers echoes the opening line of the poet’s
corpus: “let some other man heap up riches in tawny gold for himself” (diuitias alius
fuluo sibi congerat auro, 1.1.1). Ingeret (2.1.49) and congerat (1.1.1) share the same verbal
root (gero, gessi, gestum) and convey the action of gathering objects in one place. It also
recalls a striking passage describing the farmer building a fire earlier in the poem
(2.1.21–24):
tunc nitidus plenis confisus rusticus agris
ingeret ardenti grandia ligna foco,
turbaque uernarum, saturi bona signa coloni,
ludet et ex uirgis exstruet ante casas.
Then the glowing rustic, trusting in full fields,
will heap great logs in the burning hearth,
and the crowd of home-born slaves, good signs of a rich farmer,
will play and will pile up small houses out of twigs before it.
In this passage, the poet describes a wealthy farmer, rather than a simple rustic. He is
confident in a profitable harvest, “trusting in full fields” (plenis confisus… agris, 21) and
has plenty of firewood (ardenti grandia ligna foco, 22). The next line explicitly discusses
the farmer’s economic good fortune in terms of how many people are enslaved on his
estate; there is a “crowd of home-born slaves” (turbaque uernarum, 23) before the hearth.
Enslaved persons could comprise a significant capital investment for a landowner, since
the landowner himself would do almost no farm work personally. Management of labor
was the responsibility of the uilicus, who was enslaved but considered responsible
enough to delegate most of the essential work of the farm (Thibodeau 2011, 20–22).
Columella advises landowners to appoint uernae, those who have been “hardened by
farm work from [their] infancy and tested by experience” (eligendus est rusticus operibus
ab infante duratus et inspectus experimentis, Col. 1.8.2).42 Enslaved persons held on the
42

It ought to be mentioned that Columella wrote after Tibullus’ lifetime, though Cato also attests to the
duties of the uilicus and uilica (Agr. 5.143).
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estate from birth, therefore, were considered more profitable to the landowner; the
choice of an insufficiently-dedicated uilicus, Columella tells us, would result “not so
much in the loss of the slave himself as in his whole estate” (non tantum in ipso servo
quantum in uniuersa re detrimenti, Col. 1.8.2). The poet’s description of a “crowd of homeborn slaves” suggests a large number of enslaved persons on the estate (a significant
investment) and a long, continuous presence on the land.43 We perhaps need not take
the poet’s description of the landowner piling up logs at face value; enslaved persons
and labor they performed were considered inseparable from the owner of the estate.44
Laborers who were born into enslavement would also be considered an
economic boon for the landowner in that they did not entail any additional purchasing
expenses. These base monetary concerns seem to be intertwined with the poet’s
description of a closely-knit household. Funerary monuments of enslaved persons attest
to strong familial relationships within the same household (Edmondson 2011, 347–8).
From the perspective of a Roman landowner, this couplet represents the accumulation
(ingerit) of significant economic resources (in the form of land and labor) and the
assurance of continued profit (a full harvest and new labor). The final line seems to echo
the sentiment in miniature; children playing in front of the fire build tiny houses of
sticks (ex uirgis exstruet ante casas, 24).45 This line seems at first a touching depiction of
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For uernae in the Roman empire, see Hermann-Otto (1994).
This view might be best summed up in Varro’s division of tools into three categories: slaves were a
“speaking sort of tool” (instrumenti genus uocale), while animals were “semi-speaking” or “inarticulate”
(semiuocale) tools, and inanimate objects were “mute” (mutum) ones (Varro RR 1.17.1; Reay 2012, 64). All
could be used by the Roman patrician and were considered a demonstration of his singular capability.
See also Roth (2007, 3–4).
45
Murgatroyd writes, “the uernae may be children (cf. e.g. 1.5.26) and they may here be building toy
houses as a game (cf. Hor. S. 2.3.247 and 275, where aedificare casas is listed among childish activities”
(1994, 34). Both he and Maltby (2002, 366) note that the other possibility is that the line refers to the
building of shelters during a festival (cf. Ov. Fast. 3.537–8). Maltby (2002) prefers the latter interpretation,
though I think ludet is more fitting for children’s play. The previous line (turbaque uernarum, saturi bona
signa coloni, 23) also alludes to the children of enslaved persons as an economic boon to the agricola, so the
interpretation of uernae as children does not appear out of nowhere. The line may be intentionally
44
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childhood creativity, but the parallelism between the farmer’s household and the
children’s playhouses also introduces a note of doubt. The farmer has built his own
household; it may perhaps be as easily destroyed as the children’s twig-houses. Read in
conjunction with the poet’s recurring civilization narrative, the reader witnesses the
fragility of human infrastructure and economic security.
Returning to the main civilization narrative in 2.1, we now see what
technological advances (shelter, the plow, transportation, irrigation, viticulture, crop
production, and beekeeping) means for the Roman farmer (2.1.51–66):
agricola assiduo primum satiatus aratro
cantauit certo rustica uerba pede,
et satur arenti primum est modulatus auena
carmen, ut ornatos diceret ante deos;
agricola et minio suffusus, Bacche, rubenti
primus inexperta duxit ab arte choros;
huic datus a pleno memorabile munus ouili
dux pecoris: curtas auxerat hircus opes.46
rure puer uerno primum de flore coronam
fecit et antiquis imposuit Laribus;
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ambiguous. Nevertheless, reading the casas as huts built for the Ambarvalia would not change the
instability expressed in the line, since they would still be temporary structures made “out of twigs” (ex
uirgis, 24). Such an interpretation may in fact introduce a new line of doubt into the passage about the
festival’s likelihood for success in guaranteeing a full harvest.
46
In this line I diverge from Maltby’s text and adopt that of Luck (1988) because of metrical difficulties in
the textual tradition. Maltby follows the consensus of codices with dux pecoris hircus: auxerat hircus opes.
The last syllables in pecoris hircus must be long in order for the line to scan, though neither should be
either by position or nature. It also means that the -us of hircus must be scanned long for its first
appearance in the line, but short the second time. Maltby does not object to the fact that hircus must be
scanned two different ways, citing Hopkinson’s study of juxtaposed prosodic variants in Greek and Latin
poetry (1982). This does not, however, fully account for the dubiousness of two metrical anomalies placed
directly next to each other, which is particularly strange considering the repetition of hircus. For this
reason, Waardenburg proposes dux pecoris curtas (seu paruas) auxerat hircus opes (1812, 9). Most recent
editors also emend the third word of the line. Luck (1988) and Postgate (1924) follow Waardenburg’s
suggestion of curtas. Murgatroyd has parcas, perhaps to preserve the ‘c’ of hircus, or as an echo of opes
paruae at Ov. Tr. 3.10.58 (1994, 31).
The manuscripts also disagree about the fourth word in the line (given here as auxerat). Other
variants include hauxerat, hauserat, and duxerat. Auxerat seems most likely because it appears either in the
original line or as a later correction in several manuscripts. As a result, most editions adopt it (Maltby
2002; Luck 1988; Murgatroyd 1994; Waardenburg 1812). Auxerat prompts editors to change the last word
of the line from oues (sheep) to opes (wealth), because goats cannot increase the number of sheep in a fold.
One deviation from this trend is Lenz-Galinsky (1971), which adopts duxerat as the fourth word (dux
pecoris hircus: duxerat hircus oues). While this solves the scansion of hircus, it does not account for the
unmotivated lengthening of the final syllable of pecoris. In spite of these textual difficulties, the sense of
the line as adopted in most editions remains the same. The goat is a memorable prize both for its
associations with tragedy and potential for profit.
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rure etiam teneris curam exhibitura puellis
molle gerit tergo lucida uellus ouis;
hinc et femineus labor est, hinc pensa colusque,
fusus et apposito pollice uersat opus,
atque aliqua assidue textrix operata Mineruae
cantat et a pulso tela sonat latere.
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Then the farmer satisfied by the unremitting plow
first sang rustic words in a fixed foot,
and, sated, first measured out a song with a dry reed-pipe,
that he might speak before the decorated gods;
the farmer too first led the dances with unskilled art, Bacchus,
having been stained with ruddy cinnabar;
the leader of the herd, having been given to him from a full flock
as a memorable gift: the he-goat had increased curtailed wealth.
In the country a boy first made a crown from spring flowers
and placed it on the ancient Lares;
in the country too the shining sheep wears a soft fleece on its back,
about to cause trouble for tender girls;
here there is also woman’s work, here the measured wool and distaff,
and the spindle turns the work with a turned-down thumb,
and she, the weaver, continually in service of Minerva
sings and the web resounds from the pulse of her side.
The farmer and his family are seen here performing some of the most well-known
responsibilities of rustic life: plowing, keeping goats, honoring the Lares, and weaving.
The poet also alludes to the birth of tragedy from the farmer who first (primum, 51 and
53; primus, 56) was given a goat (hircus, 58) as a prize (memorabile munus, 58). The
repetition of primus puts the agricola in the same role as the various divinities in earlier
renditions of the civilization narrative. Rural gods “first” created shelter and plowing
earlier in this poem (2.1.37–42), while Osiris “first” made the plow, sowed crops,
collected fruit, and crushed grapes for wine (1.7.29–36), and Pax “first” led oxen
beneath the plow (1.10.45–46). The suggestion that a mortal farmer too has a hand in the
genesis of the farm is striking and characterizes Tibullus’ use of the “Golden Age myth”
as inextricably tied to his interest in the development of human (rather than divine)
civilization and the effects of economic development on his present day. The invention
of poetry and song marks the full bloom of human achievement. Unlike in 1.7, when
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wine and by extension, Bacchus, taught humans to sing and dance (ille liquor docuit uoces
inflectere cantu,/ mouit et ad certos nescia membra modos, 1.7.37–38) this section does not
include any external instruction. Civilization is a human activity. Men and women sing
while they work; these songs are accompanied by the rhythm of their labor (a pulso tela
sonat latere, 66) and are a fitting monument to the “decorated gods” (ornatos… deos, 54).
Closer examination of the passage, however, reveals a deep ambivalence with
the amount of labor required to maintain the social and economic order. The poet twice
describes the farmer as “satisfied” (satiatus, 51) or “sated” (satur, 53), but this diction is
ironic considering his constant toil at the “unremitting plow” (assiduo… aratro, 51). Each
couplet introduces a task for the agricola or his family to perform. Perhaps the most
explicit formulation of farm labor in economic terms here takes the form of a “he-goat,
the leader of the herd” (dux pecoris… hircus, 58). Much like the poet’s earlier description
of uernae as the marker of wealth because they are born on the estate and thus do not
entail purchasing cost, this he-goat has sired a “full flock” (pleno… ouili, 57). For this
reason, “the he-goat had increased curtailed wealth” (curtas auxerat hircus opes, 58). Due
in part to the textual difficulties explained earlier, translation of this line is difficult.
Who gives the goat to whom? I interpret the line as such: the goat (hircus, 58) was a gift
(memorabile munus, 57) from a wealthy farmer (a pleno ouili, 57; auxerat hircus opes, 58) to
a poorer one (huic datus, 57) as a prize for his performance in an early tragedy (inferred
from the tragic connotations of goats, the connection with Bacchus, and description of a
proto-chorus).47 As such, he is not only a prestigious prize but also a profitable one. The
gift from a wealthy man to a poorer one also mirrors the relationship between the poet
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In this interpretation I follow Murgatroyd’s explanation that “presumably the goat was provided by
some wealthier farmer with artistic tastes” (1994, 51). This reading also helps to explain the use of the
pluperfect for auxerat (58). The goat had already increased one farmer’s resources and may now do the
same for another. See also Maltby (2002, 275).
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and his patron depicted throughout the corpus. This couplet is an elegant and
compressed accounting of the agricola’s—and perhaps the poet’s—means. Murgatroyd
argues that the explicitly economic diction of opes is suggestive of Varro’s etymological
link between pecus and pecunia: “because the herdsmen’s pecunia ‘wealth’ then lay in
their pecus ‘flocks’... and this was the first private property” (quod in pecore pecunia tum
pastoribus consistebat… id enim peculium primum, Varro, Ling. V. 95). Similarly, the
farmer’s “shining sheep wears a soft fleece on its back” (molle gerit tergo lucida uellus
ouis, 62). The lucida ouis is a marker of economic concerns. The term lucidus can mean
“shining, brilliant, full of light,” but also “clear” and “white”.48 The rusticus can
maximize his profit by breeding sheep with shining white coats. This phrase is an
important point of contrast to the description of sheep during the “Golden Age” who
have coats of various colors (uarias… oues, 10).
The necessity of earning a profit from the estate also means that work extends
through each stage of life to all members of the agricola’s household: men, women, and
children. The poet begins with childhood when the prospect of future toil looms over
pueri and puellae. The sheep are described as “about to cause trouble” or “about to be a
concern” (curam exhibitura, 61) for “tender girls” (teneris… puellis, 61). The unusual
future participle exhibitura draws attention to the poet’s expectations of work and
conflates the children with their future economic output. Tibullus also writes that “a
boy first made a crown from spring flowers and placed it on the ancient Lares” (puer
uerno primum de flore coronam/ fecit et antiquis imposuit Laribus, 59–60).49 At first glance,
this seems a tender depiction of a child’s devotion to the Lares, who were often thought
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OLD s.v. lucidus.
I here follow Maltby’s gloss of puer as “‘boy’ rather than ‘slave’; contrasting with puellis 61” (2002, 376)
and interpret the boy as the farmer’s son.
49
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to offer children special protection (Maltby 2002, 376).50 Yet worship of the Lares was
also an act with economic and political connotations for the landowner. Cato writes that
one of the primary responsibilities of a landowner upon returning to his estate is to
greet the Lares (Cato, Agr. 2):
Paterfamilias, ubi ad uillam uenit, ubi larem familiarem salutauit, fundum eo die,
si potest, circumeat. si non eodem die, at postridie.
When the father of the family comes to the villa, he should make a tour of the
property that same day, if he can, once he has greeted the lar of the household. If
not on that same day, then (he should inspect the farm) on the day after.51
Greeting the lar was considered as integral to the wellbeing of the household as
inspecting the farm itself. Flower rightly notes that this passage condenses two
interrelated actions (greeting the lar and touring the property) into one sentence (2018,
29). Touring one’s property was one of the most important responsibilities of a
landowner, who did not perform manual labor on the farm or even live there most of
the time, but “needed to display… an active engagement with farming, and knowledge
of how to do what needed to be done, cura and scientia” (Thibodeau 2011, 24). Thus, the
boy begins honoring the Lares in childhood and will presumably continue this tradition
into adulthood, particularly after he has become the paterfamilias. The gift of a “crown
of spring flowers” (uerno… de flore coronam, 59) is a traditional offering, but here
perhaps has an added political valence.52 Suetonius describes Augustus’ orders to
revivify the worship of the Lares, including through the gift of garlands on their shrines
in the spring (Suet. Aug. 31.4).53
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For the association between children and the Lares, see Plaut. Aul. 25.
Translation taken from Flower (2018, 29).
52
“Spring” (uerno, 59) can be construed either with rure or flore.
53
I discuss the cult of the Lares and its political connotations at length in Chapter 5.
51
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Labor continues into adulthood. While the patriarch labors in the fields, “there is
also woman’s work” (hinc et femineus labor est, 63) to be done. An unnamed woman
(aliqua, 65; presumably the agricola’s wife) weaves continually (assidue, 65). Nearly the
same form (assiduo, 51) describes the constant ploughing in the opening of the passage.
The use of specific, technical terminology (pensa colsque, 63; fusus et apposito pollice, 64) is
a vivid and realistic depiction of the process of weaving. It is interesting too that the
poet returns here to women’s spinning, which he had abandoned in the opening of the
poem for the beginning of the festival (et graue suspenso uomere cesset opus, 6). Work
seems to never be far from the poet’s mind. With his reference to the Lares, the poet
both emphasizes the constancy of attention needed to be a true Roman agricola,
beginning in childhood, and alludes to Augustus, who radically transformed the
Roman countryside through land confiscations, religious revival, and state intervention
in agricultural production. These factors undermine the ‘promise’ of Tibullus’
civilization narrative.
As a result, we may better understand the troubling conclusion of this poem.
Rather than providing a final celebration of the festival proclaimed in the opening lines,
the final two couplets are threatening (2.1.87–90):
ludite: iam Nox iungit equos, currumque sequuntur
matris lasciuo sidera fulua choro,
postque uenit tacitus furuis circumdatus alis
Somnus et incerto Somnia nigra pede.

90

Play: already Night yokes her horses, and golden stars follow
their mother’s chariot in a wanton dance,
and after them silent Sleep comes, enveloped in dark wings,
and black Dreams with an uncertain step.
Unlike 1.3, which moves from “black Death” (Mors… nigra, 1.3.4) to “bright Dawn”
(Aurora… candida, 1.3.93–94), this poem begins with the dawn of a “sacred day” (luce
sacra, 2.1.5) and ends with “Night”, “Sleep”, and “black Dreams.” This is a strange
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ending for a supposedly festive poem and undermines the farmer’s security.
Nightmares and sleep “enveloped in dark wings” (furuis circumdatus alis, 89) call into
question the vision of human civilization witnessed in previous lines. Was it real or a
dream? Can Tibullus’ rustic idyll ever truly be achieved? The only light comes from
“golden stars” (sidera fulua, 88); the same adjective is used to describe “bright gold”
(fuluo auro, 1.1.1) in the first poem of the corpus. Although the poet enjoins his audience
to “play” (ludite, 87), the command seems futile as Night is “already” (iam, 87) falling.
The last word of the poem (pede) and its descriptor (incerto) contrasts with the poet’s
previous descriptions of security and peace. In describing the invention of poetry and
dance, Tibullus reprises many of the elements of the civilization narrative. The farmer’s
primitive dances (choros, 56) reappear as the motion of stars (lasciuo… choro, 88). While
the farmer first “sang rustic words in a fixed foot” (cantauit certo rustica uerba pede, 52),
the poem ends with the “uncertain step” (incerto… pede, 90) of approaching nightmares.
Some have read this ending as programmatic for Book 2, in which the poet explores
darker themes in his relationship with Nemesis. I agree with this interpretation but
would expand it to focus on some of the larger questions proposed by ending the
civilization narrative on such a menacing note. Though other poet’s representations of a
Golden Age motif represent a dream of abundance and bliss, Tibullus calls into
question the reality of such desires by ending his final rendition of it as nightmares
close in. The civilization narrative also serves to contrast alternating visions of a world
without labor and the constancy of labor in the poet’s day. Thus, this ending is fitting
for the poet’s consistent ambivalence about the ‘cost’ of Roman civilization ever
expanding across the globe.
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Chapter 4: Ceres and the domestic farm

Though other elegists allude to pastoral themes and images, Tibullus is particularly
concerned with deities associated with agriculture. 1 Ceres is perhaps the most notable
single example of this tendency. Although references to the goddess are often brief, they
occur throughout the corpus. I argue that prayers to Ceres both express the poet’s
desires and hint that they will never be fulfilled. Tibullus frequently describes Ceres in
such a way that alludes to the contentious political and economic associations of her
cult. For example, the depiction of the goddess with a “wheat sheath” (spica or spiceus)
are suggestive of struggles over the grain supply during the late Republic and early
Empire. Furthermore, similarities between Delia and Ceres hint at further instability. In
order to better examine the complex connections between the Tibullan Ceres and the
contemporary economic anxieties, I will first provide a brief overview of the cult of
Ceres, with particular attention paid to the ways in which she served as justification for
competing political interests. I then proceed to a thematic close reading of Ceres in the
Tibullan corpus, examining her first appearance in the elegies, followed by analysis of
her description as “flaxen-haired” (flaua), associations with the corona spicea, and
connections between Ceres, Spex, and Pax. Ultimately, I seek to demonstrate Tibullus’
presentation of Ceres as the patron deity of the self-sufficient domestic farm and an
emerging deity of the Augustan regime, and thus a symptom of the Real in a Lacanian
formulation.

1

I published a portion of this chapter’s findings in the Spring 2021 issue of the New England Classical
Journal under the title “Towards a ‘Political’ Tibullus: Ceres and Grain in Elegies Books 1 and 2.” I am
grateful for the insights of the editorial team and reviewers.
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History of the cult of Ceres
In this section, I provide a brief chronological reading of the cult of Ceres throughout
the Republic and into the Early Empire in order to demonstrate the ways both plebs and
elite landowners sought to use the cult of Ceres for political purposes. It is important to
first note, however, that there has been substantial debate about conflict between the
patricians and plebeians at Rome, and further question whether these conflicts had
anything to do with Ceres. The first portion of this problem concerns the “Struggle of
the Orders”: the proposed conflict between the patrician and plebeian classes in the
early Republic. While later authors, such as Livy and Cicero, describe threats of
secession and political strife, there are no contemporaneous accounts of such events.
Regardless of whether such a “struggle” existed in archaic Rome, it seems clear that
authors of the late Republic thought it did.2 Thus, I consider it possible that a
contemporary reader of Tibullus may have understood a certain amount of political
tension between the patrician and plebeian classes in pointed references to Ceres.
Furthermore, while many scholars have linked Ceres’ cult to the plebeian class
(Spaeth 1996; Cornell 1995; Ogilivie 1965; Le Bonniec 1958), this thesis has not met
universal acclaim.3 On the one hand, associations between Ceres and the plebs proceed

2

Even skeptical scholars such as Mitchell (1990) acknowledge how frequently class struggles are
described by annalist historians. He argues that conflicts between the plebs and patricians in the archaic
age should be understood as religious, not class, conflict, since the patrician class was defined by holding
religious offices.
3
In some cases, these associations extend to the Aventine hill since some identify it as the location of the
temple of Ceres, Liber, and Libera (see footnote 183 on p. 113). Forsythe (2005), Spaeth (1996), and Alföldi
(1956) all connect the plebeian Aventine hill to Ceres’ “plebeian” cult. Ridley (1968) disagrees about the
location of the temple, but notes that “the temple is usually placed on the Aventine, simply because this
was the plebeian hill par excellence” (546). Mignone (2016) debunks the identification of Ceres, Liber, and
Libera as the “Aventine triad” but acknowledges the natural associations between Ceres and the grain
supply for the plebs, noting that “a reconsideration of the cult of Ceres, Liber, and Libera as a ‘plebeian
triad’ may be in order” (211).
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naturally from her role as the goddess of grain, which was the staple of any Roman diet,
but particularly for plebeians who were provided grain at low cost or free at various
times in history. The establishment of several games in her honor, including the Ludi
Cereales from 202 BCE (Livy 30.39.8) and staged productions (ludi scaenici) first celebrated
by the aediles of the plebs in 175 BCE (Le Bonniec 1958), also seem to support such
associations. On the other hand, some scholars have argued that Ceres should not be
considered especially “plebeian.” For example, Pellam (2014) argues that while Ceres
was thought to protect plebeian political leaders, she was not more important in this
function than other gods, particularly Jupiter.4 In the interest of transparency, I will
state now that I disagree with Pellam’s thesis due to the sheer number of associations
between Ceres, the plebs, and grain, but acknowledge the ways in which worship of the
goddess was manipulated by Romans of all classes. Close analysis of Ceres’ cult reveals
an underlying tension: while poor Romans and politicians sympathetic to their plight
advocated for political power and economic security through land reform and
propitiation of Ceres, wealthy patrician landowners justified the execution and
disenfranchisement of those who sought to change the status quo through appeals to
the same goddess. In the following section, I hope to demonstrate several of the
important valences of Ceres’ cult before examining their role in the elegies of Tibullus.
The oldest written evidence of Ceres is an inscription on an impasto urn dated to
c. 600 BC, found in a grave in Civita Castellana, ancient Falerii (Spaeth 1996, 1). An
inscription in Faliscan bearing the goddess’ name runs around the vessel three times:
‘Let Ceres give grain (far).’ This early inscription is consistent with her depiction in later

4

I describe Ceres’ protection of the tribunes and aediles of the plebs at length in the following pages.
Pellam (2014) does draw attention to an important attribute of Ceres, however: her protection of libertas,
which I argue is one of her valences referenced in Tibullus.
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authors, including Tibullus and other Augustan authors.5 Ceres gives rise to the
creation in the natural world, particularly cereals and grains, reflected in the linguistic
roots of her name (creare).6 This early evidence marks an important throughline
running throughout her Roman cult. She is the goddess to whom one may appeal for
agricultural production. The development of her worship at Rome is consistent with
this sphere of influence, but also marks an increased tension between social classes who
worshiped her.
Early conflict stemmed from associations between Ceres and the overthrow of
tyranny. For example, in 509 BCE, Publius Valerius Publicola, one of the aristocrats who
overthrew the monarchy and subsequent consul, proposed a law punished would-be
tyrants with execution (consecratio capitis) and confiscation of their property (consecratio
bonorum).7 Attempted tyrants were executed. Although the deities to whom these
offerings were consecrated is not explicit, Spaeth (1990) has made a convincing case that
the consecratio bonorum was made to Ceres because she was the recipient of the
consecratio capitis in case of damage to the harvest (187ff.).8 If this is true, it represents

5

See page 103–4 for examples and discussion of how Tibullus’ fits into this context.
The name Ceres comes from the Indo-European root *ker-, meaning “to grow, bring increase.” This is
the root of Latin crescere, “to come forth, grow, arise, spring up, be born”, as well as creare, “to bring forth,
produce, make, beget” (Spaeth 1996, xv). These etymological origins in fact make plain the central tenets
of Ceres’ numen: she is a force of creation, who engenders growth in the natural world and increases the
fertility of both fields and human women. She is the inchoative force behind “the rural, alimental
economy” (Dumézil 1996, 390). Ancient authors also proposed false etymologies for her name, which
nevertheless illustrate the widely-held belief that Ceres held power over the fertility of the natural world.
Varro preserves a fragment of Ennius, which associates ‘Ceres’ with gerere: “Thus indeed… ‘she gives
food,’ as Ennius says, ‘because she bears fruits, she [is called] Ceres’; since for the ancient writers what is
now G [was written] C” (Haec enim… “dat cibaria”, ut ait Ennius, quae QVOD GERIT FRVGES, CERES;
antiquis enim quod nunc G.C., Varro Ling. 5.64). Cicero relates the same etymology: The mother [of
Proserpina] is therefore Ceres, a corruption of ‘Geres’ from gero, because she bears the crops; the same
accidental change of the first letter is also seen in her Greek name Demeter, a corruption of ge meter. (Mater
[Proserpinae] autem est A GERENDIS FRVGIBVS CERES TAMQVAM GERES, casuque prima littera itidem
immutata ut a Graecis; nam ab illis quoque ∆ημήτηρ quasi Γὴ μήτηρ nominata est, Cic. Nat. D. 2.67).
7
Livy reports the proposed punishment: “concerning…. consecrating the head, along with the goods, of
the person who had entertained plans of seizing royal power” ( …. de… sacrandoque cum bonis capite eius,
qui regni occupandi consilia inisset, Livy 2.8.2; trans. Spaeth 1990).
8
Plin. HN. 18.3.12.
6
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an early example of connections between the cult of Ceres and redistribution of
property. Furthermore, under this law, anyone who killed a tyrant would not be held
responsible for murder: “for [Publicola] wrote a law providing to kill without trial the
person wishing to be a tyrant; and he established that the slayer be cleansed of murder,
if he should furnish proofs of the crime” (ἔγραψε γὰρ νόμον ἄνευ κρίσεως κτεῖναι
διδόντα τόν βουλόμενον τυραννεῖν· κτείναντα δὲ φόνου καθαρὸν ἐποίησεν, εἰ
παράσχοιτο τοῦ ἀδικήματος τοὺς ἐλέγχους, Plut. Vit. Publ. 12.1).9 In this provision,
later Roman politicians saw a convenient loophole: if one could successfully portray
their victim as an attempted tyrant, one would not be held accountable for their
murder.
While the beneficiary of the goods consecrated by Publicola’s law is unclear, a
later law explicitly directs the consecratio bonorum to Ceres. In reaction to the First
Secession of the plebs in 494/3 BCE, the Senate passed a similar law consecrating to
Ceres the property of anyone found to have violated the sacrosanctitas of the plebeian
tribune (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 6.89.3–4):
∆ήμαρχον ἄκοντα ὥσπερ ἕνα τῶν πολλῶν, μηδεὶς μηδὲν ἀναγκαζέτω
δρᾶν, μηδὲ μαστιγούτω μηδ᾽ἐπιταττέτω μαστιγοῦν ἑτέρῳ
μηδ᾽ἀποκτιννύτω μηδ᾽ἀποκτείνειν κελευέτω. ἐὰν δὲ τις τῶν
ἀπηγορευμένων τι ποιήσῃ, ἐξάγιστος ἔστω, καὶ τὰ χρήματα αὐτοῦ
∆ήμητρος ἱερά, καὶ ὁ κτείνας τινὰ τῶν ταῦτ᾽εἰργασμένων φόνου
καθαρὸς ἔστω.
Let no one compel a tribune of the plebs to do anything against his will, as
if he were one of the many; let no one whip him or order another to whip
him; let no one kill him or order another to kill him. If anyone should do
any of these forbidden things, let him be accursed, and his goods be sacred
to Ceres, and let the person who kills one who has done these things be
cleansed of murder.10

9

Trans. Spaeth (1990).
Trans. Spaeth (1990).

10
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This law explicitly legislates the consecration of property to the temple of Ceres (which
was also dedicated in that year), while outlining circumstances under which homicide
for political reasons may be justified. This provision deliberately reassigns personal
property (τα χρήματα) to state cult, designating it as “sacred” (ἰερά), and thus separate.
The tribune of the plebs is also accorded special status; he is not “one of the many” (ἕνα
τῶν πολλῶν), but a person privileged with legal sacrosanctitas, whose murder is
punished under specialized statutes. Importantly, this law also links Ceres to plebeian
interests; the consecratio bonorum here functions as an expiation of her power.
Indeed, throughout Roman history, the fear of plebeian rebellion was quelled
through subsidies of grain. Shortly after the expulsion of the Tarquin kings in 508 BCE,
for example, the Senate feared so greatly that the plebs would allow their former rulers
re-entry into the city that “at this time many favors were granted to the plebs by the
Senate. The matter of the annona was of greatest care, and some were sent to the Volsci,
others to Cumae, in order to get ahold of grain” (multa igitur blandimenta plebi per id
tempus ab senatu data. annonae in primis habita cura, et ad frumentum conparandum missi alii
in Volscos, alii Cumas, Livy 2.9.6). This passage once again makes clear the use of the
grain provision to subdue plebeian revolt. The cult of Ceres served as the stage for such
struggles. While the threat of consecratio bonorum to the goddess guaranteed the safety
of plebeian politicians, the upper classes constructed temples to her and provided grain
in order to advance their own interests.
The early years of the Republic also saw the construction of a monumental
temple to the goddess at Rome. In 496 BCE, the Roman dictator Aulus Postumius, facing
a grain shortage before a major battle against the Latins, consulted the Sibylline Books,
which recommended propiation of Demeter, Kore, and Dionysus (Roman Ceres, Liber,
and Libera). Postumius vowed a temple to the triad and accordingly won a major
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victory (Dion. Hal. 6.17.2–4; Spaeth 1996, 7–9). Ceres, who engenders agricultural
growth, was perhaps the clear choice to relieve Romans from a famine. One may also
interpret this chapter as revealing the ‘plebeian’ nature to her cult; as Le Bonniec (1958)
points out, the lower classes may well have refused to fight against the Latins should
the grain shortage have continued. Spaeth (1996) argues rather that Ceres was
propitiated due to her “liminal/normative role,” as she could best reincorporate the
plebs into the state (9–11). I think this theory is over-complicated; early descriptions and
iconography of Ceres make abundantly clear her connections to grain, and ancient
historians write about the importance of grain to the plebs in such detail that it has
become a commonplace. The liminality of Ceres is certainly an important aspect of her
cult worship, particularly with regards to the Eleusinian mysteries, but does not
adequately explain the political and economic consequences of a grain shortage for the
Roman state in this instance. The temple to Ceres, Liber, and Libera can therefore be
best interpreted as an attempt to appease both the gods and the plebs.
In 494/3 BCE, the consul Spurius Cassius dedicated the promised temple to
Ceres, Liber, and Libera.11 The temple was constructed in the Greek style, borrowing
iconography from representations of Demeter. It was adorned with terracotta plaques
and paintings by Damophilus and Gorgasus, two Greek artists (Pliny HN 35.154), and
in 485 BCE a bronze statue of the goddess was set up (Dion. Hal. 8.79.3; Pliny HN 34.15).

11

The location of this temple is contested. Mignone (2016) provides the fullest account of the scholarship
and evidence (see especially 205–211). Some scholars argue that it was located in the ancient Forum
Boarium underneath the Church of Santa Maria in Cosmedin (Simon 1990, 45; Nash 1968, 1:227; Le
Bonniec 1958, 266–77; Van Berchem 1935, 91–95; Giovenale 1927, 352–71). Evidence in favor of this
location includes its proximity to the Circus Maximus (and the famous association between bread and
circuses), as well as closeness to the Forum Boarium (which comprised the archaic port, markets, and
warehouses of Rome).
For the lower slopes of the Aventine Hill facing the Circus Maximus, see Spaeth (1996, 8–11); Richardson
(1992, 80); Coarelli (1988, 66–70); Platner-Ashby (1929, 110); Merlin (1906, 93–95). Evidence for this
location comes from Vitr. De Arch. 3.3.5, Plin. HN 35.154, Tac. Ann. 2.49, and Dion. Hal. 6.94.3, though
Mignone (2016) debunks large portions of it in her comprehensive study of the Aventine Hill.
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This dedication occurred in the same year as the First Secession of the plebs, when the
lower classes withdrew from the city until patricians met demands for political
recognition (Dion. Hal. 6.94.3). The confluence of events seems to have associated the
Temple with both plebeian interests and the potential for rebellion (Spaeth 1990, 188;
Sordi 1983, 135). Livy also provides evidence that the decrees of the Roman Senate
(senatus consulta) and of the Concilium Plebis (plebiscita) were both stored in the Temple
of Ceres (Livy 3.55.13). While one might expect that plebiscita would be stored there due
to the goddess’ associations with the plebs, the senatus consulta were also kept there in
order to protect the political rights of the lower classes. Livy writes that the archive was
transferred to the temple because records were wont to be “suppressed and altered on
the authority of the consuls” (arbitrio consulum supprimebantur vitiabanturque, Livy
3.55.13). Ceres thus functioned ideologically as a protector of the plebs from political
disenfranchisement at the hands of the patricians.
And yet, less than a decade later (486/5 BCE), patricians carried out the execution
of the same politician who had dedicated Ceres’ temple in the goddess’ name. Wealthy
Romans claimed that Cassius had tried to set himself up as a tyrant, though many
modern scholars have considered his execution politically motivated (Basile 1978, 277–
98; Spaeth 1990, 188). Cassius had made powerful patrician enemies during his
consulship after proposing two laws related to agricultural production and ownership.
The first was an agrarian reform law intended to benefit the plebs and Latins, and the
second would have compensated plebs for buying grain. The second proposal in
particular was thought to be the act of a demagogue; his enemies condemned it as
praesentem mercedem regni (an obvious bribe for royal power, Livy 2.41.9–10). Wealthy
landowners who opposed these measures accused him of using his legislative agenda to
buy plebeian support and characterized him as a tyrant: he was said to have “acquire[d]
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a desire for monarchical power” (μοναρχικῆς ἐξουσίας ἐλάμβανε πόθον, Dion. Hal.
8.69.3), attempted to “make a road to royal power” (regno viam fieri, Livy 2.41.5), and
that he was “striving to seize royal power” (qui regni occupandi consilia inisset, Cic. Rep.
2.35.60). Each of these characterizations closely echo the law on attempted tyranny of
509 BCE, which punished qui regni occupandi consilia inisset (whoever had entertained
plans of seizing royal power, Livy 2.8.2). As a result, Cassius was executed and his
goods consecrated to Ceres.12 The consul’s fate makes clear the ways in which opposing
political ideologies could manipulate the cult of Ceres. Cassius sought to pass agrarian
bills that would have increased the opportunity of the common people to access the
bounty of Ceres. On the other hand, patricians were adept at justifying Cassius’ death
on the grounds that only a consecratio bonorum to Ceres could appease her and save the
Republic from a dangerous demagogue. By invoking Ceres’ name, wealthy landowners
maintained the status quo, in which land and wealth were consolidated in the hands of
a few.
During the Republic, associations between the plebs and the cult of Ceres
steadily increased. The aediles of the plebs frequently offered gifts to her temple, such
as the donations of golden paterae in 296 BCE (Livy 10.23.13), three bronze statues in 210
BCE

(Livy 27.6.19) and statues of the Aventine triad (Ceres, Liber, and Libera) in 197 BCE

(Livy 33.25.3). In each case, aediles purchased these offerings with the money from fines
imposed on those who had illegally used the ager publicus (ex multaticia item pecunia,
quam exegerunt pecuariis damnatis, Livy 10.23.13). Illicit usage of the ager publicus,
ostensibly banned yet rarely enforced, was an entrenched point of conflict between the

12

The story of Cassius’ execution differs somewhat according to the historian (see Livy 2.41.10–11; Pliny
HN 34.9.15, Val. Max. 5.8.2, 6.3.1; Dion. Hal. 8.78.5, 8.79.1) For further discussion of the differences
between these versions, see Lintott (1970, 19).
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plebs and patricians, and one of the flashpoints in the murder of Tiberius Gracchus in
133 BCE. In this sense, the aediles of the plebs were not just performing a religious ritual
in Ceres’ honor, but also asserting their political and economic rights, while invoking
Ceres as their patron. The temple served as the treasury of the plebs, and thus advanced
their political and economic power.
Popular festivals and games in her name also gained popularity among the
Roman lower classes. The Ludi Cereales were established in 202 BCE (Livy 30.39.8) and
her regular staged productions (ludi scaenici) were celebrated by the aedile of the plebs
for the first time in ~175 BCE (Le Bonniec 1958, 468). In 191 BCE, the Sibylline Books,
having been consulted on the Senate’s orders following a series of bad omens, ordered
that a fast be instituted for Ceres (Livy 36.37.4–5). This became an annual ritual held on
October 4 (Vidman 1978). Spaeth (1996) argues that the ieiunium Cereris was uniquely
connected to the plebs, in direct opposition to the patrician cult of Magna Mater
established shortly before, in 204 BCE (15). Furthermore, politicians in the late Republic
sought to align themselves with the provision of the grain supply, and thus with Ceres.
This was often attempted through the inclusion of Ceres on coin types depicted the
goddess, often accompanied by legends such as ‘D’ (donatium, ‘largess, donative’) or ‘M’
(munus, ‘gift’) (Spaeth 1996, 19; Le Bonniec 1958, 468), including on coins issued by both
Caesar and Augustus. One such denarius of the plebeian aediles, M. Fannius and L.
Critonius, explicitly commemorated a recent frumentatio (Spaeth 1996, 19–20). Another,
an aureus of P. Licinius Stolo from 12 CE, depicted the head of Ceres while
commemorating the election of Augustus to pontifex maximus (Le Bonniec 1958, 469).
These can be interpreted as an appeal for plebeian support; Ceres served as a symbol
not just of grain, but of the grain subsidy itself.
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The opposing ideological values of Ceres’ cult did not end with the execution of
Cassius. Rather, they were replayed and exacerbated in 133 BCE with the assassination
of Tiberius Gracchus. As tribune of the plebs, Gracchus had passed the Lex Sempronia
agraria against strong patrician dissent, which sought to reorganize the public land (ager
publicus, ostensibly controlled by the state), fined those holding more than 500 iugera
(which was already illegal, but rarely enforced), required landowners to forfeit illegal
holdings, and provided plots of 30 iugera to the Roman poor and homeless (Plut. Vit.
Ti. Gracch. 8–9). This law would have made more men eligible for military service and
rewarded those who had already fought Rome’s wars abroad.13 Gracchus argued for
these reforms in explicitly populist terms (Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 9.4–5):
… ὁπότε τοῦ δήμου τῷ βήματι περικεχυμένου καταστὰς λέγοι περὶ
τῶν πενήτων, ὡς τὰ θηρία τὰ τὴν Ἰταλίαν νεμόμενα καὶ φωλεὸν ἔχει
καὶ κοιταῖόν ἐστιν αὐτῶν ἑκάστῳ καὶ καταδύσεις, τοῖς δὲ ὑπὲρ τῆς
Ἰταλίας μαχομένοις καὶ ἀποθνῄσκουσιν ἀέρος καὶ φωτός, ἄλλου δὲ
οὐδενὸς μέτεστιν, ἀλλ᾽ἄοικοι καὶ ἀνίδρυτοι μετὰ τέκνων πλανῶνται
καὶ γυναικῶν, οἱ δὲ αὐτοκράτορες ψεύδονται τοὺς στρατιώτας ἐν ταῖς
μάχαις παρακαλοῦντες ὑπὲρ τάφων καὶ ἱερῶν ἀμύνεσθαι τοὺς
πολεμίους: οὐδενὶ γάρ ἐστιν οὐ βωμὸς πατρῷος, οὐκ ἠρίον προγονικὸν
τῶν τοσούτων Ῥωμαίων, ἀλλ᾽ὑπὲρ ἀλλοτρίας τρυφῇς καὶ πλούτου
πολεμοῦσι καὶ ἀποθνῄσκουσι, κύριοι τῆς οἰκουμένης εἶναι λεγόμενοι,
μίαν δὲ βῶλον ἰδίαν οὐκ ἔχοντες.
… with the people crowding around the rostra, he took his stand there
and pleaded for the poor. “The wild beasts that roam over Italy,” he
would say, “have every one of them a cave or lair to lurk in; but the men
who fight and die for Italy enjoy the common air and light, indeed, but
nothing else; houseless and homeless they wander about with their wives
and children. And it is with lying lips that their imperators exhort the
soldiers in their battles to defend sepulchres and shrines from the enemy;
for not a man of them has an hereditary altar, not one of all these many
Romans an ancestral tomb, but they fight and die to support others in
wealth and luxury, and though they are styled masters of the world, they
have not a single clod of earth that is their own.”14

13
14

See Herz (1988) for this legislation as an intervention in the Roman marketplace (43).
Trans. Perrin (1921).
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This passage is deliberately rhetorical. Tiberius Gracchus depicts himself as the sole
defender of not just the Roman poor, but specifically Roman soldiers, who have risked
their lives for the state and received nothing in return. The lower classes risk death “on
behalf of the wealth and luxury of others” (ὑπὲρ ἀλλοτρίας τρυφῇς καὶ πλούτου, Plut.
Vit. Ti. Gracch. 9.5), while being unable to own land of their own. Rhetoric that describes
Roman soldiers as “masters of the inhabited world” (κύροιοι τῆς οἰκουμένης, Plut. Vit.
Ti. Gracch. 9.5) is empty if their economic lot does not improve. Surely Roman soldiers
have the right to “a single clod of earth that is their own” (μίαν δὲ βῶλον ἰδίαν, Plut.
Vit. Ti. Gracch. 9.5), from which they might properly worship Ceres through tilling the
soil and offering the first fruits of their labor.
Nevertheless, Roman elites were hostile to any attempt at reform, and charged
that Gracchus attempted to overthrow the government by creating confusion15 in order
to become a tyrant, and that he had violated the sacrosanctitas when removing Octavius,
another tribune. Accordingly, the lobby of rich men sought to punish Gracchus for
“having acted outrageously against the holy and inviolable office” (ἀρχήν τε
ὑβρίσαντα ἱερὰν καὶ ἄσυλον, App. BC. 1.1.13). From this quotation, one gets the
impression that Gracchus has committed a religious sin; ὑβρίζω expresses a sense of
immoral excessiveness, while ἱερός (filled with or manifesting divine power, holy,
hallowed, consecrated, under divine protection)16 and ἄσυλος (safe from violence,
involate, the right of a sanctuary)17 are explicitly religious terms. Roman elites painted
Gracchus’ reforms not as an economic threat, but a spiritual one. Similarly, Gracchus
made moral appeals in order to gain support for his land reform. This ideological
15

They claim that Gracchus acted “for the confusion of the state” (ἐπὶ συγχύσει τῆς πολιτείας, Plut. Vit.
Ti. Gracch. 9.3) and was “stirring up all affairs” (πάντα πράγματα κινοῦντος, ibid.)
16
LSJ s.v. ἱερός.
17
LSJ s.v. ἄσυλος.
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tension ultimately erupted in violence; a group of senators assassinated Tiberius
Gracchus.
Fearing unrest following the assassination, the Senate ordered consultation of the
Sibylline books, which in turn urged propitation of the goddess Ceres. A delegation of
priests was then sent to the temple of Ceres at Henna in Sicily (Cic. Verr. 2.4.108):
itaque apud patres nostros atroci ac difficili rei publicae tempore, cum
Tiberio Graccho occiso magnorum periculorum metus ex ostentis
portenderetur, P. Mucio L. Calpurnio consulibus, aditum est ad libros
Sibyllinos; ex quibus inuentum est Cererem antiquissimam placari
oportere. tum ex amplissimo collegio decemuirali sacerdotes populi
Romani, cum esset in urbe nostra Cereris pulcherrimum et
magnificentissimum templum, tamen usque Hennam profecti sunt. tanta
erat enim auctoritas et vetustas illius religionis ut, cum illuc irent, non ad
aedem Cereris sed ad ipsam Cererem proficisci uiderentur.
And so among our fathers in that terrible and difficult time for the
Republic, when, with Tiberius Gracchus killed, fear of great dangers was
indicated by prodigies, in the consulship of Publius Mucius and Lucius
Calpurnius, there was a consultation of the Sibylline Books from which it
was found that it was necessary to placate the most ancient Ceres. Then
priests of the Roman people from the most distinguished decembiral
college, even though there was in our city a most beautiful and
magnificent temple of Ceres, nevertheless, [these priests] set out for
Henna. For so great was the authority and antiquity of that cult, that when
they went there they seemed to set out not for the temple of Ceres, but for
Ceres herself.18
Scholars have traditionally interpreted this delegation as an attempt to placate the plebs
for having murdered their tribune (Le Bonniec 1958, 367–8; MacBain 1982, 38–39). This
view is supported by the associations between the plebs, the cult of Ceres, and
agricultural policy in the Republic. Ancient sources, however, assert that the Senate
passed decrees honoring the murder of Tiberius in the following days; Cicero writes
that “[they] not only defended the deed of Scipio with many senatorial decrees, but

18

Trans. Spaeth (1990).
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even honored it” (Scipionis factum… [re]gesta multis senatus consultis non modo defendit,
sed etiam ornavi, Cic. Dom. 91).19 Roman senators did not seem particularly eager to
apologize to the lower classes, which contradicts the notion that the delegation to Sicily
was for their benefit. Spaeth (1990) instead argues that the delegation to Ceres “served
to validate the view that Tiberius Gracchus had violated these laws, most importantly
the one on attempted tyranny, and hence was subject to the punishment which they
prescribed, consecration of his goods and person” (183). The Senate affirmed that
Gracchus had both infringed on the sacrosanctitas of Octavius and had attempted to set
himself up as a tyrant. Spaeth points to the fact that the delegation went all the way to
Ceres’ temple in Sicily, rather than to “the very beautiful temple they had of her in the
city” (cuius cum in urbe pulcherrimum templum haberent, Val. Max. 1.1.1) as further proof.
While the Roman cult was associated with plebeian uprisings such as the First
Secession, the cult in Sicily had no such problematic history. It is important to note that
the Senate did not confiscate Tiberius’ property for a consecration to Ceres. It may well
be that he was ultimately too popular, as Spaeth suggests. Ultimately, plebeian
sympathy landed in Tiberius’ favor, and the Senate was forced to both allow the work
of his land commission and exile Nascia from Rome (Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 21.1–3). Either
the Senate sought to appease the plebs by making offerings to their favorite goddess or
to justify the murder of Tiberius on grounds that he had violated laws in Ceres’ name;
there seem to have been many possible valances of Ceres and her cult. It is important,
however, to note that in both accounts, the delegation to Sicily was a religious act

19

Trans. Spaeth (1990).
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carried out for political purposes.20 The cult of Ceres served as the stage on which this
ideological deadlock was enacted again and again throughout the Republic.
In 84 BCE, we find another example of Ceres’ cult used for political purposes.21
After the death of Cinna, tribunes recalled the remaining consul, Carbo, to Rome. Carbo
at first refused, then returned when they threatened to take away his consulship. The
first election day was postponed due to unfavorable omens. On the next proposed
election day, lightning struck the temples of Luna and Ceres, and so the augurs
prolonged the comitia and Carbo remained sole consul.22 Thus, savvy political operators
could manipulate perceived offenses against the cult of Ceres into the justifications for
ruling power. Likewise, leaders who provided frumentationes or subsidized the annona
believed that doing so would ensure the support of the lower classes. For this reason,
both Julius Caesar and Augustus issued frumentationes of 5 modii to nearly 320,000
recipients per month (Suet. Iul. 41.3; Dio Cass. 43.21.4; Suet. Aug. 40.2; Aug. Res Gestae
15.4); this amounts to more than 19 million modii a year (Rickman 1980b, 263). In today’s
terms, both men provided over 120,000 tons of grain per year.23 This would have come
at tremendous cost, and thus would not have been undertaken on a whim.24 It is evident
that Roman politicians nevertheless deemed it worth a necessary and worthwhile
expense to ensure support of the largest class of society. Political interventions thus also
20

One might also remember that Tiberius’ brother Gaius was assassinated in 121 BCE for trying to pass
similar legislation.
21
Le Bonniec (1958) terms this “un bel exemple d’utilisation de la religion à des fins politiques” (372).
22
“When that day came lightning struck the temples of Luna and of Ceres; so the augurs prorogued the
comitia beyond the summer solstice, and Carbo remained the sole consul” (κἀν ταύτῃ κεραυνοῦ
πεσόντος ἐς τὸ τῆς Σελήνης καὶ τὸ τῆς ∆ήμητρος ἱερὸν οἱ μάντεις ὑπὲρ τὰς θερινὰς τροπὰς
ἀνετίθεντο τὰς χειροτονίας, καὶ μόνος ἧρχεν ὁ Κάρβων, App. BC. 1.9.78; trans. White 1899).
23
For the weight per modius of wheat after threshing, see Plin. NH. 18.66.
24
It is nearly impossible to estimate this cost in modern currency, and the price of wheat certainly
fluctuated throughout Rome’s history. Transport of grain was also expensive, particularly across land
(Diocletian’s price edict estimates that a wagon-load of wheat would double its price in a journey of 300–
400 miles). Travel by water was less costly but would still increase the price of grain by roughly 16%
(Rickman 1980, 14).
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affected the market prices of grain in Rome; upon the appointment of Pompey to
proconsul in order to wage war against Cilician pirates, the price of goods fell (Rickman
1980, 51; Plut. Pomp. 25; Vell. 2.31; App. Mith. 94). The Senate seems to have understood
the power afforded to those who provided grain or reduced its cost, and thus in 43 BCE
passed measures to prevent one man from controlling the entire grain supply for the
city. As Dio Cassius writes: “In the first place, they forbade anyone to hold office for a
longer period than a year, and secondly they provided that no one man should be
chosen superintendent of the corn supply or commissioner of food” (τοῦτο μὲν γὰρ
ἀπεῖπον μηδένα ἐπὶ πλείω χρόνον ἐνιαυτοῦ ἄρχειν, τοῦτο δὲ ἀπηγόρευσαν μήτε
τινὰ σίτου ἐπιμελητὴν μὴτε τροφῶν ἐπιστάτην ἕνα αἱρεῖσθαι, Dio Cass. 46.39.3).
Once again, the grain supply was linked to the specter of dictatorship, which would be
punishable by a consecratio bonorum under the law on attempted tyranny of 494/3 BCE. It
is not a coincidence that this law was passed a year after the assassination of Julius
Caesar; while various factions of the Roman elites sought to use Ceres and the grain
supply for political gain, the Senate recognized that total control in the hands of one
man would be untenable for the Republic.
The Civil Wars and Augustus’ rise to power nevertheless resulted in the neartotal control of Ceres’ grain by the princeps. Suetonius writes that Augustus at first
intended to do away with the annona, having distributed vast amounts of grain during
the Civil Wars to shore up power. After years of poor harvests and failure on the part
of the magistrates to distribute enough grain, the emperor reluctantly came to
reconsider abolishing the grain distributions (Suet. Aug. 42.3):
ut tandem annona convaluit, impetum se cepisse scribit frumentationes
publicas in perpetuum abolendi, quod earum fiducia cultura agrorum
cessaret; neque tamen perseverasse, quia certum haberet posse per
ambitionem quandoque restitui. atque ita posthac rem temperavit, ut non
minorem aratorum ac negotiantium quam populi rationem deduceret.
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… and when grain at last became more plentiful, he writes: “I was
strongly inclined to do away forever with distributions of grain, because
through dependence on them agriculture was neglected; but I did not
carry out my purpose, feeling sure that they would one day be renewed
through desire for popular favour.” But from that time on he regulated the
practice with no less regard for the interests of the farmers and graindealers than for those of the populace.25
Augustus laments that providing grain for free or low prices results in the neglect of
agricultural labor, which was often tied to moral dictates throughout the Republic and
Early Empire. Agricultural self-sufficiency was a mark of virtue.26 Both Pliny the Elder
and Younger allude to this moral imperative several times. The elder Pliny asserts that
all wealth derives from the land (HN 18.1; 2.154 ff.), while his nephew claims that he
prefers small holdings to large estates (Epist. 3.19.4), and believes that “learned
schoolmen” ought to own enough land to walk around their boundary stones, count
their trees, and get to know their vines (Epist. 1.24). This was likely an unrealistic
expectation, which does not mean that it was an unimportant one in Roman elite
culture.
Nevertheless, by the time of Augustus’ appointment as princeps, it was clear that
political power was dependent in part upon the ability to provide grain to the lower
classes. The emperor provides a description of these distributions in the Res Gestae
(Aug. Res Gest. 18):
ab eo anno quo Cn. et P. Lentuli consules fuerunt, cum deficerent
uectigalia, tum centum milibus hominum tum pluribus multo
frumentarios et nummarios tributus ex horreo et patrimonio meo edidi.
From the consulship of Gnaeus and Publius Lentulus [18 BCE] onwards,
whenever the taxes (vectigal) did not suffice, I made distributions of grain
25

Trans. Rolfe (1914).
“Furthermore, the principle of self-sufficiency, associated for centuries with farming, can be interpreted
in a number of ways: food independency in a limited sense, or the ability to produce for oneself all that is
required for rich and sumptuous living…. It stood for a form of economic independence, one that
nevertheless implied political independence and was echoed widely in modern ‘republican’ thought”
(Vivenza 2013, 38).
26
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and money from my own granary and patrimony, sometimes to 100,000
persons, sometimes to many more.27
This passage makes clear that a significant portion of the grain dole came directly from
the emperor’s private stores. As Erdkamp (2005) notes, Augustus must have owned
sufficient property to make distributions to at least one hundred thousand people
(500,000 modii each month).28 These private donations were necessitated by shortages in
the tributes owed by Roman provinces such as Egypt; thus, taxation provided for
another portion of the plebs frumentaria. The emperor’s private stores (ex horreo et
patrimonio meo, Aug. Res Gest. 18) came from land confiscated in the proscriptions early
in his reign, as well as from later foreign conquest (Erdkamp 2005, 221; Thompson 1987,
558ff.). Thus, Augustus acquired direct control of huge swathes of land and could
manipulate agricultural production to maintain political support. These private
imperial reserves could be deployed in addition to public sources, which were
controlled by a single praefectus annonae appointed by the emperor (Cass. Dio 52.24.6).
This official seems to have had two courses of action to reduce unacceptable prices:
either to release grain from public reserves (resulting in a natural lowering of prices), or
to order released grain to be sold at an artificially low price (Rickman 1980, 220). He
could not determine the price of grain for the entire market; this ensured that the
emperor would be compelled to step in should public reserves be insufficient.
Augustus’ increased control over the grain provision at the same time as he
aligned himself and his family more closely with the cult of Ceres. The princeps was
initiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries, in which Ceres played a pivotal role.
Furthermore, he began rebuilding the Temple of Ceres, which had been destroyed by a

27
28

Trans. Erdkamp (2005).
Erdkamp (2005, 224 ff.).
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fire in 31 BCE, perhaps as an appeal for plebeian support (Tac. Ann. 2.49).29 He also
consecrated a new joint temple to Ceres Mater and Ops Augusta in 7 CE located in the
vicus Iugarius (Spaeth 1996, 23; Le Bonniec 1958, 403). This was a uniquely Augustan
blend of propaganda; Ops was already closely linked to the imperial family, while
Augustus frequently sought to depict female members as Ceres Mater with a corona
spicea (Herz 1988, 83). Livia is most often depicted in this fashion, appearing as Ceres on
gems and coin types (Spaeth 1996, 23). This iconography seems to suggest the fertility of
both the princeps’ family and the Roman state. While such depictions may have arisen
from a desire to garner the support of the lower classes, the ‘plebeian Ceres’ seems to
have been subsumed by her imperial counterpart during this time. The emperor thus
represented himself as an agent of Ceres, distributing wheat and promoting peace
among the Roman people on her behalf. Furthermore, various officials of the grain
trade considered Ceres their patron deity throughout the Empire (Spaeth 1996, 40).30
Though grain subsidies still primarily benefited the Roman lower classes, the goddess’
cult became more closely associated with the authorities who disbursed it.
The later representation of Ceres as an imperial, bureaucratic goddess mirrors
the changing grain trade in the early Imperial period. Increasingly, taxation of the
provinces provided for the annona at Rome. Josephus, writing in the late 70s CE reports
that grain from Africa fed Rome for two-thirds of the year, while Egypt sent enough
grain to cover the remaining third of the year (Joseph. BJ. 2.383–386). The Roman army
also increased the demand for grain, thus creating a cycle in which the army created
both supply and demand through foreign conquest.

29

The new temple to Ceres, Liber, and Libera was dedicated by Tiberius in 17 CE.
See CIL 14.2 (Ostia): corpora mensorum adiutorum nauticariorum et acceptorum; CIL 14.409 (Ostia): mensores
frumentarrii; CIL 3.3835 (Emona in Pannonia): frumentarius of the legio XV; CIL 3.10511 (Aquincum):
collegium Cereris; CIL 9.1545 (Beneventum): horrearius.
30
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To summarize my discussion of Ceres thus far: historical survey of the cult of
Ceres reveals the ways in which religious beliefs may embody the ideas of a people at a
particular point in time. Ideology is dependent upon social context and subject to
change. Tibullus’ lifetime saw a rise in many new valances of the cult of Ceres: her
connection to Augustus and his family, the princeps’ centralized undertaking of the
annona, and explicit propaganda featuring her likeness during the Civil Wars. It would
be foolish, however, to assume that an educated equestrian like Tibullus would be
unaware of her competing associations during the Republican period (or the ways in
which early Republican conflicts were depicted by late Republican authors), during
which time both plebs and patricians sought to accomplish political goals under her
auspices. I argue that the elegies invoke these conflicting attributes of Ceres. Through
close examination of Ceres within the corpus and the historical development of her cult,
we may better understand his poetry. In light of this analysis, we may arrive at a very
different kind of Tibullan poetics: a poetry that grapples with the extreme socioeconomic tensions of his day.

Ceres and grain
I now proceed to a roughly thematic approach in working through the references to
Ceres in the Tibullan corpus; both those where she is explicitly named (1.1.11–20; 2.1.1–
8; 2.5.55–60; 2.5.83–88) and those where she is referenced, either by her epithets or
attributes (1.5.21–34; 1.5.41–44; 1.10.45–52; 1.10.67–68; 2.1.47–66). My analysis begins
with her first appearance in the corpus in order to establish some important points
about the poet’s depiction of her. I then discuss her epithets and attributes (flaxen or
golden hair, associations with the corona spicea, and connections to Spes and Pax).
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The first appearance of Ceres occurs only fifteen lines into the corpus. Having
presented the basis for his poetic program—that the poet does not care for wealth and
prefers instead the simple country life—Tibullus describes these economic choices
within the framework of traditional Roman religion. The poet hopes that this habitual
piety will ensure the success of his agricultural labor. This first passage referencing
Ceres is particularly important for understanding the Tibullan image of the goddess;
she is the guardian of the domestic, self-sufficient, ‘moral’ Roman farm. Yet she appears
only in unfulfilled wishes and never manifests herself to the poet. Thus, she is a
symptom of the Real: representative of the independence and abundance that the poet
hopes to achieve but can never reach due to the political and economic turmoil of
contemporary Rome. Having described his ideal rural lifestyle in the opening lines of
1.1, Tibullus moves to an invocation of rural deities. He begins (1.1.7–16):
ipse seram teneras maturo tempore uites
rusticus et facili grandia poma manu,
nec Spes destituat, sed frugum semper aceruos
praebeat et pleno pinguia musta lacu:
nam ueneror, seu stipes habet desertus in agris
seu uetus in trivio florida serta lapis;
et quodcumque mihi pomum nouus educat annus,
libatum agricolae ponitur ante deo.
flaua Ceres, tibi sit nostro de rure corona
spicea, quae templi pendeat ante fores;

15

I myself, a countryman, may plant the pliant vines in due time,
and full-grown fruit trees with a ready hand,
and may Hope not desert (me), but may she always provide
heaps of the fruits of the earth and rich must in a full vat:
For I worship, whether a tree trunk deserted in the fields,
or an old stone where three roads meet, has flowery wreaths;
however much of my fruit the new season matures,
some is placed as an offering before the country god.
Flaxen-haired Ceres, may there be a wheat crown for you from my farm,
which may hang before the doors of your temple;
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This passage is Tibullus’ first mention of religious practice. It is an important part of the
poet’s programmatic opening, in which he first rejects a life of wealth and war (1–6),
then describes the idyllic and simple occupations of a rustic life (7–10). Nam (for, 11)
both connects the previous lines and transitions into his religious subject. The poet
hopes that his habitual piety (1.1.11–44) will ensure the success of his agricultural labor
(7–10). He begins in the subjunctive mood: “I may plant” (seram, 7), “may she not desert
me” (destituat, 9), and “may she provide” (praebeat, 10). When discussing his regular
religious observance, however, he shifts to the indicative mood: “I worship” (ueneror,
11). This sudden switch to the indicative is deceptive, as Tibullus’ dream remains fimly
out of grasp. Wimmel (1976) terms this use of the indicative an “Art Überkonjunktive”
(a sort of hyper-subjunctive) because the poet has progressed beyond mere desire into
vividly imagining the realization of these desires (21–22).31 Tibullus proceeds from this
description of rural piety (1.1.11–44) to imagining domestic bliss with Delia (1.1.45–52)
and her eventual grief at his funeral (1.1.59–68). At no point does the poet indicate that
these aforementioned hopes have or will ever come to fruition. Furthermore, the object
of this worship remains unnamed; the “country god” (agricolae… deo, 14) seems
deliberately vague.32
Ceres, then, is the first deity explicitly named in the Tibullan corpus (15), and
thus accorded a certain pride of place. When describing the goddess here, Tibullus
returns to the subjunctive mood: “may there be for you” (tibi sit, 15).33 These alternating

31

For further discussion of the subjunctive in 1.1, see Bright (1978, 130); Wimmel (1976, 17, 21–22, 28–55);
and Riposati (1945, 99).
32
For a full discussion of the identity of the “country god” (agricolae deo), see Chapter 5, pp. 125–8. I argue
that these lines are most evocative of the cult of the Lares, rather than Vertumnus or Silvanus, as some
have suggested.
33
Maltby (2002) and Ramsay (1987) have sit, following the codices of Ambrosianus, Vaticanus, and
Guelferbytanus. Murgatroyd (1991) has fit, following the conjecture of Lambinus.
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uses of the subjunctive and indicative complicate the poet’s assertion that piety has its
just rewards in the simple country life. We may better understand this conflict as an
emergency of the Real, which in poetry often consists of aporia and occurs when “a
supposedly ironclad logic confronts an element incompatible with itself but that the
principles of its own rationale cannot refute” (Janan 2012, 377). Ritual and sacrifice to
the gods ought to ensure reciprocal benefits for worshippers. Tibullus’ prayers,
however, largely go unanswered. The grammatical ambivalence that characterizes
Ceres’ first appearance echoes throughout the corpus, as many of her attributes (golden
hair, wheat crown, and conflation with other deities) also call into question the
feasibility of the poet’s dream world.

Flaua Ceres (1.1.7–16; 1.5.19–24)
In this section, I examine how the characterization of Ceres as flaua (golden or flaxenhaired) beginning in this passage connects the goddess to contemporary political
conflicts, the pursuit of gold, and the poet’s fickle mistress. In 1.1.15, Tibullus first
describes her using the epithet flaua, which refers to the golden-yellow color of wheat.34
The association of Ceres with agricultural fertility is particularly Augustan.
Germanicus, Manilius, Ovid, Tibullus, and Vergil refer to her by a variety of such
epithets, including “fecund” (fecunda), “fertile” (fertilis), “flaxen-haired” (flaua), “bearing
crops” (frugifera), “begetter of crops” (genetrix frugum), “powerful in crops” (potens
frugum), “ruddy, grain-colored” (rubicunda).35 Furthermore, her name is often

34

Spaeth (1996, 20). Flaua Ceres occurs first in Vergil’s Georgics, in which the goddess looks favorably from
the heights of Olympus upon a farmer who tills the soil (Verg. Georg. 1.94–96). The epithet may be based
on the Homeric “golden-haired Demeter” (ξανθὴ ∆ημήτηρ, Il. 5.500; Maltby 2002, 127). Recasting a
Greek epithet for Roman Ceres is perhaps not surprising considering that Hellenization of the goddess’
cult proliferated throughout the Republic and was commonplace by Tibullus’ time (Scheid 1995).
35
Spaeth (1996, 20).
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metonymy for “grain” or “bread”.36 Cicero makes this plain: “grain we call Ceres”
(fruges Cererem appellamus, Cic. Nat. D. 2.60). The equation of Ceres to grain itself
connects her not only to abstract agricultural fertility but also to the finished product of
farm labor as an economic unit ready for consumption. Although Tibullus here
imagines Ceres as a symbol of his idyllic farm, close analysis of these lines will reveal
that these desires will never be fulfilled.
In the opening of 1.1, Tibullus rejects the pursuit of large-scale agriculture for
profit: “Let some other man collect riches in tawny gold for himself/ and own many
iugera of tilled soil” (diuitias alius fuluo sibi congerat auro,/ et teneat culti iugera multa soli,
1.1.1). He prefers a small, self-sufficient farm protected by the goddess Ceres. Yet the
phrase flaua Ceres echoes the fuluo... auro (tawny gold, 1.1.1) of his initial rejection
(Maltby 2002, 127). Flaua and fuluo are phonologically similar and both refer to a
similarly golden color deepened with brown or reddish tones.37 This may also chime
with the first word of the poem, “riches” diuitias (1.1.1), which is a cognate of Greek δῖος
(bright, gleaming).38 To further complicate this image, fuluus usually describes animals
or land, rather than money in nearly Augustan literature.39 Tibullus thus characterizes
this hated “tawny gold” (fuluo… auro) with an epithet that readers might expect him to
embrace because of its links to the natural world. He claims to worship a goddess of
similar hue only ten lines later (flaua Ceres). We may better understand these interlinked
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Ceres = “grain”: Verg. G. 1.29–30, 2.227–229; Aen. 1.177–9; Hor. Carm. 3.24.11–13; Sat. 2.2.123–5; Ov. Am.
1.1.9–10, 2.16.7, 3.7.31; Ars Am. 1.401; Met. 8.290–2, 11.112–3; Fast. 4.645–66, 917–9, 931–2, 6.381–3, 389–92;
Manil. Astr. 2.658, 3.152, 629, 664–6.
Ceres = “bread”; Verg. Aen. 1.701–2, 7.112–3; Ov. Fast. 2.537–40, 3.665–6; Manil. Astr. 4.250–1, 5.279–84;
Grattius 397–98. See Spaeth (1996, 190).
37
O.L.D. s.v. fuluus, a, um: deep yellow, reddish yellow, gold-colored, tawny (mostly poet.).
38
Putnam (1973, 50); LSJ s.v. δῖος.
39
Cf. corpora leonum (Lucr. 5.902); tegmen lupae (Hor. C. 4.4.14); canis Lacon (Verg. Aen. 1.275); cassis equinis
jubis (Hor. Epod. 6.5); boues (Ov. M. 12.88); uitulus (Plin. 22.5.5.9); caesaries (Hor. C. 4.2.60); arena (Verg. Aen.
11.642).
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terms (flaua, fuluo, diuitias) here as a metonymic representation of the poet’s desires, as
formulated by Lacan. In this schema, “metonymy” is not just a linguistic trope of
substitution, but also a psychic function through which certain ‘objects’ of the mind are
rendered unrecognizable to consciousness. In this passage, the poet uses descriptions of
golden hair (flaua, 1.1.15), tawny gold (fuluo... auro, 1.1.1), and wealth (diuitias, 1.1.1) in
an effort to regain the “lost object” represented by Ceres. Yet these descriptions fall
short of describing her and contribute to a contradictory image of the goddess; she both
evokes a world before exchange and contemporary economic turmoil. Tibullus begins
his elegies by questioning the norms of economic life and renouncing them but
continues to engage deeply with these concerns throughout the poem. These inherent
contradictions reveal a deep ambivalence within the poetic persona as he fails to find
his longed-for ideal outside the constraints of his social-historical reality.
In a later poem, Tibullus depicts Delia in Ceres’ form, while lamenting his
separation from and love for his mistress. The poet claims that he saved her from an
illness with magic spells and religious devotion, but that she now loves someone else
(1.5.19–24):
at mihi felicem uitam, si salua fuisses,
fingebam demens, sed renuente deo:
‘rura colam, frugumque aderit mea Delia custos,
area dum messes sole calente teret;
aut mihi seruabit plenis in lintribus uuas
pressaque ueloci candida musta pede.

20

All the while I was imagining wildly, if you had been saved,
there would be a happy life for me, but a god refused:
‘I shall live in the country, and my Delia will be [there], guardian of the crops,
while the threshing floor wears away the harvest in the burning sun,
or she will watch over the grapes in full vats
and the bright must having been pressed by swift feet.’
Although his prayers have ostensibly been answered (Delia survives), the poet still does
not gain her love. Instead, Tibullus imagines Delia watching over the threshing of grain,
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a duty typically ascribed to Ceres, and the production of wine. She is a “guardian of the
crops” (frugumque... custos, 1.5.21), just as the goddess is among the guardians (custode,
1.1.20) in the opening poem of the corpus. Yet a “guardian” (custos) often appears in
elegiac poetry as an obstacle to the realization of the poet’s dream (Papakosta 2012, 351).
Although the poet dreams about her as a guardian of his farm, the ending of the poem
reveals that a sturdy door separates the poet from his beloved: “Alas, I sing in vain and
her door does not open” (heu canimus frustra nec uerbis uicta patescit/ ianua, 1.5.67–68).
The description of Delia as a custos emphasizes that she is a figment of the poet’s
imagination: “I was imagining wildly” (fingebam demens, 1.5.19). He writes of both Delia
(fuisses, 1.5.19) and Ceres (tibi sit, 1.1.15) in the subjunctive, which reveals less about
their actual presence than his own wishes.40
It is also important to note that Tibullus describes only the finished products of
his farm. The “threshing floor” (area, 1.5.22) seems to magically separate wheat from
chaff without the necessary human toil of pulling a tribulum or turning over crops. The
grapes have already been piled into vats (plenis in lintribus uuas, 1.5.23), and a
disembodied “swift foot” (ueloci ... pede, 1.5.24) has already pressed the skins, seeds, and
stems of fruit into must (pressaque ... candida musta, 1.5.24). In Tibullus’ imagination,
Delia and Ceres both transform harvest-ready crops into salable goods through their
mere presence. Delia functions less as a romantic prospect than as an avatar within the
poet’s larger socioeconomic landscape. Ironically, this also ties Tibullus’ fantasy of selfsufficiency closely to the attitudes of Roman aristocrats who relied on the labor of
enslaved persons. A patrician farm owner considered the people who performed labor

40

He writes in a similar way about Delia’s supposed enthusiasm for the country life in the second poem
of Book 1: “If only I might be able to yoke the oxen with you, my Delia, and graze the flocks on the
customary mountain” (ipse boues mea si tecum modo Delia possim/ iungere et in solito pascere monte pecuus,
1.2.73–74).
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to be an extension of himself, though he of course performed little to no manual work
on the estate (Thibodeau 2011, 27–33).
Later in the poem, Delia is likened to Ceres in her appearance: “She did not
[obtain my affections] with words, but our girl bewitched [us] with her face and soft
arms and flaxen hair” (non facit hoc uerbis, facie tenerisque lacertis/ deuouet et flauis nostra
puella comis, 1.5.43–44). This is the first time Tibullus uses flauus since 1.1.15, and the
adjective links the poet’s mistress, who has “flaxen hair” (flauis... comis, 1.5.44) to the
goddess Ceres, who is similarly identified as flaua (1.1.15). Yet likening Delia to Ceres
indicates that the poet’s dream is impossible. Since his love affair with Delia is so
tumultuous, Ceres may be similarly fickle. Tibullus longs for a family farm where he
may live with his beloved in effortless abundance. Yet while he evokes agrarian
imagery, he only writes concretely of commoditized end products and ignores the
actual effort required for farming, which calls the poem’s realism into question. These
contradictions can be understood as the emergence of the Real; while Tibullus wishes to
write about the idyllic life of love and nature, he finds himself unable to do so
coherently in a world when such ideas no longer have meaning.

De rure… corona spicea (1.1.15–16; 1.10.21–22; 2.1.4; 2.5.83–84)
In this section, I explore the image of the wheat crown (corona spicea), first by
explaining its cultural associations and contemporary relevance, then by tracing
Tibullus’ usage of it throughout the corpus. Tibullus associates Ceres with the corona
spicea from her first appearance: she is honored “with wheat-sheaths from the country”
(de rure corona/ spicea, 1.1.15–16). Offering wheat-sheaths to Ceres’ temple may seem an
uncomplicated image at first. The first sheaths of wheat in a harvest year (the
praemetium) were a traditional sacrifice to the goddess: “They were accustomed to
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sacrifice the praemetium of grain ears, which they had harvested first, to Ceres”
(praemetium de spicis, quas primum messuissent, sacrificabant Cereri, Fest. s.v. sacrima, 319
Müller). Other contemporary poets write of it as an offering in thanks for a good harvest.41
A closer examination, however, reveals that the corona spicea alludes not only to
traditional Roman religion, but also to political propaganda of the Late Republican
period and the emerging influence of Augustus on cult practice. Much like Ceres’
depiction as flaua, this image suggests the rupture of Symbolic and Imaginary
representation and calls into question the religious and political norms of Tibullus’ day.
As Cairns (1999) notes, Tibullus uses the terms spica or spiceus far more
frequently than the other elegists. These terms appear in the Tibullan corpus six times,42
while both Propertius43 and Ovid44 use spica or spiceus only twice. This is particularly
remarkable considering the relative sizes of Propertius’ and Ovid’s corpora compared
to that of Tibullus.45 While Tibullus’ rustic theme may account in part for his preference
for the word, its repetition is best interpreted as another emergence of the Real in the
corpus. The corona spicea is suggestive of political struggles over the grain supply
during the Late Republic and early Empire, which we may observe on contemporary
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The phrase first occurs in the Georgics (spicea... messis, 1.314), though the imagery is present in Roman
material culture from the fourth century BCE (Spaeth 1996, 11). Ovid, for example, writes that during the
annual festival of Ceres, matrons “[gave] wheat-sheath garlands, the first of their fruits” (primitias frugum
dant spicea serta suarum, Met. 10.433). Cf. Hor. Carm. Saec. 30; Ov. Am, 3.10.36, Fast. 4.616, Met. 2.28; Prop.
4.2.14.
42
“a wheat crown, which may hang before the doors of your temple” (spicea, quae templi pendeat ante
fores, 1.1.16); “she will know to offer a grape to the country god for the vines, wheat ears for the harvest, a
feast for the flock” (illa deo sciet agricolae pro uitibus uuam,/ pro segete spicas, pro grege ferre dapem, 1.5.27–
28); “He was pleased, if someone had offered a grape cluster or had given a wheat garland for his holy
hair” (hic placatus erat, seu quis libauerat uuam/ seu dederat sanctae spicea serta comae, 1.10.22); “but come to
us, nourishing Peace, and grasp the wheat sheath” (at nobis, Pax alma, ueni spicamque teneto, 1.10.67); “and
wreathe your temples with wheat-sheaths, Ceres” (et spicis tempora cinge, Ceres, 2.1.4); “Ceres will stuff
your storehouses full of wheat sheaths” (distendet spicis horrea plena Ceres, 2.5.84).
43
Prop. 4.2.14; 4.6.74.
44
Ov. Am. 2.10.3; 2.10.36.
45
“Propertius would have had to use spica/ spiceus 19 times and Ovid 46 times in his erotic elegy and 44
times in his non-erotic elegy to match Tibullus’ relative frequency” (Cairns 1999, 220–1).
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coin types and other iconographical forms. In an effort to consolidate power, prominent
Romans sought to depict themselves as benefactors of the annona through visual
representations of Ceres crowned with the corona spicea (Spaeth 1996, 16). The obverse
of a denarius of Q. Cornificus dated to 44–42 BCE46 and a similar denarius belonging to
C. Vibius Pansa Caetronianus dated to 48 BCE47 are two such examples (Spaeth 1996, 18).
Furthermore, representations of the corona spicea increased dramatically on
propagandistic coin types of individual, charismatic leaders during the Civil Wars
(Rickman 1980a, 259–60). Both Caesar and Octavian, who wielded and legitimized their
political power by reforming the grain supply at Rome, employed the image of Ceres on
coins. Upon becoming princeps, Augustus depicted himself with the corona spicea, as on
a bust held today in the Vatican Museum.48 One of the most popular coin types minted
during this time depicts Augustus on one side of the coin and sheaths of wheat on the
obverse (Alföldi 1956, 93; Spaeth 1996, 23–25). The emperor also depicted members of
the royal family (particularly Livia) as the goddess Ceres. Such widespread
propagandistic efforts make it probable that the public perceived Augustus as
responsible for the grain supply at Rome.
The corona spicea was also the symbol of the cult of the Fratres Arvales, an ancient
convivial society composed of twelve priests who offered annual sacrifice to the gods to
ensure a good harvest.49 Pliny writes that farming was held in the greatest honor in the
early days of Rome (apud priscos, Plin. Nat. 18.6). Accordingly, Romulus himself
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Bronze denarius, Africa: RRC 509.5; BMCRR Africa 27. See also Le Bonniec (1958, 376 and 567–7). For
more representations of Ceres with the corona spicea and stalks of wheat, see Spaeth (1996, 188).
47
This denarius depicts Ceres in the wheat crown, standing in a chariot drawn by two serpents:
seemingly a reference to the Eleusinian attributes she shared with Demeter. Augustus was initiated into
the Mysteries twice (Cass. Dio 51.4.1, 54.9.10), perhaps as part of a coordinated attempt to depict himself
as a pious leader.
48
Hall of Busts, no. 274.
49
Plin. HN. 18.6; Gell. 7.7.8. See also Cairns (1999, 226ff.); Maltby (2002, 127).
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established the Fratres Aruales who secured the pax deorum necessary for agricultural
activity. Importantly, the insignia of the cult was the corona spicea (Nat. 18.6):
Aruorum sacerdotes Romulus in primis instituit seque duodecimum
fratrem appellauit inter illos Acca Larentia nutrice sua genitos, spicea
corona, quae uitta alba colligaretur, sacerdotio ei pro religiossimo insigni
data; quae prima apud Romanos fuit corona, honosque is non nisi uita
finitur et exules etiam captosque comitatur.
The priests of the fields [the Arval priesthood] were among the first
Romulus established at Rome, and he appointed himself the twelfth
brother among them, (the others being) the sons of Accra Placentia, his
nurse; to this priesthood was bestowed the wreath of wheat-sheaths
(spicea corona), which was tied together with a white fillet, as a most
reverent distinction; which was the first corona at Rome, and this honor
does not end unless with life, and is retained even in exile or captivity.
The story that Romulus himself founded the Fratres Aruales links the corona spicea to a
mythical past, in which Romans were simple farmers. This emblem is “most reverent”
(religiossimo, Nat. 18.6): surely high praise from Romulus, the descendant of pius Aeneas.
Pliny asserts that the corona spicea is the first crown among later military coronae
awarded to distinguished members of the Roman army (prima apud Romanaos fuit
corona, Nat. 18.7). Nevertheless, the corona spicea seems to have been unique. The
recipient would hold such an honor until death, regardless of any circumstance;
receiving such a distinction in some way changed their very nature. This image of the
corona spicea thus informs the Roman moral imagination. Men such as Pliny who likely
never farmed their own fields claimed that their ancestors did as part of their ethical
self-portraiture. In the following section, Pliny elaborates on the importance of small
landholders in particular, while condemning the fact that his contemporaries practice
conspicuous consumption above all else (Nat. 18.7):
bina tunc iugera p. R. satis erant, nullique maiorem modum adtribuit, quo
seruorum paulo ante principis Neronis contento huius spatii uiridiariis?
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In those days, two iugera of land were enough for a citizen of Rome, and
he [Romulus] allotted a larger portion to no one; which citizens [today],
who just a little time before were the slaves of Nero, would be content
with tree-gardens in the same space?
Pliny contrasts the greed of his contemporaries with the simple honors pursued by
early Romans. Refashioned into elegiac couplets, the sentiment would not feel out of
place in Tibullus’ corpus. Two iugera of land is enough (satis, Nat. 18.7) for a Roman
citizen; the phrase may be interpreted to mean either that a Roman citizen would be
content with this size, or that the possession of two iugera qualified one for Roman
citizenship. Pliny conveys both moral and economic authority on the topic, and
accordingly relates that the highest honor one could earn in the ‘ideal’ Roman society
was the corona spicea. The term in Tibullus may thus be considered to have a moral
sense; it is the marker of a ‘good Roman’ who is content with a small farm. In keeping
with his propagandistic representations of the corona spicea on coin types, Augustus is
said to have revived the cult of the Fratres Arvales in 29/ 28 BCE (Scheid 1990, 690–9;
Cairns 1999, 229) and to have designated many members of the imperial family as
sacerdotes. Tibullus’ patron, Messalla, was also a founding member of the revived
brotherhood under Augustus (Cairns 1999, 225).
What should we make, then, of Tibullus’ references to the corona spicea? Cairns
argues that Tibullus’ motif of the spica is intended “to provide support for Augustus’
policy of ‘religious’ revival, behind which lay echoes of a traditional concept of the ideal
Roman citizen as a rusticus paterfamilias living in harmony with the divine” (Cairns
1999, 225). I offer a different interpretation: that the poet’s lexical fixation with spica is
best interpreted as a symptom of the Real. It is true that Tibullus draws upon much of
the same iconography as Augustus. Messalla and the emperor may well be implicated
in passages on the corona spicea, particularly considering the patron’s entrance halfway
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through the very first poem (1.1.53) and continued references to him throughout the
corpus. Yet, to assume that any overlap in imagery is a tacit endorsement of the
princeps is too simplistic. Augustan iconography frequently borrows from and
contradicts earlier political ideology. The identification of one man as rusticus
paterfamilias for the whole of Rome goes against Republican values—both those of
patrician agricultural supremacy and plebeian attempts to even the economic playing
field. Tibullus incorporates these conflicting images into his poetic program again and
again, always intertwined with allusions to the cult of Ceres. Cairns himself admits that
the presence of Ceres is problematic for a pro-Augustan reading of spica/spiceus:
“Indeed Ceres is so closely associated with the spica in Tibullus and elsewhere that, if
we knew nothing about the Arvals’ spicea corona, we might have presumed that
Tibullus’ interest in spica/spiceus was linked with the cult of Ceres” (Cairns 1999, 228). I
think that the best reading of Tibullus is one inclusive of his entire poetic program,
rather than favoring the cult of the Arvals over that of Ceres. A highly educated, literate
man, Tibullus could readily draw upon earlier Republican and contemporary history.
These shifting ideologies emerge in the corpus as the inherently contradictory image of
flaua Ceres crowned with the corona spicea. She is depicted as both the patron goddess of
Republican independence and a signifier of the emerging imperial regime.
The corona spicea reappears in 1.10, in which Tibullus is dragged off to war (nunc
ad bella trahor, 1.10.13). The occasion provides the opportunity to revisit many of the
same themes as 1.1: the rejection of military violence (1.10.1–4; cf. 1.1.3–4) and greed
(1.10.7–8; cf. 1.1.1), praise for the simplicity of an idealized rustic life (1.10.11–12, 19–29;
cf. 1.1.5–14, 21–50), and veneration of the Lares (1.10.15; cf. 1.1.20). Similarly, the corona
spicea appears only in the first and last poems of Book 1. In this latter poem, it serves to
make clear the poet’s realization that he cannot simply opt out of society. Nevertheless,
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the poet expresses longing for a semi-mythic past when he might have appeased the
Lares by offering a grape or corona spicea to them (hic placatus erat, seu quis libauerat
uuam/ seu dederat sanctae spicea serta comae, 1.10.21–22).50 The aspiration for a “simpler”
time of religious belief is in keeping with hopes expressed throughout the corpus. In
this poem, however, Tibullus acknowledges that traditional offerings are useless. He is
compelled into military service regardless of these desires; he laments “now I am
dragged to war” (nunc ad bella trahor, 1.10.13). The repetition of the corona spicea draws
the reader’s attention to these incongruities, while making clear the impossibility of a
life divinely protected from politically motivated violence.
In 2.1, the invocation of Ceres during the Ambarvalia, a celebration held in her
honor in May, reminds the reader once more of the political meanings behind the corona
spicea. As in the opening poem of Book 1, Augustus and Messalla haunt the margins of
these lines. The Fratres Arvales performed a “lustration of the field” (lustratio agri, Cato,
Agr. 141), which both ancient and modern authors have associated with the Ambarvalia
(Maltby 2002, 359; Pascal 1988; Le Bonniec 1958, 141–8).51 Tibullus entreats the goddess
for her participation: “Encircle your temple with wheat-sheaths, Ceres” (spicis tempora
cinge, Ceres, 2.1.4). Ceres here bears the attributes of the Fratres Arvales, who wear the
corona spicea as a mark of their brotherhood. These contemporary political associations,
while implicit, build upon the poet’s previous allusions to burgeoning Augustan
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I discuss these lines in light of their reference to the Lares further at pp. 140–1.
Evidence that the Fratres Arvales celebrated the Ambarvalia includes the etymological similarity of
arualis and ambarualis, Vergil’s description of Ceres at the ceremony—perhaps as a valence of Dea Dia
(Verg. G. 1.343–50)—and the probable celebration date in May. For a full explication of associations
between the Ambarvalia and the Fratres Arvales in 2.1, see Pascal (1988). Although the evidence is
ultimately circumstantial that the lustration ceremony to Dea Dia and the Ambarvalia were connected, I
argue that the many poetic allusions throughout the corpus, culminating in 2.1, nevertheless suggest the
presence of the Fratres Arvales. The elegies do not purport to be a historical calendar of Roman festivals,
so we should not hold them to that account, but instead read them as one artist’s reckoning with the
world around him.
51
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influence. Furthermore, while a cursory reading of 2.1 might give the impression of an
annual, rural festival, such lustrations were also frequently used to cope with political
or religious emergencies, such as a series of terrible prodigies (Livy 21.62) or lightning
striking the temples of Jupiter and Minerva (Tac. Ann. 13.24).52 Setting the poem at a
lustration festival raises the possibility that recent circumstances have demanded such
an atonement. This further complicates the rustic ideal by hinting at disruptive
incursions of the Real.
The poet’s final reference to the spica occurs in 2.5, in which Tibullus celebrates
the induction of Messalinus into the quindecimuiri sacris faciundis. This is one of Tibullus’
more explicitly political poems; not only does it celebrate the son of the poet’s patron,
but also alludes to the assassination of Caesar (2.5.67–78) and to Rome’s growing
empire (2.5.51–64). After praying to Apollo for his favor, the poet describes the early
history of Rome, including prophecies given to Aeneas by the Sibyl. He describes an ill
omen (likely the star of Caesar that appeared in 44 BCE) before praying that Apollo will
grant them a good omen from burning bay leaves (2.5.83–88):
laurus ubi bona signa dedit, gaudete coloni:
distendet spicis horrea plena Ceres,
oblitus et musto feriet pede rusticus uuas
dolia dum magni deficiantque lacus,
ac madidus Baccho sua festa Palilia pastor
concinet (a stabulis tunc procul este, lupi).
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When the laurel gives good signs, rejoice, cultivators:
Ceres will stuff your storehouses full of wheat-sheaths,
and the countryman, smeared with juice, will tread grapes with his foot
until the storage jars and large vats cannot hold more,
and the shepherd, drenched with wine, will sing for his holiday,
the Palilia, (be far from the stables, then, wolves).

52

OCD2 626.
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The occasion seems at first celebratory, with its descriptions of a farmer treading grapes
and enjoying the fruits of his labors. Close analysis, however, reveals its tone to be
ambivalent, yearning for a lost age of domestic cultivation while witnessing the rise of a
global empire that will make such dreams impossible. The poet prays for a good sign
for coloni, which may refer either to farmers (the moral and economic foundation of
Roman Italy) or colonists53 (oftentimes retired soldiers sent to till the foreign lands they
had conquered in the name of Rome). The provision of farm settlements for Roman
soldiers was a motivating factor in many Late Republican crises, such as the
assassination of Tiberius Gracchus in 133 BCE. As previously discussed in this chapter,
Gracchus fashioned himself as an advocate for veterans and the lower classes in
championing land reforms, to the outrage of the patrician classes. After his
assassination, a delegation was sent to the temple of Ceres at Henna in order to
“placate” her (placare, Cic. Verr. 2.4.108). On either account, this appeal to Ceres was a
religious act carried out for political purposes. The poet’s reference to “farmers” or
“colonists” here might well remind his audience of a longstanding ideological deadlock
between foreign conquest and urban grain demand.
The poet assures the farmers that Phoebus portends good things and that “Ceres
will stuff your storehouses full of wheat-sheaths” (distendet spicis horrea plena Ceres,
2.5.83–88). Horreum is a technical term indicating a storehouse for the preservation of
grain,54 which played an important role in the supply and distribution of cereals to the
capitol throughout Rome’s history (Rickman 1980b, 267–8). Some horrea were massive in
size and labor force due to the tremendous undertaking of providing grain for Rome’s
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OLD s.v. colonus.
OLD s.v. horreum. Attestations of horrea largely occur in technical prose works, rather than poetry; see
Cic. Agr. 2.33.89; Cic. Verr. 2.3.8; Caes. B.C. 3.42.4.
54
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citizens.55 Many of these storehouses were consolidated under state apparatuses after
Augustus’ rise to power, despite having begun under private ownership in the second
century BCE.56 While taxation of the provinces provided for a portion of the plebs
frumentaria, shortages in tributes owed by Roman provinces such as Egypt necessitated
private donations. Augustus himself described providing grain “from my own horreum
and patrimony” (ex horreo et patrimonio meo, Aug. Res Gest. 18) at great personal expense
in the Res Gestae.57 The emperor’s private stores came in part from land confiscated in
the proscriptions early in his reign, such as the one Tibullus himself may have
undergone if we consider his reference to his “estate—once prosperous, now
impoverished” (felicis quondam, nunc pauperis agri, 1.1.19), as well as from later foreign
conquest undertaken by the unwilling poet himself and his patron, Messalla (Erdkamp
2005, 221; Thompson 1897, 558ff.). Thus, Augustus acquired direct control of huge
swathes of land and could manipulate agricultural production in order to maintain
political support. The poetic persona professes to love a fantastical Rome of small farms
overseen by Ceres, yet continually alludes to the expansionism and political upheavals
of his day, fretfully urging: “be far from the stables, then, wolves” (a stabulis tunc procul
este, lupi, 2.5.88). The poet clearly recognizes a threat to the old gods and ways of life. In
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The Horrea Galbana, for instance, began at the southern end of the Aventine Hill and occupied
approximately 225,000 square feet, possibly as far east as the Porta Ostiensis and as far west as the Tiber
River (Rickman 1980a, 23).
56
“The family-built warehouses of the late Republic did not survive in private ownership for long after
the establishment of the Principate. One by one they seem to have been absorbed into the property of the
Emperors to be used for the public weal” (Rickman 1980a, 23).
57
Augustus at first intended to do away with the annona (Suet. Aug. 42.3), having distributed vast
amounts of grain during the Civil Wars to shore up power. After years of poor harvests (ibid.) and
magisterial failures to distribute enough grain, however, the emperor reluctantly came to dispense the
annona as an imperial duty (Suet. Aug. 41.2). From 18 BCE onwards, he personally subsidized the grain
supply: “From the consulship of Gnaeus and Publius Lentulus onwards, whenever the taxes did not
suffice, I made distributions of grain and money from my own granary and patrimony, sometimes to
100,000 persons, sometimes to many more” (ab eo anno quo Cn. et P. Lentuli consules fuerunt, cum deficerent
uectigalia, tum centum milibus hominum tum pluribus multo frumentarios et nummarios tributus ex horreo et
patrimonio meo edidi, Aug. Res Gest. 18; trans. Erdkamp 2005).
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his fixation on recovering the idyllic Ceres, Tibullus is also conversant in the realities of
Late Republican economics: land confiscations, expansion, taxation, and assassination.

Ceres, Spex, and Pax (1.10.45–50; 2.5.55–60; 2.6.19–28)
Throughout the corpus, Ceres is conflated with two other goddesses who were central
to Augustan propaganda: Spes and Pax. These complicated images reveal anxiety over
the grain supply, increasing Augustan influence in cult worship, and military
expansionism. The goddess is first likened to Pax, the personification of Peace, in the
last poem of Book 1. This conflation is not unheard of in the Roman poetic imagination
since agricultural production usually flourished during peacetime. Tibullus, however,
alludes to a peace dependent upon widespread violence necessitated by provision of
the annona. He prays “But come to us, nourishing Peace, and grasp the wheat sheath,
and may fruits flow forth from your shining bosom” (at nobis, Pax alma, ueni spicamque
teneto,/ profluat et pomis candidus ante sinus, 1.10.67–68). The reference to the spica, as well
as the suggestion of both agricultural and female fertility, reminds the reader of Ceres.
Furthermore, Pax is alma (nourishing), a common epithet for Ceres in Augustan
literature.58 Alma also recalls a fragment of Lucilius linking Ceres to the plebs and grain
supply: “Nourishing Ceres is failing, and the plebs do not have bread” (deficit alma
Ceres, nec plebs pane potitur, Lucilius 200 Marx).59 Tibullus expands upon these
associations in a lengthy description of Pax overlooking the fields (1.10.45–50):
interea Pax arua colat. Pax candida primum
duxit araturos sub iuga curua boues.
58
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In the Georgics, perhaps the closest parallel to Tibullus’ elegies, she is “nourishing Ceres” (alma Ceres,
Verg. G. 1.7). See also Ov. Met. 5.572, Fast. 4.547.
59
Some scholars (Simon 1990; Nash 1968; Le Bonniec 1958; Van Berchem 1935; Giovenale 1927) believe
that the annona was administered from the temple of Ceres, Liber, and Libera in the ancient Forum
Boarium. Against this view are Spaeth (1996); Richardson (1992); Merlin (1906); Coarelli (1988); and
Platner-Ashby (1929).
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Pax aluit uites et sucos condidit uuae,
funderet ut nato testa paterna merum.
Pace bidens uomerque nitent, at tristia duri
militis in tenebris occupat arma situs.
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Meanwhile let Peace cultivate the fields. Shining Peace first
led oxen beneath the curved yoke to plow.
Peace cherished the vines and established the juice of the grape,
so that the father’s jar pours out wine for the son.
The hoe and the ploughshare gleam in Peace, but rust
occupies the sad weapons of the harsh solider in the shadows.
Peace first established the agricultural customs carried out under Ceres’ auspices in 1.1:
plowing,60 viticulture,61 wine making,62 and crop cultivation.63 At first, Rome seems to
have recovered from war; “sad weapons” (tristia... arma, 1.10.49) now are rusted
(occupat... situs, 1.10.50). These lines are suggestive of the Civil Wars from which Rome
had only just emerged as Tibullus wrote his first book of elegies. The poet lives in a
world of ceaseless war (nunc ad bella trahor, 1.10.13), dreaming of rustic peace. Indeed,
following the Civil Wars, the empire became increasingly dependent upon foreign
provinces for the grain dole, among other matters of fiscal policy, and turned to the
acquisition of new lands through military conquest.
In the fifth poem of Book 2, Tibullus again describes a goddess looking out across
Roman fields much like Spes of 1.10: Ceres. Having prophesied a home for Aeneas in
Latium, the Sibyl turns to the consequences for the Trojan hero’s landfall in Italy. While
Rome had been until that point a land of unbidden abundance, the Golden Age comes
now to an end. Although the Roman state was founded upon pastoralism, its future
growth is predicated upon conquest (2.5.55–60):
carpite nunc, tauri, de septem montibus herbas
dum licet; hic magnae iam locus urbis erit.
60
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duxit araturos sub iuga curua boues (1.10.46). Cf. stimulo tardos increpuisse boues (1.1.30).
Pax aluit uites (1.10.47). Cf. ipse seram teneras maturo tempore uites (1.1.7).
62
sucos condidit uuae (1.10.47). Cf. pleno pinguia musta lacu (1.1.10).
63
Pace bidens uomerque intent (1.10.50). Cf. nec tamen interdum pudeat tenuisse bidentem (1.1.29).
61
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Roma, tuum nomen terris fatale regendis,
qua sua de caelo prospicit arua Ceres,
quaque patent ortus et qua fluitantibus undis
Solis anhelantes abluit amnis equos.
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Graze now, bulls, on the grass from the seven hills
while it is permitted; here soon this will be the place of a great city.
Rome, your name is fated to rule lands,
wherever Ceres looks from heaven upon her fields,
where dawn lies open, where in flowing waves
the river washes the heaving horses of the Sun.
The Sibyl provides a glimpse of Rome’s utopian past before it vanishes forever. She
encourages bulls to graze on the canonical seven hills of the city “while it is permitted”
(dum licet, 2.5.56). This will soon be replaced by “the place of a great city” (magnae ...
locus urbis, 2.5.56). Though Rome’s beginnings were agricultural, this will not be the
case for much longer. The poet then asserts that Rome’s success reaches to the limits of
arable land: “Rome, your name is fated to rule lands, wherever Ceres looks from heaven
upon her fields” (Roma, tuum nomen terris fatale regendis, / qua sua de caelo prospicit arva
Ceres, 2.5.57–58). This is a contradictory image. Tibullus has already established Ceres as
the overseer of small, domestic farms, which are about to be supplanted by a great city.
Yet as long as there is land to be cultivated, it seems, Romans will conquer it. Rome is
fated to rule external territories (terris, 2.5.57). In the following lines, the extent of
Roman territory expands to reach the far east (quaque patent ortus, 2.5.59) and, finally,
the ends of the earth (anhelantes abluit amnis equos, 2.5.60). Although Tibullus begins
Book 1 by appealing to Ceres to protect his modest farm, she appears in the end of the
corpus as a signifier of military expansionism. Tibullus is unable to escape the political
and economic conditions of contemporary Rome, which is indeed fated to rule more
and more lands as long as political power depends upon the provision of grain for the
Roman masses. This passage marks yet another emergence of the Real; unable to
reconcile the mythical, agrarian Rome with contemporary political and economic
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conflict, the lines collapse into contradictions and double meanings.
The last elegy in the corpus further stages the associations between Augustus,
Ceres, and Spes. Tibullus hints at associations between Ceres and “hope” (spes, 1.1.9) in
repeated references throughout the corpus to the spica, which were thought to be
etymologically related. Varro asserts “from ‘hope’ (spes) come ‘sheaths of wheat’
(spicae)” (a spe spicae, Varro Ling. V 37). The emperor was associated with the cult of
Spes personified. The day on which he assumed the toga virilis was recorded as a
“supplication of Hope and Youth” (supplicatio Spei et Iuventuti, CIL 10.8375).
Furthermore, contemporary coin types suggest that Augustus sought to depict himself
as the ‘hope’ of his people (Clark 1983, 83ff.).64 Cairns (1999) has argued that this
constitutes further evidence of a pro-Augustan agenda tied to the poet’s interest in the
Fratres Arvales. This thesis ignores the complex associations between Spes and
agriculture, which begin in the opening of 1.1: “May Hope not abandon [me], but may
she always provide heaps of crops and rich must in a full vat” (nec Spes destituat, sed
frugum semper aceruos / praebeat et pleno pinguia musta lacu, 1.1.9–10). These lines connect
Spes not only to Augustan policy and propaganda, but also to Tibullus’ rustic
dreamworld, and prime the reader for the first appearance of Ceres only five lines later.
The poet begins by contrasting the themes of love and war, as is typical in
Roman elegy, before praising Hope as the reason for his continued existence (2.6.19–28):
iam mala finissem leto, sed credula vitam
Spes fouet et fore cras semper ait melius.
Spes alit agricolas, Spes sulcis credit aratis
semina quae magno faenore reddat ager.
64

20

This thesis is supported by coinage from the provinces, such as a coin of Augustus from 16 BCE bearing
the legend “The Hope of the Colony of Pella” (SPES COLONIAE PELLENSIS). Pella consisted largely of
Roman veterans, which suggests that Roman citizens, not just far-flung subjects of the empire, were
familiar with iconographical associations between the princeps and the cult of Spes. Admittedly, much of
the material evidence in the city of Rome for the Spes Augusta comes from after Augustus’ death, such as
her first appearance on a sestertius of Claudius in 41 CE (RIC 64). See also Grant (1946, 41).
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haec laqueo uolucres haec captat hirundine pisces
cum tenues hamos abdidit ante cibus.
Spes etiam ualida solatur compede uinctum:
crura sonant ferro, sed canit inter opus.
Spes facilem Nemesim spondet mihi, sed negat illa:
ei mihi, ne uincas, dura puella, deam.

25

I would have finished my troubles in death, but credulous Hope
cherishes life and always says that tomorrow will be better.
Hope nourishes farmers, Hope entrusts seeds to ploughed furrows,
which the field may return with great interest.
She captures birds in a snare, fish with a rod
when the bait in front conceals the slender hooks.
Hope even consoles one conquered by a mighty chain,
his legs cry out at iron, but he sings at his work.
Hope promises that Nemesis (will be) courteous to me, but she declines:
ah me, do not overcome the goddess, cruel girl.
The tone of this poem may seem at first “uneven” (Maltby 2002, 465). While in the rest
of the poem Tibullus despairs of the love of his mistress, the appearance of Spes reads
as almost sentimental. We may better understand Spes’ function, and the poem as a
whole, by paying close attention to its economic diction. Spes is a patron goddess of
farmers (Spes alit agricolas, 2.6.21). She is involved in the financial risks of planting seeds
without any guarantee of a harvest (Spes sulcis credit aratis / semina quae magno faenore
reddat ager, 2.6.21–22). These lines remind the reader of the economic instability of
agriculture, perhaps made more turbulent by the rise of large state-controlled farms.
Furthermore, Spes is favorable to conquered peoples (Spes etiam ualida solatur compede
vinctum, 2.6.25). Although the prisoner is in shackles, he sings while working: a small
consolation. These lines are in keeping with the topos of servitium amoris common to
Roman elegy but may also allude to military campaigns of Tibullus’ day. The final
couplet, however, reveals the failure of Spes, calling into question the powers ascribed
to her in the preceding lines. Her promises are ultimately in vain, as the power of the
poet’s mistress in Book 2, Nemesis, supersedes that of the goddess (Spes facilem Nemesim
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spondet mihi, sed negat illa, 2.6.27). The poet’s depiction of Nemesis runs contrary to that
of his idyllic farm; she is always far off in the city, clothed in foreign luxuries. Her
name, too, is derived from Greek νέμω, meaning “to deal out, distribute, dispense... of
herdsmen, to pasture or graze their flocks,”65 which hints at economic and agricultural
functions. Spes-Ceres, guardian of the small Roman farm, is no match for foreign
imports made possible by military conquest.
Appearances of Ceres in the Tibullan corpus often consist of conflicting allusions
and images. Though the poet worships her as the custodian of the small, self-sufficient,
politically- independent family farm, he subconsciously admits that such fantasies are
impossible. The poet creates for us a dreamlike world in the very moment when his
dreams are subsumed by political ideology and violent economic transformations.

65

LSJ s.v. νέμω.
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Chapter 5: Country gods

In this chapter, I examine the role in the Tibullan corpus of a group of divinities whom I
will refer to as ‘country gods’: the Lares, Penates, and Pales. All three were native Italic
deities typically worshiped in private, rural settings. My designation of them as
‘country gods’ follows the poet’s appeal to an unnamed “country god” (agricolae… deo,
1.1.14) in the first elegy of book 1. Though Tibullus describes many gods and goddesses
with agricultural attributes in pastoral settings, these three appear together as
representations of Rome’s arcadian, uncultivated past in several passages. Thus, they
are distinct from other deities, like Ceres, who represent human cultivation of nature. In
some cases, these country gods demonstrate the continuity of worship between Troy
and Rome. In others, they are found in association with the city’s early agricultural
development. Consistently, however, Tibullus undermines the simple ‘morality’ of
these myths by hinting at larger economic functions performed by the paterfamilias of an
estate and anxiety about whether such expectations are feasible in the poet’s day. These
passages also often include political allusions to the emperor Augustus’ increasing role
in public religious life. Furthermore, the juxtaposition between native Italic gods and
foreign cults reminds the reader of profit-driven imperialism of the early imperial age.
Appeals to rustic gods in the Tibullan corpus often coincide with the civilization
narrative describing the emergence of the Roman economy. Much like references to
other deities, the Lares, Penates, and Pales function as metonymy for the poet’s larger
desires. Furthermore, in many passages, the poet refers to these gods with
interchangeable attributes, eliding the differences between their worship and festivals.
Accordingly, I refer to these deities here and elsewhere in the chapter as ’country gods,’
following the poet’s first mention of religion in the corpus at 1.1.14.
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I will first examine appeals to the Lares (1.1.11–14, 19–24; 1.10.15–26; 2.1.59–60;
2.4.54) and Penates (1.3.21–34), then Pales (1.1.33–44; 2.5.87–100). The chapter concludes
with a passage that includes all three deities in a retelling of Rome’s foundation (2.5.19–
38). An appreciation of the economic implications of their cult is crucial to
understanding the function of these passages in the larger corpus.

The Lares and Penates
I begin by discussing passages in which the poet prays to the Lares and Penates.
This combination should not be entirely surprising, since the Lares and Penates were
the two major sets of gods of the household. The Lares were ancient Italic gods who
were often depicted with a genius (protective spirit) and snake on the Bay of Naples
(Flower 2018; Foss 1997). Every Roman family worshiped them at the crossroads in both
city and country, where one property met another. Many Romans dedicated shrines to
them within the home, at the hearth in the kitchen or in the atrium of the house, and a
‘Guardian’ Lar was considered the center of the family. Lares could belong to four main
classifications: praestites (tutelary spirits of Rome), compitales (protectors of crossroads),
viales (guardians of travellers), or familares (guardians of the household). They were
appeased with small offerings of food and flowers nearly every day and were “a
particular focus of attention for the slave staff” (Bodel 2008, 248).
The Penates were likewise worshiped within the home, occupying niches or
shrines, and were represented physically in several forms. Within Italy they were often
represented as “mixed assemblages,” sometimes appearing as statues of the Dioscuri
twins (icons) or more often as seemingly random objects, including clay pots or heralds’
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staffs (aniconic objects) (Bodel 2008, 258).1 Due to the close associations between the
Lares and Penates, it was not unheard of for authors to confuse them (Bodel 2008, 258;
Piccaluga 1961, 81–97), though significant differences between are clear. The Lares were
represented with consistent iconography and often portrayed separately from other
gods. The Penates, on the other hand, could take many different forms (iconic or
aniconic), and were often associated with other deities or heroes (Bodel 2008, 258).2 I
discuss the Lares and Penates together here because Tibullus prays to both in the same
couplet at 1.3.33–34, refers to them in similar terms (patrius), and conflates the two at
2.5.19–20 in his description of Aeneas’ rescue of the Lares (not Penates) from Troy.

The country god first appears (1.1.11–14)
The Lares occupy a prominent position in the corpus, beginning with the first
elegy of Book 1, when the poet introduces his theme of rural piety and poverty. Tibullus
appeals to both Olympian and Italic deities, including Ceres (1.1.15), Priapus (18), the
Lares (20), Pales (36), and Venus (73) for their favor. His piety leads him to reject
“riches” (diuitias, 1.1.1) in favor of “poverty” (paupertas, 5). Wealth is earned in war (3–
4), while farming is less profitable (5–6). The poet wishes that “hope not desert him”
(nec spes destitutat, 9) but rather deliver a bountiful harvest. The following four lines

1

As Bodel (2008) explains, the form of these “mixed assemblages” could vary depending on location
within the empire. Within the city proper, they could be worshiped at their shrine on the Velian hill or in
the penus Vestae (the innermost part of the shrine of Vesta) in the Forum (258ff.).
2
Foss (1997) describes other major differences between the Lares and Penates. First, the Lares were more
closely associated with place (199). The second major difference has to do with the time in which each
deity acts to protect the household: “The Lar… acts in the present, even as he is tied to the past by a
promise made to a familial ancestor that was meant to guard for the future of the family. The Penates,
who represent the power of ancestral tradition and the hope of future generations, exist in the potential of
their action, without which (or whom) the actual, present protective action of the Lares would have no
force” (198).
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describe his piety, which is the reason (nam, 11) why these prayers should be answered
(1.1.11–14):
nam ueneror, seu stipes habet desertus in agris
seu uetus in triuio florida serta lapis;
et quodcumque mihi pomum nouus educat annus,
libatum agricolae ponitur ante deo.
For I worship, whether a tree trunk deserted in the fields
or an old stone where three roads meet, has flowery wreaths;
and whatever of my fruit the new season matures,
an offering of it is placed before the country god.
These lines constitute his first mention of religious ritual.3 Interestingly, the poet
condenses several interrelated actions into these lines. He promises to worship at 1) a
tree trunk that has a flowery wreath, 2) an old stone at the crossroads with a wreath,
and 3) to place an offering for the country god. It is unclear whether the offering is to be
made at both stumps and stones, or at a third, unnamed location. The tight
construction, however, seems to serve as shorthand for sacrifices performed so often as
to be rote. Tibullus consistently worships (ueneror, 11; ponitur, 14) a deity he terms here
“country god” (agricolae… deo, 14). This phrase is vague, and scholars have offered
various interpretative possibilities. To begin, the use of agricola as an adjective is rare,
but appears three times in Tibullus, each time referring to a god or gods: agricolae… deo
(1.1.14); deo…. agricolae (1.5.27); agricolis… caelitibus (2.1.36).4 Postgate (1910) suggests
Vertumnus, comparing this passage to Prop. 4.2.11ff., while Murgatroyd (1991) argues
that Silvanus is the more likely possibility (57) because he similarly receives an offering
of first-fruits in Horace.5 Similarly, Cairns (1996) sees agricola as an etymological marker

3

Destituat and praebeat are also the first indicative verbs in the poem, as discussed in Chapter 3, p. 104.
[agricola] adiectiuorum more adhibetur (ThLL.I.1422.2ff.). It could also be interpreted as a noun in
apposition, and thus translated as “farmer god” or “cultivator god.”
5
Hor. Epod. 2.17ff. Murgatroyd (1994, 57) and Maltby (2002, 125) interpret the couplet as referring to two
separate gods: Terminus (worshiped at crossroads) and Silvanus (who is one of the deos… agrestis at Verg.
G .2.493).
4
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referring here and at 1.5.27 to Silvanus. Neither Vertumnus nor Silvanus is referenced
explicitly in the Tibullan corpus, nor do their cults seem to have been widespread. I
contend instead that the “country god” most closely corresponds to the Lar compitalis
based on four main reasons: the offerings of flower garlands, association with
crossroads, characterization of these rites as ancient, and the offerings of various sizes
made depending on one’s means.
To begin, Tibullus describes the deity as adorned with flower garlands florida
serta, 12), which were a very common offering to the Lares. In fact, they explicitly
receive the same offering in 2.1: “in the country a boy first made a crown from spring
flowers and placed it on the ancient Lares (rure puer verno primum de flore coronam/ fecit et
antiquis imposuit Laribus, 2.1.59–60). Extant literature also supports the association of
floral offerings with the Lares.6 According to Cato, the shrine of the Lar familiaris was
honored with flower garlands on the kalends, ides, and nones of each month (kalendis,
idibus, nonis, festus dies cum erit, coronam in focum indat, per eosdemque dies lari familiari pro
copia supplicet, Cato, Agr. 143). This amounted to a total of 36 garlands each year, not
counting those additionally given on holidays (Flower 2017, 43). Flowers are also
depicted on painted lararia found at Pompeii (Foss 1997, 205).7 Furthermore, this deity
is worshiped “where three roads meet” (in triuio, 12). This may allude to the Lares
compitales, who occupied shrines where one estate met another (Flower 2018, 4). This
may account as well for the poet’s reference to a singular “country god” rather than
plural Lares. Rather than making a sacrifice to all possible Lares (including those

6

Cf. offerings of flowers to the Lar in Plautus’ Aulularia. Plautus’ Lar commends the daughter of the
household because “she gives me flowers” (dat mihi coronas, Pl. Aul. prol. 25). The girl’s father attempts to
improve their family’s luck with the same offering: “Now I bought a little incense and these flower
garlands” (nunc tusculum emi hoc et coronas floreas:/ haec imponentur in foco nostro Lari, 2.8.15–16).
7
For other typical offerings to the Lares, see Flower (2018, 40–45).
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worshiped at the hearth or elsewhere in the household), he only appeals to a specific
valence of the deity: its protection of boundaries and private property.8
The poet’s description of this ritual as ‘ancient’ further suggests that a
contemporary Roman reader might understand the “country god” to be one valence of
the Lar. An old stone (uetus… lapis, 1.1.12) echoes the poet’s frequent descriptions of the
Lares as old gods.9 Tibullus calls them the “ancient Lares” (antiquo… Lari, 1.3.34; antiquis
Lares, 2.160) and “the Lares of my fathers” (patrii… Lares, 1.10.15),10 who inhabit his
“ancestral estates” (sedes… auitas, 2.4.53). In fact, they are as old as the Roman people,
having been brought to Italy by Aeneas (2.5.19–20).11 Importantly, the Lares connect the
poet’s past to his present by protecting his family’s estate for generations.12 The poet
continues this relationship, offering new garlands to their old stone during each harvest
season in hopes that their protection will continue in the present.13
Finally, Tibullus suggests that the size of the offering depends on the strength of
the harvest: “and whatever of my fruit the new season matures, an offering of it is
placed before the country god” (quodcumque mihi pomum novus educat annus,/ libatum

8

The fact that Tibullus explicitly refers to the Lares in the plural a few lines later perhaps complicates this
interpretation, but it may be that the somewhat vague associations here prime the reader for a fullfledged description of the Lares in 1.1.20.
9
Several contemporary authors also describe the Lares as “ancient.” See Flower (2017, 37) for common
descriptors and sources.
10
It is worth noting that all three occurrences of patrius in Tibullus are found in a similar context:
“Penates of my fathers” (patrios… Penates, 1.3.33), “Lares of my fathers” (patrii… Lares, 1.10.15), and “gods
of my fathers” (di patrii, 2.1.17).
11
Tibullus’ statement that Aeneas rescued the Lares, rather than the Penates, from Troy is a deviation
from most tellings of the myth. It will be examined within context later in this chapter.
12
Cf. the opening monologue of Plautus’ Aulularia: “I am the household Lar, from that household whence
you have just seen me come. For many years now I have held this house and watched over it, for the man
who owns it presently, and for his father and grandfather” (ego Lar sum familiaris ex hac familia unde
exeuntem me aspexistis. hanc domum iam multos annos est quom possideo et colo patri auoque iam huiius qui nunc
hic habet, Plaut. Aul. 1–8). Interestingly, Plautus’ lar also watches over the economic security of the
household by safeguarding a dowry for the daughter’s marriage in the center of the hearth (in medio foco,
ibid.).
13
See also Foss (1997, 197–8) for the connection between past worship and present action in the cult of the
Lares.
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agricolae ponitur ante deo, 1.1.13–14). This is suggestive of Cato’s instructions for the uilica
of the farm to make offerings to the Lares “according to her means'' (per eosdemque dies
lari familiari pro copia supplicet, Cato, Agr. 143). The Lar seems to have been
understanding of economic troubles. However much one has to offer, he will accept.14
As Flower (2018) writes, “the god should receive a fair share, especially when things are
going well. Conversely, he will understand and not be offended when less is available,
according to the season or in a lean year” (42). This flexibility may be due in part to the
Lar’s closeness to the household. He was venerated in its most intimate place, the
hearth, and thought to have resided there for many generations. From a practical
perspective, some adjustments may have been an economic necessity, since the Lar was
venerated so frequently. Not every sacrifice could be a big-ticket item.
The consistency with which the poet worships the Lares is furthermore
suggestive of the economic importance of the cult. He begins worshiping the Lar with
flower garlands in childhood (puer, 1.1.60) and continues the practice into adulthood
(nam ueneror, 1.1.11). Adherence to ritual in childhood was practice for adulthood, when
this ritual was one of the primary responsibilities of a landowner (Cato, Agr. 2):
paterfamilias, ubi ad uillam uenit, ubi larem familiarem salutauit, fundum
eo die, si potest, circumeat. si non eodem die, at postridie.
When the father of the family comes to the villa, he should make a tour of
the property that same day, if he can, once he has greeted the lar of the
household. If not on that same day, then (he should inspect the farm) on
the day after.15

14

This attribute—the variability of offering depending upon the estate’s financial means—is an important
aspect of Tibullus’ depiction of economic concerns running through passages having to do with the Lares
and will be discussed at greater length below.
15
Translation taken from Flower (2018, 29).
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The context of this passage depicts worship of the Lares as a fiscal decision more than
anything else. The paterfamilias should greet the Lar before even examining the
condition of his property. His enjoinder to visit the Lar comes directly after advice on
how to choose a farm with an adequate labor supply, good soil, and reasonable
equipment (Agr. 1). After greeting the deity, the landowner should make inquiries of
the uilicus about recent crop yields, what work has been done, and what remains (Agr.
2). Flower (2018) rightly notes that this passage condenses two interrelated actions
(greeting the lar and touring the property) into one sentence (29). By including offerings
to the Lares amongst various other financial tasks, Cato illustrates the economic
dimensions of ritual. Tibullus portrays himself in a similar way, regularly greeting and
giving offerings to the Lar in the same way Cato’s ideal landowner might. He too
condenses several sacrifices (made at stones and stumps) into only two couplets.
That economic concerns and the Lares coincide in the elegies can perhaps be
explained in part by the nature of their cult. The Lares (and Penates) were both
considered domestic gods in early Roman religious thought, as evidenced by their
many shrines inside the domus. One notable ancient definition of sacra categorized rites
as public or private according to who paid for them. Pompeius Festus writes that
“public rites [are] those which are made at public expense on behalf of the people and
for the mountains, country districts, offices, [and] little sanctuaries; but the private [rites
are] those which are made on behalf of individual people, households, [and] private
clans.”16 This definition highlights two important features of the cults of the Lares and

16

publica sacra, quae publico sumptu pro populo fiunt, quaeque pro montibus, pagis, curis, sacellis: at priuata, quae
pro singulis hominibus, familiis, gentibus fiunt, 284 Lindsay). The characterization of the cults of the Lares
and Penates as “personal” as opposed to “public” is necessarily something of a simplification. Bodel
(2008) points out that this definition ignores the role of collective groups outside the household which
often played an important role in Roman religious life (249).
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Penates. First, honoring these gods was an individual’s responsibility, and thus
depended upon their means. Secondly, these private rituals should function
independently of (public) political forces. In some respects, Tibullus’ portrayal of the
Lares so far has adhered to what we may expect of a private ritual according to Festus.
He makes small offerings to them according to his means and does so himself (not as
part of a state-wide festival).
By alluding first to the Lares out of all deities in the corpus, Tibullus makes clear
their crucial role on his estate. To summarize, they are “understanding” gods who
afford him economic wiggle room, which allows the poet to navigate the divide
between diuitias and paupertas staged in the opening lines. Unlike large state festivals,
the poet makes small, frequent offerings according to his means in a private setting.
They are associated with the poet’s ancestors and have been worshiped on his family
estate for generations. Further references to the Lares and Penates throughout the
corpus, however, undermine these expectations by introducing new economic and
political concerns surrounding the poet’s worship of the gods.

Nunc pauperis agri (1.1.19–24)
The next reference to the Lares makes the latent economic tension explicit by
alluding to Augustus’ land confiscations as a cause of the poet’s poverty. Having briefly
described Ceres and Priapus in one couplet each, he returns to the Lares in three full
couplets (1.1.19–24):
uos quoque, felicis quondam, nunc pauperis agri
custodes, fertis munera uestra, Lares;
tunc uitula innumeros lustrabat caesa iuuencos,
nunc agna exigui est hostia parua soli:
agna cadet uobis, quam circum rustica pubes
clamet ‘io messes et bona uina date’.
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You too, guardians of this estate—once prosperous, now impoverished—
you receive your gifts, Lares;
then a slain calf would purify numberless young bulls,
now a lamb is the little victim of (my) meager land:
A lamb shall fall to you, so that the rustic youth
can shout around it, ‘Give us the harvest and good wine!’
These lines are famous as the only “political” lines in the poet’s corpus. Tibullus asks
that the Lares act as custodes (guardians, 1.1.20) of his estate, which although “once
prosperous” (felicis quondam, 20) is “now impoverished” (nunc pauperis, 20).17 These lines
are often interpreted as a reference to Augustus’ proscriptions (Murgatroyd 1980, 7;
Maltby 2002, 40, 129).18 It may be that a part of Tibullus’ ancestral farm was lost during
the land confiscations, as was the case for Vergil and Propertius, though the political
dimensions of these lines have been debated.19
Fontecedro (2013) and Papakosta (2012) suggest that the poet’s focus on the Lares
are indicative of support for the mos maiorum, and, in the case of Papakosta, for
Augustus himself. Among the princeps’ reforms was a public revival and restructuring
of the cult of the Lares in the late first century CE. Following the subdivision of Rome by
Servius Tullius, Augustus “divided Rome into fourteen districts and 265 wards” (Beard
et al. 2017, 184).20 After 7 BCE, offerings were made at the crossroads to the cults of the
Lares Augusti and Genius Augusti. Furthermore, the emperor instituted a mandate that
the Lares Compitales (who were worshiped at crossroads and boundary-markers) “be
17

This line reminds the reader of the latent economic uncertainty in his last offering to the Lares,
quantified as “however much of my fruit the new season matures” (quodcumque mihi pomum novus educat
annus, 13).
18
Cf. Verg. Ecl. 1.74: ite meae, felix quondam pecus; ite capellae.
19
The poet does not explicitly state that proscriptions were the cause of this reduction in fortune. Ullman
(1912) proposes an alternative reason: that Tibullus’ father was the extravagant spender addressed in
Horace’s Satire 1.4 and squandered the family fortune on bronze statues (160–1). This hypothesis has not
been widely accepted, however.
20
In typical fashion, the princeps cast these changes as a return to the traditions of Rome’s past.
According to legend, the sixth king of Rome (Servius Tullius) divided the city of Rome into four districts
(regiones), which were composed of wards (uici). At every crossroads within these districts, shrines to the
Lares were set up. See also Wissowa (1912, 167–73) and Alföldi (1973, 18–36).
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decorated twice a year with spring and summer flowers” (Compitales Lares ornari bis
anno instituit uernis floribus et aestiuis, Suet. Aug. 31.4)21 and built a new temple to the
Lares on the hill of Velion (Papakosta 2012, 362; Fröhlich 1991). It is important to note,
however, that these reforms occurred for the most part after the poet’s death.
Fontecedro (2013) does acknowledge that the Collegia Compitalia would not be formed
until 7 BCE, but also writes that Augustus consciously manipulated the worship of the
Lares in order to promote his own Genius within the boundaries of established religious
practice (non va ignorato che Augusto permise il culto del suo Genius proprio facendone porre
l’immagine tra i Lares, che garantivano il permanere della più autentica tradizione di fede, 16).
Fontecedro is correct that Augustus employed nostalgia for an idealized past and
reverence for the gods in ways similar to Tibullus’ use of the Lares.22 Papakosta (2012),
however, does not acknowledge the date of Augustus’ reforms relative to the
publication of the elegies, and concludes that “the grand position that Tibullus
attributes to the Lares in his elegies proves that the poet agrees with the overall effort by
Augustus to revive the traditional way of life with emphasis on the healthy principles of
morality in the province” (362). It is certainly possible that the poet anticipated the
princeps’ focus on the Lares, or that Augustus had already advertised his interest in the
cult in ways now lost to the historical record. However, the precise degree to which
these lines refer to Augustus remains unclear and should not be interpreted as cut-anddry support for the emperor. Instead, a more productive reading can proceed from
close attention to the economic dimensions of these lines.

21

Cf. Tibullus’ offering of flowers at the place “where three roads meet” (in triuio, 1.1.12). See Putnam
(1973, 52) and Flower (2017, 10) for the Lares Compitales.
22
For example, Tibullus frequently describes the Lares and Penates as the gods “of my fathers” (patrius,
1.3.33; 1.10.15; 2.1.17). Augustus too evoked a connection to one’s forefathers on official propaganda,
including terming himself the ‘pater patriae’ on coins from 27 BCE (Syme 2014, 54).
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The poet clearly paints a picture of reduced economic circumstances: fields poor
either in size and/or productivity (nunc pauperis agri, 20), the sacrifice of a small lamb
(agna… parua, 22) when his ancestors were accustomed to sacrifice a calf with no
concern for diminishing their flock (tunc uitula innumeros lustrabat caesa iuuencos, 21).
Furthermore, he appeals to the “guardian Lares” (custodes… Lares, 20). This diction is
evocative of the Lares Compitales, who were celebrated at the crossroads (compita) and
thus guarded the entirety of an estate (Flower 2018, 19; Papakosta 2012, 350). In other
words, the poet asks that they serve as guards for his private property.23
These lines also mark the first instance of the word exiguus. The poet offers
sacrifice to the Lares from his “meager land” (exigui… soli, 22). Exiguus recurs several
times in reference to rural gods and the lost world of ‘wholeness’ the poet tries to access
through them.24 As a result, I argue that exiguus may be an etymological marker of
economic concerns in the corpus. This hypothesis builds on Cairns’ (1996) study of
etymological markers in Tibullus, which classifies certain words and their ancient
etymologies into ten different types. I suggest that exiguus may belong to the seventh
type of etymological marker, in which “the context of A brings to mind a derivation of
A” (26).25 In this passage, the poet’s description of his land as “meager” (exigui, 22) is
further illustrated by characterization of his estate as “once prosperous, now
impoverished” (felicis quondam, nunc pauperis agri, 1.1.19). This context is suggestive of
the ancient etymology of exiguus: “Poor (exiguus), very needy (egens). For ‘ex’ placed
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Perhaps a surprising request in light of his admiration for the unbounded Golden Age.
1.1.33; 1.10.20; 2.1.40; 2.5.34.
25
Of this type Cairns (1996) provides the example of dux pecoris hircus: auxerat hircus opes, because the
context of the line suggests Varro’s etymological association of pecus with pecunia (28). Interestingly, this
line also contains economic valences and is discussed in some length in Chapter 3. As discussed on p. 72–
73, I adopt a different reading of the line (dux pecoris: curtas auxerat hircus opes, 2.1.58) due to textual
difficulties, but the possible etymological connections suggested by its context remain the same.
24
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before means ‘very’” (exiguus multum egens. ‘ex’ enim pro ualde ponitur, Isid. orig. 10.88;
Maltby 1991, 214). Importantly, this context is not limited to a single passage. Later in
1.1, the poet asks that wolves spare his “paltry flock” (exigui pecori, 1.1.33) as part of a
larger prayer to Pales. He fondly remembers the ‘old time religion’ of his grandfathers,
when the Lares lived “in a little shrine” (in exigua… aede, 1.10.20). It also describes the
first shelter built by early Romans: a “small house” (exiguam… domum, 2.1.40) made
from fronds.26 Finally, he remembers the tradition in Rome’s early days when “a small
boat” (exiguus… linter, 2.5.34) would ferry young girls across the river to rich farmers
shortly after recounting Aeneas’ rescue of the Lares from Troy. In each case exiguus
expresses not only smallness, but also humility and piety: a connection to the gods and
natural simplicity now lost. The poet suggests that in those days they had little, but it
was enough. Thus, the repetition of the word serves as a recurring reminder of the
poet’s financial stresses. Furthermore, the word’s temporal context changes throughout
the corpus. In 1.1, Tibullus uses exiguus to describe meager possessions (his estate and
flock) in the present. All later instances of the word are found in descriptions of the past
(his grandfather’s shrine, a prehistoric Roman house, a boat in the Golden Age). While
the poet praises the past as a time of wholeness, the context of exiguus in passages
describing it refutes the ancient etymology.
I return now to the poet’s prayer to the Lares at 1.1.19–24. The passage turns on
the contrast between the poet’s prosperous past (tunc) and his current impoverished
state (nunc). These lines contradict earlier claims to be content with “a little land” (parua
soli, 22), the reference to his estate’s former glory betrays feelings to the contrary. His
appeal to the Lares here may indicate anxiety over further possible diminution. There is
26

The fact that the house is built from fronds also corresponds to traditions practiced in the Parilia and
described in 2.5.87–104, discussed later in this chapter.
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inherent tension between Tibullus’ desire for a small farm and idealized subsistence
lifestyle (the poet’s exclamation of diuitias alius fuluo, his self-presentation, and thus the
realm of the Imaginary) and his latent, proscribed longing for more (felicis quondam, tunc
uitula… caesa and innumeros… iuuencos, expressed in language, and thus belonging to
the Symbolic). The essential incoherence of these lines, then, is an emergence of the
Real: an inconsistency that cannot be reconciled through either Imaginary selfidentification or the Symbolic semiotic communication. Furthermore, the threat of
Augustus’ intrusion of Augustus into both private property and ritual prepares the
reader for further references to the Lares within the wider empire.

Isis for Delia, Lares for Tibullus (1.3.21–34)
In 1.3, Tibullus writes of his reverence for both the Lares and Penates while
contrasting them with newer ‘foreign’ cults. At the beginning of the poem, he is alone
and sick in Phaeacia. An ocean separates him from both Delia and Messalla.
Remembering his unwillingness to leave Rome, he claims that a god has caused his
illness and appeals to Isis (1.3.21–34):
audeat inuito ne quis discedere Amore
aut sciat egressum se prohibente deo.
quid tua nunc Isis mihi, Delia, quid mihi prosunt
illa tua totiens aera repulsa manu,
quidue, pie dum sacra colis, pureque lauari
et (memini!) puro secubuisse toro?
nunc, dea, nunc succurre mihi, nam posse mederi
picta docet templis multa tabella tuis,
ut mea uotiuas persoluens Delia noctes
ante sacras lino tecta fores sedeat
bisque die resoluta comas tibi dicere laudes
insignis turba debeat in Pharia.
at mihi contigat patrios celebrare Penates
reddereque antiquo mestrua tura Lari.

25

30

Let no man dare to depart with Love unwilling,
or let him know that he has departed against the god’s order.
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What use now is your Isis to me, Delia, what use to me is
that bronze so often shaken by your hand,
or what use is it that you, while you worship the rites piously,
bathe purely and (I remember!) have slept in a pure bed?
Now, goddess, help me now, for many a picture in your temples
shows that you are able to heal,
so that my Delia, fulfilling promised nights,
may sit before your sacred doors, clothed in linen,
and she may be bound to speak your praises twice a day,
conspicuous with loosened hair among the Pharian crowd.
But may it come to pass for me to worship the Penates of my father
and to restore the monthly offerings of incense to the ancient Lar.
The poet prays to Isis, Delia’s favorite goddess (tua… Isis, 23), who was associated with
healing (nam posse mederi/ picta docet templis multa tabella tuis, 27–28). The passage is
nonetheless ambivalent about the willingness of the gods to answer the poet’s prayers.
Tibullus seems jaded: “what use now is your Isis to me… what use to me is that
bronze… or what use is this” (quid tua nunc Isis mihi../ quid mihi prosunt/ illa… aera/…
quidue, 23–24). The anaphora of quid conveys annoyance with Isis’ elaborate rites
(shaking a bronze rattle, remaining chaste, dedicating pictures in her temple, wearing
linen, praising the goddess twice daily). This uncertainty about the efficacy of worship
is exacerbated by the poet’s belief that his illness is the result of a god’s anger: “he has
departed against the god’s order” (egressum se prohibente deo, 22). While it seems likely
that the god prohibiting Tibullus’ return home is Love (Amore, 21), not Isis, the line
betrays the poet’s failure to employ religious ritual to its proper ends. This is further
illustrated by his attempt to bribe Isis in exchange for healing him. He volunteers Delia
to spend nights in front of the goddess’ shrine, “clothed in linen, and she may be bound
to speak your praises twice a day” (lino tecta… bisque die resoluta comas tibi dicere laudes,
30–31).27 Prayers often adhered to a transactional formula; ‘if you, god(dess), do X for

27

Cf. Prop. 2.28.61–62.
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me, I will give you Y.’ Yet here the price is “to be paid not by himself but by Delia”
(Maltby 2002, 191), which is a violation of traditional practice.
While willing to let “my Delia” (mea… Delia, 29) perform the exacting rituals he
has “promised” to Isis (uotiuas persoluens, 29), the poet personally (at mihi, 33) prefers to
worship more traditional Roman gods: the Lares and Penates.28 The poet juxtaposes
these deities with the Egyptian goddess in several ways. Unlike Isis, whose worshipers
are a “Pharian crowd” (turba… Pharia, 32) newly introduced to Rome,29 the Penates have
protected generations of his family (patrios… Penates, 33) and the Lar is “ancient”
(antiquo, 34).30 Furthermore, the Lar requires only “monthly offerings of incense”
(mestrua tura, 34), which are a great deal more feasible than praising Isis “twice daily”
(bisque die, 31). The combination of the Lares and Penates in these lines serve as
metonymy for home, unlike distant Phaeacia where he is currently trapped
(Murgatroyd 1991, 110). Yet Tibullus has already established the centrality of his
ancestral Lares to his home. Why mention the Penates at all? Notably, this is the only
explicit reference to the Penates in the entire corpus.31
We might better understand why the poet mentions the Penates by examining its
ancient etymological meaning, which connects their name to familial wealth. Cicero

28

“At mihi is probably in contrast to Delia, although at may simply add urgency and emphasis (for this
use of at in prayers, invocations, imprecations, etc. see Jocelyn on Ennius Trag. frag. 150, Austin on Virg.
Aen. 2.535)” (Murgatroyd 1991, 110).
29
The cult of Isis was introduced to Rome in the time of Sulla (Apul. Met. 11.30). Although Augustus
attempted to restrict the cult in the twenties BCE by prohibiting its worship inside the pomerium (Cass. Dio
53.2.4) and eventually even within a mile of the city (54.6.6). These interventions are early evidence for
the princeps’ moral agenda and attempts to promote ‘traditional’ Roman religion. Augustus was,
however, unsuccessful at dampening its popularity (Maltby 2002, 191).
30
Cairns (1996) proposes antiquus (in coordination with primus) as an etymological marker linked to the
common ancient belief that “names are not natural but were imposed” by a first inventor who named his
discovery. This belief was commonly linked to primitive country people (Varro, Rust. 3.1.1; Cairns 1996,
31).
31
I would argue that they are referenced obliquely in 2.5, when the poet describes Aeneas’ rescue of the
Lares from Troy. Most authors, including Vergil, write that Aeneas brought the Penates, not the Lares, to
Italy. I discuss this small but crucial divergence later in the chapter.
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writes that their name is “derived either from penus, which means a store of human
food of any kind, or from the fact that they reside penitus, in the recesses of the house,
owing to which they are also called penetrales by the poets” (siue a penu ducto nomine (est
enim omne quo uescuntur homines penus) siue ab eo quod penitus insident; ex quo etiam
penetrales a poetis uocantur, Cic. N.D. 2.68).32 Much like the Lares, the Penates were a
symbol of family continuity, because they “oversaw the family storerooms and made
sure that the larder would not be lacking… [they were] long-term insurance” (Foss
1997, 199). The Penates were thought to protect the household’s property, particularly
their food supplies.33 From a practical perspective, the poet has been away from home
for a long time if Messalla and the army are going to leave him behind. These lines may
express anxiety about the economic security of his estate during this long absence.
While landowners of Tibullus’ stature rarely lived in the country year-round, they were
expected at the very least to visit (Thibodeau 2011, 23ff.). He perhaps hopes that the
Lares and Penates will protect the estate while he is away, but he has already gone
against the wishes of one god by leaving Italy in the first place (21–22). It is telling, too,
that the poem next transitions into a description of the age of Saturn, when “houses had
no doors” (non domus ulla fores habuit, 43; Bodel 2008, 258) and such anxieties were
unnecessary. The description of the Penates here as “of my father” (patrios, 33) may also
be telling.34 While Tibullus frequently imagines Delia as his wife (e.g. 1.5.21–36), he is in

32

Trans. Rackham (1979, 189). Cf. Varro ap. Arnob. 3.40; Serv. auct. Aen. 2.296; 3.12. Although Cicero
offers the alternative explanation that the Penates were merely housed inside the deepest recesses of the
house, it is notable that Tibullus does not refer to them as penetrates: the name Cicero suggests poets use
when referring to this etymology.
33
See also Papakosta (2012, 350) and Bodel (2008, 254ff.)
34
Bodel (2008) argues that the Penates were intimately intertwined with familial descent and territory.
Their aniconic nature and many forms provided an opportunity for individualized expression within
generational bounds.
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fact unmarried and presumably childless.35 Should he die alone in Phaeacia, there is no
direct descendant to whom his property will pass. His death would end the family line
and endanger the estate over which the Lares and Penates have presided for
generations.

War and the Lares (1.10.15–26)
The terrible consequences of war also form the backdrop of 1.10. The poem begins with
a curse on whoever invented war (1–4) and description of how greed leads inevitably to
violence (7–8). The opening bears considerable similarity to that of 1.1 until line 13,
when the unwilling poet is dragged off to war (nunc ad bella trahor, 13), unable to decline
as he did before. In a desperate bid for freedom, he appeals to the Lares (1.10.15–26):
sed patrii seruate Lares: aluistis et idem,
cursarem uestros cum tener ante pedes.
neu pudeat prisco uos esse e stipite factos:
sic ueteris sedes incoluistis aui.
tum melius tenuere fidem cum paupere cultu
stabat in exigua ligneus aede deus.
hic placatus erat, seu quis libauerat uuam
seu dederat sanctae spicea serta comae;
atque aliquis uoti compos liba ipse ferebat
postque comes purum filia parua fauum.
at nobis aerata, Lares, depellite tela,
….

….

15

20

25

hostiaque e plena rustica porcus hara.

But save (me), Lares of my father: you, the very same,
reared me, when I used to run as a tender child before your feet.
Do not be ashamed that you are made from an old tree trunk:
thus shaped you dwelt in the home of my ancient forefather.
Then they kept faith better, when, simply tended,
a wooden god stood in a meager shrine.
He was pleased, if someone had offered a grape cluster
or had given a wheat garland for his holy hair;
yes, and whoever got his wish carried honey-cakes himself
35

See Gardner (2010) for discussion of the ways in which Tibullus imagines his domus vis à vis that of
Messalla, Delia, and Nemesis.
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and his little daughter behind him as a companion carried the pure honeycomb.
But turn the bronze spears away from us, Lares,
….
….
a pig [will fall to you] as a rustic sacrifice from a full pig-sty.
Tibullus implores the Lares to save him from military service (at nobis aerata, Lares,
depellite tela, 25).36 The poet’s bid for protection is based on generations of family
worship; they are “Lares of my father” (patrii… Lares, 15). This epithet mirrors the
poet’s previous appeal to “Penates of my father” (patrios… Penates, 1.3.33). His “ancient
forefather” (ueteris… aui, 18) first shaped them from “an old tree trunk” (prisco… e
stipite, 17). The icon carved from a tree trunk reminds the reader of the offerings the
poet makes at a deserted stump in the first elegy of Book 1 (seu stipes habet desertus in
agris, 1.1.14), for a ‘country god’ that I identify as the Lar. The diction reinforces these
associations; both are made from a stipes (log, post, tree trunk);37 these lines also mark
the only two instances of the word in the Tibullan corpus. The similarities here perhaps
confirm that the poet has a Lar in mind when referring to the ‘country god’.38
As in other passages describing early Rome and the Lares, the poet asserts that
“then they kept faith better” (tum melius tenuere fidem, 19). This ideal form of religion is
described in terms that suggest poverty inspires simple, trusting faith (cum paupere
cultu, 19). Paupere recalls the poet’s insistence through earlier poems that he is a poor
man (paupertas, 1.1.5; pauperis agri, 1.1.19; e paupere mensa, 1.1.37; pauper… pauper…
pauper… pauper, 1.5.61–65). This sense is underlined by his description of the god’s

36

This function of the gods is attested in Festus: Hostiliis Laribus immolabant, quod ab his hostes arceri
putabant (Paul. Fest. 90 L).
37
OLD s.v. stipes.
38
Temporally the association is strange, though; the finished icon seems to come before the raw materials
needed to make it. The Lar of his forefathers is carved from a tree trunk that still stands in the poet’s
present, though perhaps the Lar could have been made from a larger portion and now only the stump
remains.
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shrine as “meager” (in exigua… aede, 20). The poet asserts that poor sacrifices are
indicative of a pure faith, but he is dragged off to war nonetheless. These lines rest on
an unspoken transaction: while small sacrifices appeased the Lares in the past, meager
offerings are no longer enough. Perhaps a richer sacrifice could have induced the Lares
to protect him. The poet seems to suggest that the Lares, like everyone else in his
modern age, have become greedy.
This passage is unfortunately missing at least a pentameter and hexameter after
the poet’s request to the Lares. Maltby (2002) proposes that “in accordance with the
contractual nature of Roman religion, T. would have promised the Lares a thankoffering if they saved his life in battle” in the lacuna (347). I agree with this conjecture,
particularly because, as Maltby again points out, “whoever got his wish” (aliquis uoti
compos, 23) is formulaic and thus creates the expectation for a typical prayer (ibid.).39 The
next extant line, however, is curious. In exchange for saving his life, the poet promises
the Lares that “a pig [will fall to you] as a rustic sacrifice from a full pig-sty” (hostiaque e
plena rustica porcus hara, 26). This seems confident for a man who has spent the last
several lines proclaiming the virtues of poverty. A pig is a substantial gift, particularly
when contrasted with the humble examples offered in previous lines: “a grape cluster”
(uuam, 21);40 “a wheat garland” (spicea serta, 22); “honey-cakes” (liba, 23); “pure
honeycomb” (purum… fauum, 24). Not only will he offer an entire pig, but this sacrifice
comes “from a full pig-sty” (e plena… hara, 26). The diction here is reminiscent of a
wealthy farmer’s gift of a goat for the prize winner of an early tragic competition, which
he makes “from a full flock” (a pleno… ouili, 57). Here the poet seems to cast himself in

39

For uoti compos, often abbreviated on inscriptions to u.c., see ThLL 3.2137.29ff.
I interpret uuam as a cluster of grapes, as at Verg. G. 4.558. A single grape would be a poor offering
indeed.
40
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the role of a rich landowner, contrary to previous descriptions of himself. This makes
his characterization of the pig as a “rustic sacrifice” (hostiaque… rustica, 26) particularly
ironic. The reader might question whether he has not turned away from the simplicity
of his forefathers after all.

The Lares go up for sale (2.4.53–54)
Perhaps confirming the unsettling irony in 1.10’s description of the Lares, elegy
2.4 explores the misery into which the poet has descended because of greed. It is
arguably the darkest poem in the corpus, as Tibullus has seemingly no respite from the
cruelty of his mistress, Nemesis.41 She constantly demands new luxuries as proof of his
love. While condemnation of greed is a recurring theme in the poet’s work, this poem
explicitly links his mistress’ acquisitiveness to the society in which they live. Perhaps as
a result, the tone of the poem is more resigned than in earlier elegies. The poet would
do anything to gain Nemesis’ favor, including selling his ancestral home and the Lares
that guard it (2.4.53–54):
quin etiam sedes iubeat si uendere auitas,
ite sub imperium sub titulumque, Lares.
Indeed, if she should even order [me] to sell my ancestral estates,
go under [her] authority, beneath the bill of sale, Lares.
These lines are a striking example of the poet’s surrender. The Lares, believed to have
been carried by Aeneas from Troy to Rome through countless trials, are now to be
abandoned.42 The poet does not even propose selling his land and establishing his

41

Nemesis’ name reflects her greed. She shares it with the Greek and Roman goddess of retribution, and
the name is derived from the Greek verb nemō (νέμω), meaning ‘to deal out, distribute, dispense... of
herdsmen, to pasture or graze their flocks’ (LSJ s.v. νέμω). Accordingly, she redistributes the poet’s assets
from his pockets to her own.
42
The poet expounds at length on Aeneas’ transfer of the Lares from Troy to Italy at 2.5.19–38 (which I
discuss shortly), so it is notable that he does not consider the possibility in this instance. To move the
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ancestral deities on a new property, as Cicero did, for example, by rescuing an icon of
Minerva as guardian of Rome when he was banished.43 This drastic positioning is
reflected syntactically. The couplet begins with the protasis of a conditional clause: “if
she should even order [me] to sell” (quin etiam sedes iubeat si uendere, 53). One might
expect the next line to form the apodosis of a future less vivid condition: ‘then the Lares
would go under her authority, would go up for sale.’ Instead, the poet unexpectedly
jumps into action with an imperative: “go under [her] authority, beneath the bill of sale,
Lares” (ite sub imperium sub titulumque, Lares, 54). The emphatic position of ite and
repetition of sub paired with an accusative noun brings further attention to this radical
proposition. The poet is ready to abandon everything though Delia has not yet
demanded it. Furthermore, “indeed” (quin etiam, 53) emphasizes the statement
preceding it: “her love must be cherished by us according to law” (illius est nobis lege
colendus amor, 2.4.52). Thus, Nemesis’ control extends from the amatory sphere into the
poet’s economic affairs.
The meaning of the poet’s command, particularly to go sub imperium, is also
unclear (Murgatroyd 1994, 156–7). To whose authority will the Lares be subjected? The
immediate context suggests it may be that of Nemesis, whose demands are the main
focus of the poem (Maltby 2002, 427). Furthermore, the preceding poem closes with
Tibullus’ declaration that he will plow fields “at my mistress’ command” (ad imperium

statues of the gods, one would need to “call forth” (euocare) the sacred objects (Ulpian, Digest 1.8.9.2;
Bodel 2008, 253). The deities could refuse to move, as was the case in Roman legend when Ascanius tried
unsuccessfully to transfer the Penates from Lavinium to Alba Longa. The Penates twice returned and
were thereafter venerated in Lavinium (Val. Max. 1.8.7; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.67; Bodel 2008, 253, 270).
43
“I, who would not allow that guardian of the city to be violated by the wicked, even when all my
property was snatched from me and destroyed, but conveyed her from my house to her father’s” (nos, qui
illam custodem urbis omnibus ereptis nostris rebus ac perditis violari ab impiis passi non sumus eamque ex nostra
domo in ipsius patris domum detulimus, Cic. Leg. 2.42; trans. Keyes 1988, 423). See also Bodel (2008, 252–3).
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dominae, 2.3.79).44 The next clause, however, complicates the line’s meaning. The Lares
will go under a “bill of sale” (titulum, 54). The close parallel structure of sub imperium,
sub titulumque (54) perhaps suggests that the Lares would also pass into the control of
an unnamed auctioneer or prospective buyer (Maltby 2002, 427). His estate would be
sold to the highest bidder, not those with strongest ties to the lands or its guardian
deities. Some contemporary authors use titulus to indicate a state of total subjugation,
sometimes akin to enslavement. Propertius describes a freedman as one “from whose
foreign neck a bill of sale hung” when formerly enslaved (aut quorum titulus per barbara
colla pependit, 4.5.51). Livy uses titulus in association with golden bowls emblazoned
with the name of Camillus, made from the profit of selling conquered Italic tribes into
slavery (paterae, quas cum titulo nominis Camilli ante Capitolium constat positas esse, 6.4.3;
cf. 23.19.18). Interestingly, Ovid employs strikingly similar diction to describe a greedy
mistress much like Tibullus’ Nemesis, who “sent our Lares beneath a bill of sale” (sub
titulum nostros misit… Lares, Rem. Am. 302). On the other hand, titulus can also refer to
the title of a book, as in the opening of the Remedia Amoris: “Love had read the title and
name of this little book” (legerat huius Amor titulum nomenque libelli, Ov. Rem. Am. 1). The
word as it appears here in Tibullus may have a double meaning. By selling his estate,
the poet would also forfeit a claim to these books, intertwined in subject matter as they
are with his farm. Tibullus also uses the imperative ite when he contemplates giving up
his poetry: “go away, Muses” (ite procul, Musae, 2.4.15, 20). This diction is in keeping

44

The word imperium occurs only one other time in Tibullus, when the poet describes his love for Delia in
a typical paraclausithyron scene. He curses her door to endure beating rain and “lightning sent by Jupiter’s
authority” (Iouis imperio fulmina missa petant, 1.2.8).
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with the elegiac trope of servitium amoris, which is given full voice in this particular
poem,45 but goes much farther than previous statements to that effect.
This reference to imperium could also be suggestive of Augustus’ burgeoning
control. In Tibullus’ time, the word was perhaps most closely associated with Augustus,
who styled himself ‘Imperator’ from 38 BCE in order to distinguish himself from other
competitors in the Civil Wars (Syme 2014, 52–53).46 Other Augustan authors used the
term to refer to political figures, including Vergil of the princeps,47 and Catullus of
Caesar.48 Augustus himself claimed to wield the people’s imperium in the title of his
funerary inscription: “the deeds of divine Augustus, by which he subjected the whole
world to the imperium of the Roman people” (res gestae diui Augusti quibus orbem
terrarum imperio populi Romani subiecit). While scholars have disagreed on the precise
meaning of the word imperium, Drogula (2007) makes a compelling case that it refers to
“strictly extra-mural military power” (419).49 This constitutional meaning is complicated
by the fact that no ancient definition of the word survives and that many authors used it
45

Seruitium occurs twice in the first three lines alone: “Here I see slavery and mistress prepared for me,
now goodbye, that freedom of my fathers. But I am handed over sadly in slavery, and held by chains ”
(Hic mihi seruitium uideo dominamque paratam:/ iam mihi, libertas illa paterna, uale./ seruitium sed triste datur,
teneorque catenis, 2.4.1–3).
46
For evidence on coins, see Syme (2014, 48–49).
47
Cf. “For them I place neither boundaries nor set times; I have given them empire without end” (hic ego
nec metas rerum nec tempora pono;/ imperium sine fine dedi, Verg. Aen. 1.278–9); “A Trojan Caesar will be
born from noble origin, who will establish empire as far as Ocean (and) his fame to the stars- Julius, a
name handed down from great Iulus (nascetur pulchra Troianus origine Caesar,/ imperium Oceano, famam qui
terminet astris/ Iulius, a magno demissum nomen Iulo, 1.286–8); “But look, son, under his auspices glorious
Rome will extend empire over lands” (en huius, nate, auspiciis illa incluta Roma/ imperium terris, 6.781–2);
“Augustus Caesar, offspring of a god, who will once more found the golden age for Latium through the
fields where Saturn once reigned, he will extend empire over the Garamantes and Indians” (Augustus
Caesar, diui genus, aurea condet/ saecula qui rursus Latio regnata per arua/ Saturno quondam, super et
Garamantas et Indos/ proferet imperium, 6.791–5); “You, Roman, remember to rule peoples with empire
(these shall be your arts), and to impose the custom of peace, to spare the conquered and to crush the
proud” (tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento/ (hae tibi erunt artes), pacique imponere morem,/ parcere
subiectis et debellare superbos, 6.851–3).
48
“Was it for this reason, one and only commander, you were in the farthest island of the west?” (eone
nomine, imperator unice,/ fuisti in ultima occidentis insula, Cat. 29.11–12)
49
Other scholars disagree that this was its only meaning for the duration of Roman history. It does seem
to have acquired the meaning of “control over territories outside of Rome” by the second half of the first
century CE (Richardson 1991).
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metaphorically to “signify the general idea of power” (ibid., 421).50 Its legal sense,
however, was not quite so loose, referring specifically to the authority that generals held
over territory outside of the city of Rome, as exemplified by the use of imperium
Romanum to describe all lands ruled by Rome. The transfer of Tibullus’ estate under
imperium therefore likens him to a foreign enemy crushed by Rome’s generals.
In preceding poems, the poet emphasizes that his home is not merely a
possession but a crucial aspect of his identity. Tibullus calls it “the seats of his
forefathers” (sedes auitas, 53); this lofty diction conveys the grandeur of a long family
line.51 The estate reminds the reader of “that freedom of my forefathers” (libertas illa
paterna, 2.4.2) forsaken in the beginning of the poem. Other scholars have demonstrated
the ways in which the Late Republican domus could showcase its owner’s familial
prestige and political standing (Beck 2009; Laurence and Wallace-Hadrill 1997; WallaceHadrill 1988; Wiseman 1987). To sell one’s house would be akin to giving up a crucial
opportunity for self-presentation, and thus one’s place in elite society.52 As an example
of how abnormal Tibullus’ proposition is here, one might remember that during Sulla’s
proscriptions, many on the lists chose death by suicide rather than execution, in part
because it allowed their estates to pass to their descendants (Beck 2009, 274).
Surrendering his patrimony also means giving up the dreams of self-sufficiency and
independence that comprise so much of Book I. Accordingly, he appeals here to the
Lares, whose cult was associated with slaves (Flower 2018, 26–31; 43–49). Complete
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Drogula references the attribution of imperium by ancient authors to the mind, bees, tribunes, and
aediles, among others (420–1).
51
Classical authors also commonly used “seats” (sedes) to refer to shrines of the Lares (Bodel 2008, 271;
Fröhlich 1991, 28–9, 38; Foss 1997, 197–218).
52
Compare Tibullus’ willingness here to sell the Lares with Cicero’s description of how P. Clodius
confiscated his house on the Palatine in 58 BCE: “At that time all the laws of religion were violated by the
crimes of depraved citizens; my familial Lares were assaulted” (Cum perditorum cuium scelere discessu meo
religionum iura polluta sunt, uexati nostri Lares familiares; trans. Bodel 2008, 252).
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subjugation to Nemesis would see the poet relinquish the most notable symbol of his
familial wealth and status; for him, this would be a condition akin to slavery. As Bright
(1978) notes, this proclamation “goes well beyond the [earlier] glib references to slavery
or even in the insistence on poverty” (214).
We might better understand the extreme nature of these lines in light of Lacanian
theory. The Lares in fact represent a major portion of his Imaginary and Symbolic
psychic registers. Tibullus describes himself as a rusticus due to his ties to this land (his
Imaginary self-presentation). Furthermore, connections to laborers on his estate, rustic
gods, and the larger world of Roman agriculture represent a powerful segment of the
Symbolic register. These lines are a sudden reversal of his most deeply held beliefs and
contradict nearly everything the reader has understood about Tibullus’ poetry up until
this point. The Lares function here as metonymic representation of the poet’s entire land
holdings, but also as a crucial signifier of identity.

The loss of the Lares and Symbolic death (2.4.55–60)
Thus, having offered up his patrimony, the poet turns to death, the only
remaining proof of his love for Nemesis. Abandoning his position in society as a
landowner would constitute a form of symbolic death, and so it is perhaps unsurprising
that the poet next turns to dreams of death. He claims that he would drink potions
prepared for him by Nemesis (2.4.55–60)
quidquid habet Circe quidquid Medea ueneni
quidquid et herbarum Thessala terra gerit
et quod, ubi indomitis gregibus Venus afflat amores,
hippomanes cupidae stillat ab inguine equae,
si modo me placido uideat Nemesis mea uultu,
mille alias herbas misceat illa, bibam.
Whatever poison Circe has, whatever Medea has,
whatever even the Thessalian land produces in drugs
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55

60

even, when Venus breathes loves into ungovernable herds,
that horse-heat which drips from the groin of a desirous mare,
if only my Nemesis might look at me with a placid face,
let her mix a thousand other drugs, I will drink.
The poem ends on a disturbing note. Tibullus’ passion is so extreme that he will drink
(an emphatic future bibam, 60) a thousand drugs (mille alias herbas, 60) to please his
mistress. As with the similarly morbid funeral epitaph and voyage to the Underworld
in 1.3.53ff.,53 repetition marks the futility of the poet’s desires in these lines. He will
drink “whatever” (quidquid… quidquid… quidquid, 55–56) Nemesis gives him, “even
that” (et quod, 57), referring to “a secretion from the genitalia of a mare in heat” (Maltby
2002, 428). The anaphora serves not only to emphasize the unappetizing nature of these
concoctions, but also corresponds to the linkages between desire and the death drive in
Lacanian theory. The description of drugs produced in “Thessalian land” (quidquid et
herbarum Thessala terra gerit, 56)54 is ironic. Previous poems have depicted food
production at length; now the earth bears poison. These lines correspond to the poet’s
complicated picture of agriculture as both a boon for and curse on mankind.
It is important to note that the poet’s wish for death immediately follows his
command to sell the Lares. This represents an obliteration of identity so complete that it
approaches death. Anaphoric repetition makes clear the cause and effect of such an
action: if he must “sell” (uendere, 53) his estate, he will drink “poisons” (ueneni, 55),
including those inspired by Venus (57), for a glimpse (uideat, 59) of Nemesis’ “placid
face” (placido… uultu, 59). The repetition of “u” so many times at the beginning of words
is notable. These lines are not only connected phonologically, but also semantically and
thematically. Bright (1978) sees a connection between ueneni and Venus; the potions are

53
54

This passage is discussed in Chapter 1; see pages 54–55.
OLD s.v. gero sense 2b; Juster and Maltby (2012, 76).
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“in the root sense from Venus” and thus might be “designed to make him fall in love
(215). The reference to Medea and common meaning of uenenum as “poison,”55
however, makes clear that the poet does not refer here to a pleasant aphrodisiac.
Tibullus also uses uendere and Venus together at 1.4.59–60: “but you, who first taught
[boys] to sell love, whoever you are, may an unlucky stone press upon your bones” (at
tu, qui Venerem docuisti uendere primus,/ quisquis es, infelix urgeat ossa lapis).56 The
anaphoric repetition and continuing associations between these words, however, leads
the reader through a swift decline: the sale of the Lares for profit leads inevitably to a
symbolic death.

Pales and the Parilia
I now proceed to an analysis of passages concerning Pales and the Parilia. The origins
and precise nature of Pales are unclear, but the deity seems to be native to Italy. Ancient
sources describe them as both male and female. Some authors suggest that both genders
may have formed a pair of deities at some point (Serv. ad Georg. 3.1; Maltby 2002, 134).
Tibullus consistently describes her as female (placidam, 1.1.36; facta… lignea, 2.5.28).57
Like the Lares and Penates, Pales was associated with ‘primitive’ forms of worship
practiced by early Roman herdsmen, such as the traditional festival of the Parilia
described at 2.5.87–100. Tibullus also characterizes these rites as “private,” celebrated
primarily by the household (familia), rather than public, like the triumphs held for
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OLD s.v. uenenum.
Maltby (2002) writes that “no etymological link [between uendere and Venus] is attested or, probably,
intended here. It may, however, be significant that uenio and uendo are each used twice in collocation with
Venus in a similar context in Ov. Am. 1.10.29–34…. and that a derivation of Venus from uenio is attested
(e.g. Cic. De Nat. Deor. 2.69 quae autem dea ad res omnes ueniret Venerem nostri nominauerunt)” (2002, 232–3).
57
Ovid also describes Pales as female (Fast. 4.725–863).
56
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generals. Close examination of these passages, however, reveals the way in which
Tibullus upends these expectations.

Pales and profit (1.1.33–44)
In 1.1, the poet includes economic concerns about the profitability of his farm in a
reference to Pales. After the invocation of the Lares (1.1.19–24) discussed earlier in this
chapter, the poet encourages himself to labor on his farm, tilling the soil (nec tamen
interdum pudeat tenuisse bidentem, 1.1.29), herding cattle (aut stimulo tardos increpuisse
boues, 30), and returning young farm animals to their mothers (non agnamue sinu pigeat
fetumue cappellae/ desertum oblita matre referre domum, 31–32). Then, he becomes fearful
about the diminishment of his meager resources once more (1.1.33–44):
at uos exiguo pecori, furesque lupique,
parcite: de magno est praeda petenda grege.
hic ego pastoremque meum lustrare quotannis
et placidam soleo spargere lacte Palem.
adsitis, diui, neu uos e paupere mensa
dona nec e puris spernite fictilibus:
fictilia antiquus primum sibi fecit agrestis,
pocula de facili composuitque luto.
non ego diuitias patrum fructusque requiro
quos tulit antiquo condita messis auo:
parua seges satis est, satis est requiescere lecto
si licet et solito membra leuare toro.

35

40

But you, thieves and wolves, spare my paltry flock:
plunder must be sought from a large herd.
Here I am accustomed to purify my herdsman each year
and to sprinkle peaceful Pales with milk.
Be near me, gods, and spurn neither things given
from a poor table nor from pure earthenware:
The ancient peasant first made earthenware for himself,
and he fashioned cups from easy clay.
I do not want the riches of my fathers or the enjoyment
which harvests, stored away, brought to my distant forefather:
a small field is enough, it is enough if it is permitted to rest
in bed and to relieve my limbs on a familiar bed.
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In this passage, the poet appeals to several external forces to preserve his resources:
first, thieves and wolves (furesque lupique, 33), then the gods (adsitis, diui, 36). This
appeal hinges in part on his supposed piety; “here” (hic, 35) connects the poet’s
command for wolves to seek their meal elsewhere with the divine protection afforded
him by Pales (Maltby 2002, 134). Yet his ability to worship the gods according to proper
ritual is also contingent upon the success of the farm. Should someone steal from him,
his ability to make sacrifices to Pales (placidam soleo spargere lacte Palem, 36) would be
diminished. These lines create dramatic tension between the poet’s meager resources
and the constant threat of their diminution. In keeping with his self-description in the
opening of 1.1, the poet claims he is not a rich man. He has a “paltry flock” (exiguo
pecori, 33) rather than the kind of “large herd” (magno… grege, 34) that yields “plunder”
(praeda, 34). The poet presents two models for agricolae: those who make do with what
they have, and those whose wealth and resources drive the acquisition of more profit.
Tibullus’ description of his unimpressive flock marks the second instance of exiguus,
whose repetition and etymological valences draw attention to his supposed poverty. I
do not mean to suggest that the poet would actually be a poor man. As Thibodeau
(2011) rightly points out, “he gives the fiction away with the phrase nec pudeat [“let it
not shame” me to labor on the farm], which are the words of an aristocrat exposed to
shame by manual labor, rather than a peasant” (212). Yet he is not as wealthy as some of
his neighbors, who earn income from large herds (de magno est praeda petenda grege, 34).
He is not even as wealthy as his forefathers, who were able to save surplus food
produced and then sell it at a profit: he claims “I do not want the riches of my fathers or
the profits which harvests, stored away, brought to my distant forefather” (non ego
diuitias patrum fructusque requiro/ quos tulit antiquo condita messis auo, 41–42). Modern
studies of the ancient agricultural economy make it clear that wealthy landowners had
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an advantage in the marketplace.58 Because they were more easily able to produce and
store surplus foodstuffs, large landholders were better able to maximize profit through
trade (and could more easily afford the cost of transportation).59 In other words, you
need to spend money to make money. The poet, on the other hand, characterizes
himself as a smallholder: “a small field is enough” (parua seges satis est, 43). Owners of
small estates typically needed to recoup money immediately after harvest to pay taxes
or loans, and thus tended to sell produce quickly. The poet’s sponsorship of the festival
to Pales in this poem further illustrates anxiety over his economic position. His
description of “purifying” his herdsmen and making sacrifices (35–36) is likely a
reference to the Parilia (Paul. Fest. 248 L. s.v. Pales)60 held annually on April 21 in honor
of Pales.61
Like many Roman festivals, the Parilia would evoke several different valences
for a contemporary reader (Beard 2003). For one, it was associated with herdsmen and
the rustic world—Tibullus’ preferred setting. Plutarch writes that it originated from “a
certain holiday for herdsmen” (βοτηρική τις… ἑορτὴ, Vit. Rom. 12.1). Similarly, Ovid
writes that the Parilia comprise “pastoral rites” (pastoria sacra, Fast. 4.723) celebrated by
shepherds (pastor, 735) around a sheepfold decorated with fronds (frondibus et fixis
decorentur ouilia ramis, 737).62 Crucially, Dionysius of Halicarnassus states that it was a
day when “the husbandmen and herdsmen offer up a sacrifice of thanksgiving for the
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See Erdkamp (2005) for the advantages afforded large landholders in the grain market (151–3).
They could also sell crops paid as rent by tenants (Erdkamp 2005, 151–3). They could also store certain
products until it would be more profitable to sell.
60
Sometimes also called the Palilia (Var. Ling. 6.15).
61
Ovid (Fast. 4.725ff.) and Plutarch (Vit. Rom. 12.1–2) give the date of the Parilia as April 21. Dionysius of
Halicarnassus writes only that it is celebrated in the spring (Ant. Rom. 1.88.3).
62
The decoration of the sheepfold is not unlike Tibullus’ description of the earliest human dwellings in
his civilization narrative (exiguam uiridi fronde operire domum, 2.1.40), which perhaps underscores the
contemporary conception of early Romans as primitive farmers.
59
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increase of their cattle” (θύουσι δ᾽ ἐν αὐτῇ περὶ γονῆς τετραπόδων οἱ γεωργοὶ καὶ
νομεῖς θυσίαν χαριστήριον ἔαρος ἀρχομένου, Ant. Rom., 1.88.3).63 This equation—
giving up a few of one’s cattle so as to ensure their increase in the coming year—is not
only characteristic of the transactional nature of Roman religion, but also evocative of
Tibullus’ economic reasoning in this passage.64 On the one hand, he can afford to
sponsor an annual festival for the household; “here I am accustomed to purify my
herdsmen each year, and to sprinkle peaceful Pales with milk” (hic ego pastoremque
meum lustrare quotannis,/et placidam soleo spargere lacte Palem, 35).65 Tibullus evokes
several of these valences in his description of the Parilia. The pastoral setting and
associations with Roman mythic prehistory serve to make plain the economic
dimensions of religious ritual in the poet’s day.

Feast of the Parilia (2.5.87–100)
Elegy 2.5 provides the fullest account of the Parilia in the Tibullan corpus. He
echoes several of the associations described by other authors, including the somewhat
strange custom of jumping over burning straw. The pastoral setting, however, belies
significant costs for a landowner (2.5.87–100):
ac madidus Baccho sua festa Palilia pastor
concinet (a stabulis tunc procul este, lupi).
ille leuis stipulae solemnes potus aceruos
accendet flammas transilietque sacras,
et fetus matrona dabit natusque parenti
oscula comprensis auribus eripiet,
63

90

Trans. Beard (2003, 279).
For example, it resonates with the poet’s description of a goat given to a poor farmer for his success in a
proto-tragic competition. The goat was chosen because it “had increased curtailed wealth” (curtas auxerat
hircus opes, 2.1.58).
65
According to Festus’ useful definition of public and private rites, this would certainly classify as
private, “made on behalf of individual people, households, [and] private clans” (priuata, quae pro singuliis
hominibus, familiis, gentibus fiunt, 284 Lindsay). Thus, it would be the financial responsibility of a private
individual: the paterfamilias.
64
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nec taedebit auum paruo aduigilare nepoti
balbaque cum puero dicere uerba senem.
tunc operata deo pubes discumbet in herba,
arboris antiquae qua leuis umbra cadit,
aut e ueste sua tendent umbracula sertis
uincta, coronatus stabit et ipse calix.
at sibi quisque dapes et festas exstruet alte
caespitibus mensas caespitibusque torum.

95

100

But the shepherd, drunk on wine, will sing the Parilia in chorus,
his own holiday (be far from the herds, then, wolves).
He, drinking, will set fire to the established heaps of light straw,
and will leap over the consecrated flames,
and his wife will give (him) a child, and his son will snatch kisses
grasping his father’s ears,
and it will not tire the grandfather to watch over his young grandson,
nor the old man to talk babbling words with the boy.
Then the youth in service of the god will lie on the grass,
where the light shadow of the ancient tree falls,
or they will spread out their own surrounding shady places with interwoven
clothes, and the crowned cup itself will stand upright.
But each for himself will pile up feasts and merry tables high
out of green fields and a cushion out of the green fields.
Shepherds will drink wine (madidus Baccho, 87), sing traditional hymns (Palilia…
concinet, 87–88), and leap over burning heaps of straw according to custom (ille leuis
stipulae solemnes potus aceruos/ accendet flammas transilietque sacras, 89–90). Generations of
family gather to celebrate together, from grandfathers to newborns. The festival is also
accompanied by a feast: “But each for himself will pile high feasts and merry tables out
of green fields and a cushion out of the green fields” (at sibi quisque dapes et festas exstruet
alte/ caespitibus mensas caespitibusque torum, 99–100). Since this is a private rite, the
paterfamilias was responsible for providing the meal to all members of his household,
which included his own family and the laborers on his estate (free and enslaved) (Bodel
2008, 248). “Each for himself” (at sibi quisque, 99) most likely does not refer to each
“shepherd” (pastor, 87) but rather to each landowner.66 While ostensibly a description of
66

At sibi (2.5.99) is perhaps an echo of at mihi (1.3.33) when Tibullus expresses his preference for the Lares
and Penates over Delia’s Isis.
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simple rustic joy, the poet’s diction also echoes past descriptions of economic concerns.
The “heaps” (aceruos, 89) of burning straw echo the “heaps of fruits” (frugum… aceruos,
1.1.9) he prays for in the opening of book 1. He worries once more that “wolves” (lupi,
88) will steal sheep from his herds, just as he did in 1.1: “But you, thieves and wolves,
spare my paltry flock” (at uos exiguo pecori, furesque lupique,/ parcite, 1.1.33–34). The
recurrence of wolves reminds the reader that the poet’s farm is not profitable enough to
lose resources carelessly (“profit must be sought from a large herd,” de magno est praeda
petenda grege, 1.1.34). While gathering multiple generations of family together is
touching, it also means that there are more mouths to feed. The Parilia is an involved
affair, with “feasts and merry tables [piled] high” (dapes et festas exstruet alte/… mensas,
99–100). Plainly speaking, providing large feasts for the household would cut into the
estate’s bottom line.67 Yet the underlying purpose of the festival is to increase one’s
resources (Dio. Hal. Ant. Rom., 1.88.3). The Parilia means sacrificing some of one’s
resources in hopes that a higher power will augment what remains. Thus, the festival
allows the poet to believe in the fleeting possibility of economic stability and security
even as it is diminished. Through ritual, he briefly accesses a realm where hope is alive.
The festival also had political meanings, since it occurred on the date when Rome
was founded. According to Plutarch, Romans called the Parilia “the birthday of their
country” (γενέθλιον τῆς πατρίδος, Vit. Rom. 12.1). Dionysius of Halicarnassus agrees
that the Parilia occurs on the same date as the anniversary of Rome but is unsure
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Cf. Euclio, the miserly protagonist of Plautus’ Aulularia, describes the difficulties of financing his
daughter’s wedding. After complaining about the prices of meat in the market, he muses that “if you
waste something on a feast day, you could well be in need of a workday, unless you economize” (festo die
si quid prodegeris,/ profesto egere liceat, nisi peperceris, Pl. Aul. 2.8.380–1). Having bought nothing in
preparation, he proceeds to give offerings to the Lar “so he may make my daughter’s wedding a happy
one” (ut fortunatas faciat gnatae nuptias, 2.8.387).
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whether the festival predated the building of the city.68 In the Fasti, Ovid offers several
possible explanations for the festival’s celebration on the anniversary of Rome’s
foundation (Ov. Fast. 4.783–806).69 Two of these explanations link the Parilia with the
foundation of Rome: the first through Aeneas’ escape from Troy as it burned, the
second through the transfer of the Lares to new houses when the city was founded. I
will discuss Ovid’s inclusion of Aeneas and the Lares into the Parilia shortly, but for
now I will focus on how these political intertexts influence our reading of 2.5.87–100. On
the one hand, the idea that the Parilia is as old as Rome itself corresponds to the many
generations of Romans present at the festival. On the other hand, it introduces
contemporary political struggles into a seemingly trans-historical ritual. Beard (2003)
writes that “the display of the heroes of the early city can also point up the distance
(rather than the closeness) between Augustan and Romulean Rome” (283).

Messalinus’ triumph (2.5.113–122)
We can also better understand the end of the poem in light of the Parilia’s latent
political and economic dimensions. After this passage, the poet does not speak again of
his farm. He briefly describes his suffering at Nemesis’ hands (109–112) before
imagining the triumph of Messalla’s son, Messalinus, at length (2.5.113–122):

68

“But whether they had celebrated this day in even earlier times as a day of rejoicing and for that reason
looked down upon it as the most suitable for the founding of the city, or whether, because it marked the
beginning of the building of the city, they should honor on it the gods who are propitious to shepherds, I
cannot say for certain” (πότερον δὲ παλαίτερον ἔτι τὴν ἡμέραν ταύτην ἐν εὐπαθείαις διάγοντες
ἐπιτηδειοτάτην οἰκισμῷ πόλεως ἐνόμισαν, ἤ τοῦ κτίσμαατος ἄρξαςαν ἱερὰν ἐποιήσαντο καὶ θεοὺς
ἐν αύτῇ ποιμέσι φίλους γεραίρειν ᾤοντο δεῖν οὐκ ἔχω βεβαίως εἰπεῖν, Ant. Rom. 1.88.3; trans. Beard
2003, 279).
69
The possibilities include: (1) burning straw and sprinkling water are purificatory rituals, or “contain the
source of life, the exile loses them, and by them the bride is made a wife”, (2) it is an allusion to Phaethon
and Deucalion’s flood, (3) shepherds once lost the spark from flintstones in straw, (4) Aeneas passed
unharmed through Troy as it burned, (5) when Rome was founded, shepherds burned their old houses
while transferring the Lares to new ones, and had to jump through the flames with their cattle (Ov. Fast.
2.783–806; Beard 2003, 279).
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at tu, nam diuum seruat tutela poetas,
praemoneo, uati parce, puella, sacro,
ut Messallinum celebrem cum praemia belli
ante suos currus oppida uicta feret.
ipse gerens laurus, lauro deuinctus agresti
miles ‘io’ magna uoce ‘triumphe’ canet.
tunc Messalla meus pia det spectacula turbae
et plaudat curru praetereunte pater.
annue: sic tibi sint intonsi, Phoebe, capilli,
sic tua perpetuo sit tibi casta soror.

115

120

But you, since a divine guardian looks after poets,
I warn you, spare this sacred prophet, girl,
so that I may celebrate Messalinus, when he shall bear
conquered towns, the spoils of war, before his chariot.
Bearing the laurel himself, the army crowned with rustic laurel
will shout in a great voice ‘io, triumphe!’
Then let my Messalla grant the crowd pious spectacles
and let him, a father, clap as the chariot goes by.
Grant [my prayer]: thus may your hair, Phoebus, always be unshorn,
thus may your sister always be pure for you.
The private rites of the Parilia are replaced with the public triumph of a victorious
general. The crowds, previously of rejoicing herdsmen, are now “soldiers” (miles, 118),
and the humble sight of burning straw has been supplanted with “spectacles,” albeit
“pious” ones (pia… spectacula, 119). Although a crowd of rustic youths used to call out
for food and wine on the poet’s farm (quam circum rustica pubes/ clamet 'io messes et bona
vina date', 1.1.2–24), Tibullus now writes of “the army [who] will shout in a great voice,
‘io, triumphe!’” (miles ‘io’ magna uoce ‘triumphe’ canet, 118). Indeed singing of military
triumphs is now the poet’s purpose on earth: “a divine guardian looks after poets…. so
that I may celebrate Messalinus” (diuum seruat tutela poetas,/ … ut Messallinum celebrem,
113–115). Should he cease from praise, he may no longer be under the protection of this
tutelary deity (a function performed by the Lares in previous passages.
Amidst the military splendor, several lines remind the reader of the prelapsarian
Rome described in Tibullus’ civilization myth. The army is “crowned with rustic laurel”
(lauro deuinctus agresti, 117). “Rustic” (agresti) recalls the city’s pastoral beginnings
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(Maltby 2002, 462).70 Furthermore, Tibullus prays that Phoebus’ hair remain “unshorn”
(intonsi, 121). While indicative of Apollo’s eternal youth, intonsus can also refer to early
Romans who did not cut their hair or shave their beards.71 Pliny writes that shortly after
peoples of the Mediterranean adopted the alphabet (Plin. HN 7.59 § 211).
sequens gentium consensus in tonsoribus fuit, sed Romanis tardior. in Italiam ex
Sicilia uenere post Romam conditam anno CCCCLIIII adducente P. Titino Mena,
ut auctor est Varrro; antea intonsi fuere…
the next consensus of nations was on barbers, but the Romans were later
[in employing them]. They came into Italy from Sicily in year 454 after the
founding of Rome, having been brought by P. Titinius Mena, according to
Varro; before [then] they were unshorn (intonsi)…
Both Apollo (unshorn) and Messalinus’ army (crowned with laurel) echo descriptions
of early Romans. The depiction of Apollo as unshorn (intonsus) can also mean “leafy”
when referring to the natural world, as when it describes “unshorn mountains [that]
toss their voice in joy to the stars” (ipsi laetitia uoces ad sidera iactant/ intonsi montes, Verg.
Ecl. 5.62–63) or the Trojan warriors Pandarus and Bitias, who stride into battle like
“twin oaks and raise their leafy heads to the sky and nod their tops aloft” (geminae
quercus intonsaque caelo/ attollunt capita et sublimi uertice nutant, id. Aen. 681–2).72 How
should we understand these references to these uncivilized or natural Romans of Italy’s
past in a vivid imagining of its military future? It might be best understood in light of
many such contradictions in Tibullus’ characterization of Roman prehistory. Thought
the poet often looks to the past for the fulfillment of his desires, the past ultimately
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Cairns (1996) argues that agrestis is an etymological marker of the same variety as rusticus, rus, and
agricola (31).
71
OLD s.v. intonsus.
72
There may also be some layers of political intertext in the description of Vergil’s quercus as intorsus; the
quercus was connected to the corona ciuica, as discussed in Chapter 1.
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reveals itself to be riddled with the same ills that plague his current day. Just as festivals
recur each year, so too do warfare and greed.

Country gods

The Lares, Pan, and Pales in Sibyl’s prophecies to Aeneas (2.5.1–42)
I now proceed to the final passage discussed in this chapter: 2.5.19–42. Though it
precedes the triumph of Messalinus discussed in the last section, it is a fitting
conclusion because it is the only passage to feature and condense the identities of all
three “rustic gods”: the Lares, Penates, and Pales.73 Elegy 2.5 begins as an invocatory
hymn (κλητικὸς ὕμνος) to Apollo, as the poet asks him to “show favor” (faue, 2.1.1) on
those in attendance (Murgatroyd 1994, 164). The festive occasion is Messalinus’
induction into Quindecimuiri Sacris Faciundis, who were responsible for guarding and
consulting the Sibylline books. As Murgatroyd (1994) notes, “2.5 is an extremely learned
poem, exhibiting mythological, religious, antiquarian, etymological, and especially
literary doctrina” (165). Most relevant to this project are the mythological references,
particularly Aeneas’ foundation of the Roman people and the end of the Golden Age in
Italy. The poet prays that Apollo appear “just as they say you looked when, after King
Saturn was chased out, you sang praises to victorious Jupiter” (qualem te memorant
Saturno rege fugato/ uictori laudes concinuisse Ioui, 2.5.9–10). Contrary to previous elegies
praising the innocence and peace of Saturn’s reign, the poet here implies that the age of
Jupiter is worthy of acclaim. These lines overturn the reader’s expectations of the myth
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Pan also appears in this passage: “There was Pan dripping with milk under the shade of the holm-oak”
(lacte madens illic suberat Pan ilicis umbrae, 2.5.27).
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based on prior renditions. He then proceeds to another ktisis: the founding of Rome by
Aeneas and Romulus. He couches the myth in a description of the Sibylline prophecies
given to Aeneas (2.5.19–33):
haec dedit Aeneae sortes postquam ille parentem
dicitur et raptos sustinuisse Lares
nec fore credebat Romam cum maestus ab alto
Ilion ardentes respiceretque deos.
Romulus aeternae nondum formauerat urbis
moenia, consorti non habitanda Remo,
sed tunc pascebant herbosa Palatia uaccae
et stabant humiles in Iouis arce casae.
lacte madens illic suberat Pan ilicis umbrae
et facta agresti lignea falce Pales,
pendebatque uagi pastoris in arbore uotum,
garrula siluestri fistula sacra deo,
fistula cui semper decrescit harundinis ordo,
nam calamus cera iungitur usque minor.

20

25

30

She gave the fates to Aeneas after he, it is said,
carried his father and the snatched-up Lares,
and he did not believe that Rome would be, when grieving
he looked back from the deep on Ilium and its burning gods.
Romulus had not yet built the walls of the eternal city,
not to be dwelt in by his brother Remus,
but then cows grazed on grassy Palatine
and lowly huts stood on the citadel of Jupiter.
There Pan dripping with milk was under the shade of the holm-oak
and Pales was made from wood with a rustic blade,
and the prattling pipe of a wandering shepherd hung on a tree as an
offering, sacred to the woodland god,
the pipe of which the order of reed always decreases,
for a lesser reed is joined by wax continually.
In this passage, Tibullus imbues the civilization narrative (humanity’s progression from
the boundless age of Saturn into modern strife) with another layer of mythological
meaning. Though the poet has described several other deities as instigators of his
current age (Jupiter, Osiris, Bacchus, Pax, and “country gods”), he now attributes
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responsibility to Aeneas and Romulus, as well as Jupiter.74 Before Aeneas’ arrival in
Rome, Italy was an idyllic landscape dotted with “lowly huts” (stabant… casae, 26; cf.
exiguam… domum, 2.1.40) and inhabited by the god Pan “dripping with milk” (lacte
madens, 27; cf. ubera lactis, 1.3.36). Cows grazed on the Palatine (pascebant herbosa Palatia
uaccae, 25), which would become the location of Augustus’ domus in the poet’s day.75
The description of a Pan-pipe hung on a tree may also be an attempt to locate himself as
a poet within this Golden Age vision. Pastoral poets belonged in this prior age, when
they were free to wander (uagi, 29) and make offerings of their art (in arbore uotum, 29).76
Its dedication to “the woodland god” (siluestri… sacra deo, 30) mirrors the poet’s earlier
offering of first-fruits to the “country god” (agricolae… ante deo, 1.1.14), which I argue is
a reference to the Lares.77

74

These lines may also reflect the myth that the Golden Age lasted longer in Italy because Saturn hid
there after being dethroned by Jupiter. This tradition is also reflected in the folk etymology for Latium
(from latere, “to hide”) described in Vergil’s Aeneid (8.319–25):
Primus ab aetherio venit Saturnus Olympo,
arma Iovis fugiens et regnis exsul ademptis.
Is genus indocile ac dispersum montibus altis
composuit legesque dedit Latiumque vocari
maluit, his quoniam latuisset tutis in oris.
Aurea quae perhibent illo sub rege fuere
saecula….
Saturn first came from heavenly Olympus,
fleeing the arms of Jupiter and an exile from stolen kingdoms.
He gathered the people, untaught and scattered on high mountains,
and gave them laws and chose to call it Latium,
because he had hidden on these safe shores.
Under his reign was the Golden Age which they describe.
75

Augustus employed the same imagery when he chose to build his house near the mythical location of
the hut of Romulus, perhaps to draw connections between himself and Rome’s mythic founder (Rea 2008,
97). See also Lindheim (2021, 103–4).
76
The description of a shorter pipe (calamus… minor, 32) attached beneath a longer one may also be an
imitation of the elegiac couplet’s hexameter and pentameter lines. The poet references meter earlier in the
poem when describing Sibyl’s singing prophecies in “six feet” (senis… pedibus, 16).
77
Maltby (2002) writes that siluestris “suggests the woodland gods Siluanus (described as siluestris in
inscriptions, e.g. CIL 3.1155, 3502, 13368),” though other scholars interpret it as a reference to Pan. I agree
with Maltby that the siluestri deo is unlikely to refer to Pan, since he is explicitly named only a few lines
later: “Pan dripping with milk” (lacte madens illic suberat Pan ilicis umbrae, 2.5.27)
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Before Aeneas arrived, Rome had no borders or boundaries.78 Romulus violated
this unbroken landscape by building “the walls of the eternal city” (aeternae… urbis/
moenia, 23–4).79 This decision was therefore the first step towards the imperium Romanum
described at the end of 2.5, when “conquered towns” (oppida uicta, 116) are paraded in
Messalinus’ triumph. Romulus first built the city walls that successive generations
sought to broaden through wars of territorial expansion. The construction of these walls
is linked to another act of violence: the murder of Remus. The walls are “not to be dwelt
in for his brother Remus” (consorti non habitanda Remo, 24).80 Thus, the poet’s present age
is tied to Rome’s violent past as well as bloody conquests in the future.81 The threat of
violence hangs over the poem, such as a later reference to Aeneas’ war against Turnus
and the Rutulians (45–48)82 and a prayer for Apollo to be peaceful (79).83 Even as one
Sibyl portends victory for Aeneas, another Sibyll will later in the poem foretells of “a
comet, an evil sign of war” (belli mala signa cometen, 71) in the poet’s own lifetime. This
may be a reference to the Caesaris astrum: a comet that was visible for seven days during
the first games put on by Octavian in Caesar’s honor in 44 BCE (Maltby 2002, 453; Plin.
HN. 2.23.94; Suet. Jul. 88).84 The star was held by many to be the soul of deified Caesar
ascending to the heavens, and Augustus later incorporated the comet into his coinage
(Pandey 2013; Gurval 1997). Unlike Augustus’ optimistic interpretation of the event as a
78

Cf. the poet’s earlier description of the Golden Age when “houses had no doors” (non domus ulla fores
habuit, 1.3.43).
79
Though as is discussed later in the chapter, Aeneas’ construction of the first Trojan camp at Laurentum
can also be read as a rupture of Golden Age peace.
80
See Wiseman (1995) for a full accounting of the different versions of the Remus myth and
interpretation.
81
Messalinus’ triumph would not occur until 11 CE, three years after the death of his father.
82
“Look, fires shine for me from the Rutulian camps: now I predict for you, savage Turnus, death” (ecce
mihi lucent Rutulis incendia castris:/ iam tibi praedico, barbare Turne, necem, 2.5.46–47).
83
“... but you be gentle now, Apollo” (... sed tu iam mitis, Apollo, 2.5.79).
84
Tibullus also describes stones raining down from the skies (multas ut in terras deplueretque lapis, 72) and
a darkening of the skies for a year (Solem defectum lumine, 75); this was likely not due to the comet, but
rather to an eruption of Mt. Etna in the same year (Maltby 2002, 453).
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sign of Caesar’s deification, Tibullus depicts the comet as a portent civil war.85 At its
appearance, the heavens ring with “trumpets and clashing arms” (atque tubas atque arma
ferunt strepitantia, 73) and “sacred groves foretell flight” (lucos praecinuisse fugam, 74).
Importantly, Aeneas appears here as the founder of not only the Roman people,
but also the modern age through his connection to Romulus. Roman history truly began
when the hero rescued “the snatched-up Lares” (raptos… Lares, 20) from the ruins of
Troy. Most renditions of this myth tell that Aeneas brought the Penates, not Lares, to
Italy.86 I would suggest that in this case, however, the Lares do not appear by accident.
They can rather be understood in light of the association with walls in this passage, two
mythological explanations for the Parilia related in the Fasti,87 and the Lacanian concept
of metonymy. First, the emphasis on walls (the penetration and destruction of Trojan
walls, the construction of new ones by Romulus, the lowly huts of early settlers)
suggests a possible reference to the Lares praestites who “guard everything in safety
under their gaze” (quod praestant oculis omnia tuta suis, Ov. Fast. 5.134). They were
particularly concerned with “the walls of the city” (moenibus Urbis, id. 135) and “bring
help” (auxiliumque ferunt, id. 136) to those who need it.88 While the Penates served a
typical tutelary function, they did not share the same association with city walls.
Secondly, by referring to the Lares here rather than the Penates, Tibullus alludes
to the complex mythological background of the Parilia described later in the poem. His
85

Cf. Ov. Fast. 2.170; Verg. Ecl. 9.47. Aen. 8.681; Hor. Carm. 1.12.45–48.
Maltby (2002, 438–9): “more correctly referred to by Virgil as Penates.” Cf. “I am dutiful Aeneas, who
carries the Penates, snatched from the enemy, with me in our fleet” (sum pius Aeneas, raptos qui ex hoste
Penatis/ classe ueho mecum, Verg. Aen. 1.378–9) and “Oh fatherland, and Penates snatched in vain from the
enemy” (o patria et rapti nequiquam ex hoste Penates, 5.632). For the question of the Aeneid’s influence on 2.5,
see Buchheit (1965).
87
While the Fasti was published after the poet’s death, it describes aspects of the Roman religious and
cultural tradition with which Tibullus likely would have been acquainted. For discussion of how the
Roman festival calendar encompassed so many diverse beliefs and narratives, see Beard (2003).
88
These descriptions were meant to explain the etymology of Praestites, but nevertheless express an
important valence of the cult of the Lares.
86
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reference to Pales “made from wood with a rustic blade” (facta agresti lignea falce Pales,
28) in these lines further suggests he may have the Parilia in mind.89 I have already
discussed how several ancient authors attest to the celebration of the Parilia on the
anniversary of Rome’s foundation.90 Ovid’s retelling is most relevant to understanding
its presentation here in Tibullus. In the Fasti, the poet conjectures about the meaning
behind one of the most memorable traditions of the Parilia, when farmers set heaps of
straw on fire and leapt over them (which Tibullus describes at 2.5.89–90). Tibullus’
assertion that Aeneas rescued the Lares and founded Roman civilization, however,
echoes several associations described in Ovid (Fast. 4.799–806):
an magis hunc morem pietas Aeneïa fecit,
innocuum uicto cui dedit ignis iter?
num tamen est uero propius, cum condita Roma est,
transferri iussos in noua tecta Lares
mutantesque domum tectis agrestibus ignem
et cessaturae supposuisse casae,
per flammas saluisse pecus, saluisse colonos?
quod fit natali nunc quoque, Roma, tuo.

800

805

Or was it rather the devotion of Aeneas that created this custom, to whom
after his defeat fire gave a harm-free passage? Can it, though, be nearer
the truth that, when Rome was founded, the Lares were ordered to be
transferred to new quarters, and that while changing homes they set fire
to their rustic roofs and the cottage about to be abandoned, and that the
flock leapt through the flames and the farmers did so too? Which happens
now too on your birthday, Rome.91
Here, Ovid offers two explanations for the unusual customs of the Parilia: either it is a
reenactment of Aeneas’ escape from Troy as it burned, or of early Roman farmers who
lit their old houses on fire before moving to a new settlement.92 These are the final
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The description of Pales as “wooden” (lignea, 28) puts the reader in mind of when Tibullus believes
worship of the Lares was noblest: “then they kept faith better when, simply tended, a wooden god stood
in a little shrine” (tum melius tenuere fidem cum paupere cultu/ stabat in exigua ligneus aede deus, 1.10.19–20).
90
Plut. Vit. Rom. 12.1; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 1.88.3; Ov. Fast. 4.783–806.
91
Trans. Wiseman and Wiseman (2011, 82).
92
Ovid offers several possible explanations: metaphysical, quasi-scientific, mythological and
anthropological.
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possibilities offered before the poet before transitioning to the founding of Rome itself,
and thus occupy an important place in the sequence. Both explanations include a
change of location (Troy to Italy, old settlement to new) and the continuity of worship
in spite of it (Aeneas’ pietas, transfer of Lares to new houses by early Romans). This
passage illustrates a web of associations between the Lares, Parilia, Aeneas’ escape from
Troy, and the construction of new dwellings by early Roman farmers that may well
have been in Tibullus’ mind. Elegy 2.5 therefore combines these motifs into a single,
compressed image.
Once more, a psychoanalytic framework can aid our understanding of how this
condensation works and what it means for the passage as whole. One word (Penates) is
changed for another (Lares) on the basis of a material or conceptual relation between
them; this is metonymy (Jakobson and Halle 2002, 90–96). From a philological
standpoint, the decision to replace the Penates with the Lares seems fairly unmotivated.
Within a Lacanian framework however, it is indicative of the poet’s longing for the
frictionless world of Rome’s mythic past. As Miller (2004) writes, “desire, from a
rhetorical perspective, is metonymic in structure. It is an endless series of displacements
and inadequate substitutions; its verbal embodiment is the list” (156). Just as Tibullus
replaces one founder of his miserable age for one after another (Jupiter, Osiris, Aeneas,
Romulus, etc.) for another in retellings of the civilization narrative, here he replaces the
Penates with the Lares. Each time, the signifier is imperfect and fails to represent the
true object of the poet’s desires.

The first exchange in Rome (2.5.33–42)
These unfulfilled desires continue as the poet describes how transactions (economic and
otherwise) thwart erotic relationships. Having surveyed the mythological and religious
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setting of early Rome proper, Tibullus turns to the lowlands of Velabrum between the
Palatine and Capitoline. Roman authors believed that in ancient times this region had
been a marsh (cf. Prop. 4.2.7–8, 4.9.5–6; Ov. Fast. 6.405–8).93 Ancient etymologies
connected Velabrum with “sails” (uela)94 and transportation (uehere, “to convey”).95
Although these derivations are fanciful, they accord with the intense commercial
activity that came to characterize the region in Tibullus’ time (Platner-Ashby 1929, 549–
50).96 Accordingly, the poet’s description of prehistoric Velabrum is marred by
contemporary forces of exchange (2.5.33–42):
at qua Velabri regio patet, ire solebat
exiguus pulsa per uada linter aqua.
illa saepe gregis diti placitura magistro
ad iuuenem festa est uecta puella die,
cum qua fecundi redierunt munera ruris,
caseus et niueae candidus agnus ouis.
‘Impiger Aenea, uolitantis frater Amoris,
Troica qui profugis sacra uehis ratibus,
iam tibi Laurentes assignat Iuppiter agros,
iam uocat errantes hospita terra Lares.

35

40

But where the region of Velabrum lies open, a small boat
was accustomed to go through the shallows as it beat the water.
By that route, often a girl, who will be pleasing to the rich overseer of a
flock, was carried on a festive day to the young man,
when the gifts of a fertile estate returned with her,
cheese and the white lamb of a snowy sheep.
“Tireless Aeneas, brother of fluttering Cupid,
you who carry the sacred objects of Troy in your fleeing ships,
now Jupiter marks out for you the Laurentian fields,
now a welcoming land calls the wandering Lares.”
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Maltby (2002) notes that Tibullus may also be thinking of the ancient derivation of Pales from palus
(marsh) (443). Ironically, recent archaeological analysis has revealed that the region was dry for most of
the year, except for rainy weather and times when the Tiber flooded in the winter (Ammerman 2006, 306–
7; Wiseman 2008, 13).
94
Ps. Acro on Horace Ars poetica 67; cf. Propertius 4.9.6.
95
Varro, Ling. 5.43–4, 5.156.
96
It was particularly associated with trade of food-stuffs, oil, and wine. See Plaut. Capt. 489; Cur. 483; Hor.
Sat. II.3.229; Mart. XI.52.10.
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This passage transports economic fears from the poet’s day into Roman prehistory.
Even before Aeneas’ arrival in Italy and Romulus’ foundation of a city, girls were
pleasing to rich men (diti… magistro, 35). The “festive day” on which the puella is
exchanged seems to refer to the Parilia, since all other occurrences of festus in Tibullus
refer to this holiday. Rome has not been founded yet, so the poet seems to suggest that a
rustic precursor to the festival existed. The only difference, as Maltby (2002) notes, is
that in those days “riches consisted in livestock” (443; gregis, 34). Murgatroyd (1994)
concedes that the diues amator seems an incongruous presence but states that “by diti, of
course, T. means ‘rich’ from the primeval, rustic viewpoint. The word is a relative term,
which need not, and here obviously does not, denote great riches” (190). Without doubt,
Tibullus casts a rustic tone over the passage. The gifts given to pretty girls here take on
a rustic tone: “cheese” (caseus, 38) and a “white lamb” (candidus agnus, 38). Yet these
gifts do bear some of the markers of monetary concerns. Here, as elsewhere (lucida…
ouis, 2.1.62), white sheep commanded the highest price at market. Even in the early
Augustan era, wealth was still largely measured in terms of land holdings; while “rich
overseer of a flock” (gregis diti… magistro, 35) is a deliberately ‘homey’ characterization
of a rich man, it would still technically be true of wealthy landowners in the poet’s day.
In other passages with a contemporary setting, the diues amator waits offstage (usually
in the city) to lure the poet’s beloved away. Here, he lurks just across a shallow stream
(per uada, 34). In both situations, however, riches pose a threat to the narrator.
Furthermore, the description of the boat carrying the puella to her wealthy lover as
exiguus (which I argue is an etymological marker in the Tibullan corpus) reminds the
reader of prior monetary anxieties associated with religious practice. The girl (and
perhaps those living on her side of town) are “poor” (exiguus) compared to the diues
amator. These lines also form a parallel construction with an act of mythological
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violence later in the poem. As Lee-Stecum (2000) points out, “a girl, who will be
pleasing (placitura) to the rich overseer of a flock” (35) is echoed by “Ilia, the priestess
who will be pleasing (placitura) to Mars” (51–52), in a reference to the rape of Rhea
Silvia and subsequent birth of Romulus and Remus (203). The similarity underlines not
only the women’s lack of agency in both situations,97 but also connects early economic
transactions to the founding of Rome and violent domination. The poet once again
undermines the Golden Age fantasy’s promise of unbounded freedom in a world before
exchange. Even in a poetic dreamworld of his own making, the subject cannot find
fulfillment.
We might also examine this passage as a moment of aporia in a Lacanian
framework since it is unclear to whom the puella is being ferried. While the girl is
described as “pleasing to the rich overseer of a flock” (gregis diti placitura magistro, 35)
she is carried “to a young man” (ad iuuenem, 36). “Rich” (diti) evokes the diues amator,
who is not typically described as a young man. Most commentaries understand both to
refer to the same person, while Merklin (1970) views them as two separate characters
and argues that while the girl is pleasing to the rich owner, she goes nonetheless to the
young man whom she finds preferable (305).98 As Murgatroyd (1994) notes, however,
“if T. did mean the two men to be distinct, he could have made the distinction between
them clearer” (190).99 If this is the same person, why are they described twice, and in
such different terms? The person(s) responsible for returning the girl with gifts is
similarly vague: “the gifts of a fertile estate returned with her” (qua fecundi redierunt
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We know nothing about what this prototype-puella desires. The lack of information is particularly stark
when compared to Nemesis’ litany of wants in Book 2.
98
Merklin also takes the future participle as expressing potential force, i.e. the girl could have been
pleasing to the rich man but instead is beloved of the young one. See also Murgatroyd (1994, 190–1).
99
Cf. Maltby (2002, 443): “iuuenem… must be identical with the gregis diues magister as the gifts in 37–38
suggest.”
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munera ruris, 37). Again, whose estate? The fact that she is returned with “gifts”
(munera) suggests she went to the wealthy man after all. Some sort of exchange has been
enacted here. The choice of redeo may be telling of the transactional nature of the scene,
since it can mean “to come in as income”.100 This ambiguity is perhaps indicative of a
larger contradiction in the poet’s schema. While love in the Golden Age should be
fulfilled and fulfilling, the poetic subject struggles to articulate even who the principal
subjects are, let alone which one the puella chooses. There are endless transactions, in
which one signifier is replaced for another, without ever fully articulating the object of
the poet’s desire.
After describing the exchange of the puella’s affection for gifts, Tibullus proceeds
to the Sibyl’s prophecy. She addresses Aeneas as “tireless” (impiger, 39), presumably
because of the many journeys he undertook before making landfall in Italy, and as “the
brother of fluttering Love” (uolitantis frater Amoris, 39), since he and Cupid were both
sons of Venus.101 This reference to Aeneas’ lineage is also suggestive of Augustus’ claim
to the same pedigree through the gens Julia (Maltby 2002, 444). Once more Tibullus
traces a line from Rome’s unspoiled past to the violence of his present day. The Sibyl
proclaims that Italy should be a place of rest for both the Trojan survivors and their
Lares: the “sacred objects of Troy” (Troica… sacra, 40) need no longer be carried over
long sea voyages.102 Instead, Jupiter has already assigned them land at Laurentum on
the left bank of the Tiber (iam tibi Laurentes assignat Iuppiter agros, 41).103 Here Aeneas
founded the first fortified settlement for his followers, the Laurens castrum (Maltby 2002,
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OLD s.v. redeo.
See also Lee-Stecum (2000, 203).
102
Maltby (2002) notes that the use of Troica as an adjective “is rare in verse before Ovid, occurring only
here and at Cat. 64.345, Hor. Carm. 1.6.14, 3.3.32, and Prop. 4.1.87” (445). Cf. Tibullus’ repeated use of
agricola in place of an adjective (1.1.14; 1.5.27; 2.1.36).
103
Cf. Verg. Aen. 11.431, 12.24; Ov. Met. 14.342, Fast. 2.679.
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445–7).104 The verb (adsignare) conveys not only the immediate sense that the Trojan
camp in Italy is divinely sanctioned, but also suggests the allocation of land for colonists
(Maltby 2002, 445).105 Clearly these proto-Romans cannot have the typical colonial
relationship with Troy since it has been destroyed. The phrase instead presages future
colonies of Rome, which the Sibyl explicitly references later in the prophecy: “Rome,
your name (is) destined to rule lands” (Roma, tuum nomen terris fatale regendis, 57).106 The
emphasis on Laurentum primes the reader for the laurus worn by soldiers in
Messalinus’ triumph. Vergil connects Laurentem and the laurel tree explicitly: “it was
said that Latinus himself had dedicated [the laurel tree] to Phoebus, and from it had
given the name Laurentines to the farmers” (ipse ferebatur Phoebo sacrasse Latinus/
Laurentisque ab ea nomen posuisse colonis, Verg. Aen. 7.62–63).107 This land is to be a fixed
home for the “wandering Lares” (errantes… Lares, 42): a phrase which contradicts the
notion that the Lares were fixed to a certain place. There may also be a phonological
connection between the Lares and Laurentum, though no ancient etymology is attested
(Lee 1990, ad loc.). While early Romans were pious farmers who humbly worshiped the
Lares, the construction of fortifications at Laurentum leads to eventual war with Turnus
and the Latins, and to increasing colonization of foreign territories through military
force in Rome’s distant future. This potentiality is also reflected in the description of
Italian lands as hospita (42), which can mean either “welcoming, hosting” or “strange,
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Cf. Liv. 1.1.4; Verg. Aen. 8.38–9.
For the colonial sense of adsignare, see ThLL 2.890.81ff.
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The reference to Rome’s name here may also be a play on the palindrome of Roma-Amor, given
Tibullus’ designation of Aeneas as the brother of Amor (Lee-Stecum 2000, 203).
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I render colonus here as “farmer” rather than “colonist” because Latinus was already in Italy at the
time of Aeneas’ arrival. The double meaning of farmer/colonist is nonetheless an interesting
consideration for Tibullus’ description of how farmers inevitably become either colonists (soldiers given
parcels of land they conquered) or colonized (subject to land confiscations) in his present age.
105
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foreign” (Maltby 2002, 445).108 The Lares here condense many conflicting valences in the
poetic corpus: the simple and continuous worship of tutelary gods by farmers, the end
of the agricultural Golden Age brought about through moments of mythological
violence (the murder of Remus and rape of Rhea Silvia), the domination of terra (the
physical earth, but also lands) by Roman imperialism, and the futility of the poet’s
longing.
To conclude, the poetic subject yearns for a world before exchange in any form,
be it rejection in favor of a romantic rival or the uncertainty of trade. Tibullus appeals to
the Lares, Penates, and Pales for relief from these realities throughout the corpus,
revealing both his dreams and fears in the process. These prayers frequently illuminate
his anxieties around the economic duties expected of a Roman man in the poet’s day
and the growing influence of the imperator in all aspects of Roman life. The nature of
desire and its crucial role in structuring language results in stylistic inconsistencies,
repetition, and metonymic substitution, which point to the larger forces with which
Tibullus grapples throughout the corpus.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions

Over the course of the elegies, Tibullus stages and re-stages the gap between his desires
and his reality. I have argued that economic desires are particularly pervasive in the
poet’s corpus. To this end, I have expanded upon an insight offered by Miller (2004),
who writes that (101):
… the hermeneutic relationship between individual examples of recurring
thematic elements such as wealth is thus overdetermined by the material context
of those elements’ poetic form… [and] thus engenders a dialectic between the
particular and the general that creates ever more complex sets of relations both
within and between individual poems, interweaving the political, the personal,
the ideological, and the poetic.
The tension inherent in the poet’s depiction of economic concerns animates his corpus
by creating a complex web of associations expanding below its “concise and elegant”
surface.1 Tibullus reappropriates the pastoral and amatory elements of elegy in order to
grapple with larger infrastructural forces. Elegy as a genre may be uniquely positioned
to explore such ideas, given that economic concerns were inextricable from the inner
lives of Roman landowners.
To begin, I demonstrated how our study of poetry can benefit from an
understanding of economic history. Chapter 2 opens by establishing the terms of the
debate over the Roman economy in Tibullus’ day, before proceeding more pointedly to
a description of the poet’s means. In spite of the fact that there are few surviving
records of what we today term ‘economic’ activity, archaeological data and scant
literary sources lend credence to a picture of the early Empire as fairly prosperous.
Furthermore, while the Roman economy differed from its modern counterparts in many
ways, an NIE framework, with its focus on the role of institutions on economic choices,
1

Recalling Quintilian’s characterization of Tibullus’ poetry as tersus atque elegans (Inst. 10.1.93).
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can best illuminate those practices and traditions that stymie other models. This
approach is also useful in understanding the ways in which fiscal choices influence and
are influenced by religious practices. Read within this framework, Tibullus’ poetry
provides a glimpse into contemporary economic anxieties, including fears about global
trade, military imperialism prompted by the necessity of providing grain for Rome’s
population, and the difficulties of maintaining profitable operations after the land
confiscations, as I described in greater detail in the following chapters.
In Chapter 3, I explored the ways in which the poet expands the myth of the
Golden Age into a larger civilization narrative describing the growth of human
economic activity. I identified repetition and contradiction as key features of these
passages and suggested that they are best understood in a Lacanian framework as
markers of irreconcilable conflict in the poetic psyche. Analysis reveals a notable
sticking point in the poet’s identification of the god(s) who first set the current age in
motion. Ultimately the civilization narrative displays anxiety over several pressing
issues of the poet’s day, including trade in a globalized economy, changing agricultural
infrastructure in the wake of the proscriptions, and the violent subjugation of the
provinces. The poet’s focus on the economic cost of expanding Roman borders draws
attention to the deeper moral costs of civilization. Furthermore, his insistence on
locating a world of perfect happiness in the past correlates to his impossible search for
simple piety in the cults of Ceres, the Lares, Penates, and Pales.
Chapter 4 examined recurring prayers to Ceres in the Tibullan corpus.
Appearances of this goddess often consist of conflicting allusions and images. She
functions as a form of metonymy, representing the poet’s idealized rustic life, the
imagined fulfillment of his love for Delia, and contemporary political struggles over the
grain supply. The depiction of Ceres with the wheat sheath (spica) in particular links her
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to class conflict in the late Republic and Augustus’ burgeoning control over the grain
provision for Rome’s citizens in the early Empire. Thus, she also transforms over the
course of the elegies into a symbol of increasing Roman imperialism. These persistent
contradictions ultimately make clear that the poet’s vivid fantasies of self-sufficiency
will never come to fruition as Rome transitions from an agrarian society to a
multinational empire dependent on foreign conquest. The elegies thus lay bare the
transactional heart of both religious and economic action.
My last chapter examines the Lares, Penates, and Pales, whom I term “country
gods” because of their associations with Rome’s agrarian past and function as
guardians of the poet’s estate. Tibullus conflates these deities in several passages: an
elision that corresponds to metonymy in the Lacanian formulation and serves to
undermine the simple moralistic associations between agriculture and domesticity in
the Roman conception. Appeals to the Lares, Penates, and Pales also coincide in crucial
ways with the civilization narrative explored in Chapter 3, as they populate the Roman
landscape before the arrival of Aeneas and its subsequent loss of innocence. Much like
prayers to Ceres in the previous chapter, the poet’s prayers to country gods betray the
impossibility of his desires in the face of the larger forces governing his society. A
strong utopianist tendency colors these passages, just as it does the civilization narrative
explored in Chapter 3.
Finally, I hope that other readers will take a deeper interest in what the Tibullan
corpus may tell us about occupying a singular moment in history, when economic and
political forces pressed their stamp on human lives in a particularly indelible way.
Simone Weil (1965) once characterized the Iliad—seemingly a very different kind of
poem—as one essentially about force (6):
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Force employed by man, force that enslaves man, force before which
man’s flesh shrinks away. In this work, at all times, the human spirit is
shown as modified by its relations with force, as swept away, blinded by
the very force it imagined it could handle, as deformed by the weight of
the force it submits to. For those dreamers who considered that force,
thanks to progress, would soon be a thing of the past, the Iliad could
appear as an historical document; for others, whose powers of recognition
are more acute and who perceive force, today as yesterday, at the very
center of human history, the Iliad is the purest and loveliest of mirrors.
It is my hope that this study might contribute to a larger understanding of Tibullus’
poetry as similarly concerned with the workings of force upon human lives, in spite of
elegy’s protests that it is concerned with love rather than war.
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